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FOREWORD

Since the mid-1970s the U.S. Army has used battle simulation games as
aids to support tactical training. Games have proved to be an effective and
highly motivating means of training both officers and NCOs at low cost. How-
ever, the training provided by two-sided free-play games has not been for-
mally linked to specific tasks and training objectives. The experience gained
from gaming is highly variable and diverse, making evaluation of the benefits
difficult.

Unit training programs are now beginning to be implemented based on
AirLand Battle doctrine with Division '86 equipment and organizations. In
these programs, unit missions and the tasks required to perform such missions
become the major influence on the training conducted to develop unit readi-
ness. Games that provide relatively unstructured training do not easily fit
into unit training program with this new approach.

This research product presents a method of gaming designed to reduce this
incompatibility. The TRAX I game was developed to investigate low-cost methods
of leader tactical training and to examine gaming approaches useful in future
computer-automated combat simulations and training devices. The game system
should be of interest to those responsible for training small-unit leaders in
active and reserve units. Elements of the game may also find application in
efforts to evaluate tactical performance, investigate tactical training methods,
or study operational doctrine and tactics.

EDGAR M4. JOHN ON
Technical Director
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A COMBAT GAMING METHOD FOR

TANK PLATOON LEADER TRAINING: TRAX I

INTRODUCTION

TRAX I is a combat game adapted from the Dunn-Kempf and Blockbuster
games available in the U.S. Army as training aids (U.S. Army Training Support
Center, 1984). The rules and procedures used in TRAX I have been designed to
support leader training in Division '86 operations and tactics at the platoon

level, particularly in active Army units.

Methods of play used in the TRAX I game system were developed to shorten
preparation and playing time, reduce complexity of rules and procedures, and
increase training value by comparison with previous games. Many of the
changes introduced in TRAX I were based on recent accounts of Army experience
in using games (Probsdorfer, 1980; Borgman, J.D. and Hooverson, R.L., 1981;
Sharpenburg, 1983). Other modifications were suggested by research c.4 games
(reviewed by Henricksen, Jones, Sergeant and Rutherford, 1984) and new Divi-
sion '86 doctrinal and training literature (summarized by Brown, 1984;
Sullivan, 1984). While an effort was made to retain accuracy in the simula-

tion of combat, priority in TRAX I was given to the subjective reality of
player experiences and the validity of lessons learned in training. For

training purposes, the representation of the qualitative nature of combat
events was considered more important than precise quantitative fidelity.

DESCRIPTION

Training exercises using TRAX I focus primarily on the decisions and
actions required of the platoon leader and platoon sergeant to lead the pla-
toon in combat, while communicating with higher command levels and adjacent
units. Exercises may be conducted with the platoon leader and platoon ser-
geant, each maneuvering and fighting two miniature vehicles on a terrain

board to represent the actions of the two sections in the platoon. If both
leaders are reasonably knowledgeable and experienced, the tank commanders
(TCs) may be included in the exercise, with each individual handling his own
vehicle. In this case, the exercise focuses more on coordination of action
within the platoon, and effective command and control of the unit by the
platoon leader.

Players in TRAX I carry out only actions required to move, shoot, commu-
nicate, and protect their vehicle and unit. Controllers perform all other
game mechanics required to create the combat environment in which the players
operate, and to produce the consequences following from player actions. Con-
troller duties and responsibilities are presented in Appendix A, together
with a detailed explanation of activities required to conduct TRAX I exer-

cises. Rules and procedures followed by players are described as simply as
possible in the Basic Rules outlined in Appendix B. Additional rules relat-
ing to specific conditions or actions required for particular training objec-
tives were confined to the Advanced Rules in Appendix C.



The TRAX I exercises are directed and managed by a senior Instruc-
tor/Controller, with the assistance of a Fire Controller and an Opponent
Force (OPFOR) Controller. The Instructor/Controller issues orders, controls
the sequence of play, and leads the after-action review following the exer-
cise. During the exercise, the Instructor/Controller simulates all communi-
cations from higher level elements, and other units in the company team. The
Fire Controller determines the effects of direct fire by the U.S. force and
OPFOR, and schedules and locates indirect fire for both sides. The OPFOR
Controller handles the Warsaw Pact forces and carries out other actions on
the terrain board as needed to assist the Instructor/Controller and Fire
Controller.

TRAX I exercises involve one-sided play by the U.S. platoon in response
to situations created according to a preplanned, controlled scenario. Sce-
narios provided for TRAX I in Appendix D are based on several mission Situa-
tional Training Exercises (STXs) outlined in the ARTEP Mission Training Plan
(MTP) for the tank platoon, FC 17-15-1. The exercise scenarios are designed
to provide practice on collective tasks listed as prerequisites to an STX,
while the platoon operates independently or as part of a company team to

accomplish a given mission. Tasks included in each scenario are listed in

Appendix E, along with the tasks required by each STX in the MTP.

Since TRAX I is intended for use in unit training, it can be conducted
in classroom facilities locally available in the company or battalion. The

required equipment is provided in the Dunn-Kempf game kit and vehicle models
obtained from local training aids support, supplemented by components easily
made from common office supply items. The needed written materials may be
reproduced from this report, manuals, and local Standing Operating Procedures
(SOPs) and Communications-Electronics Operation Instructions (CEOIs). Re-
quirements for facilities, equipment, and materials are outlined in
Appendix F.

EXERCISE PREPARATION

Planning and Setup

Although commanders at each level are primarily responsible for training
their own units, establishing a game control team at battalion level avoids
duplicating the considerable time and effort needed to prepare and become
proficient in conducting game exercises. The senior member of the control
team would plan and manage platoon gaming. The training would be planned to
coordinate with other scheduled training events based on tactical training
needs specified by the company commanders and platoon leaders. The senior
member of the team would also supervise the activities of the team required
to prepare game exercises, and act as the Instructor/Controller during exer-
cises.

Recommended activities to be carried out by the Instructor/Controller

and control team members are as follows:

Training Objectives. Determine the overall goals and training objec-

tives to be met by TRAX I exercises. The general goals in relation to unit

missions should be established in the original tasking given the

2
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Instructor/Controller. If not, further direction should be obtained from the
tasking authority. Derive specific objectives from platoon tasks in the STXs
and FTX, and other collective training events scheduled to support unit mis-
sion readiness. Review FC 17-15-1, local SOPs, and related training litera-
ture to inventory tasks subsumed under the STXs and FTXs. In coordination
with subordinate unit commanders, identify the leader personnel to be
trained, informally assessing their background, experience, and training
needs in relation to the training objectives. Establish priorities among
training needs.

Game Assessment. Examine Appendices A-F to become familiar with the
TRAX I game system. Use the exercise plans (Appendix D) and mission-task
crosswalk (Appendix E) to relate the available exercises to training needs.
Assess the suitability of TRAX I exercises to meet the training objectives
and needs established for unit leaders. Note tasks that might be omitted or
added to the scenarios to better fit local needs, and additional scenarios
that need to be developed based on STXs not represented in the available
materials. Inform the unit commanders of those objectives and needs that can
and cannot be trained in TRAX I exercises.

In terms of the unit training program outlined in The Armor Task Force
Training Plan (FC 71-11), and the leader training guidance given in that
document and in FC 17-15-1, combat gaming with TRAX I corresponds to the
"walk" stage in the "crawl-walk-run" philosophy of training. The suitability
of gaming exercises must be judged in term of their effectiveness in bridging
the gap between initial "crawl" training and later STX and FTX at the "run"
stage. Training at the "crawl" stage should be provided by unit commanders
for all of the training needs identified. Some alternative method of "walk"
training should be devised for those needs that cannot be met by game exer-
cises.

Assemble Resources. Select and obtain assignment of controller person-
nel to duty with the control team. Supply the controllers with copies of the
Controller's Guide (Appendix A), Basic and Advanced Rules (Appendix B and C),
and Exercise Plans (Appendix D). Based on Appendix F, obtain required game
kits, supplies, and facilities. Supervise the team in setting up the equip-
ment in the facility, and construction of components not included in the
kits. Schedule and conduct controller training as outlined in the following
section on Controller Personnel. At a minimum, two days are required to
learn the controller duties and become familiar with the four exercises in
Appendix D. Reproduce rules and other materials used by the players.

Prepare Scenarios. With the assistance of the control team prepare
modified exercise plans, and any new additional exercises needed. Examine
and select advanced rules used in additional scenarios. Tryout modified and
additional scenarios with the control team and revise as necessary to insure
that they are workable and produce the intended training. In the tryouts,
anticipate alternative possible player actions. Plan how controllers react
to keep the scenario on track, so that the required tasks cannot be bypassed.
If little initial preparation time is available, development of additional
exercises may have to be done after the first cycle of exercises is completed
by the platoon.

3
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Schedule Training. Coordinate the schedule of game exercises within the
overall unit training schedule. Provide two days per platoon if only the
platoon leader and platoon sergeant are to be trained in each platoon using
the four exercise scenarios provided in Appendix D. Allow two additional
days per platoon if the exercises are then repeated with the TCs included as
players.

Make sure that prerequisite tactical training events precede the gaming
exercises that build on those prerequisites, and that gaming exercises pre-
cede the corresponding field STXs and FTXs. Allow for additional exercise

repetitions or new exercises designed to correct deficiencies identified in
the STXs and FTXs. Anticipate and avoid conflicting duties required of con-

troller and player personnel.

Controller Personnel

Qualifications. The Instructor/Controller should be a company grade
officer with considerable field exercise experience. He should possess a
good working knowledge of Division '86 and OPFOR doctrine, tactics, and
equip ment, from company level down to individual weapon systems. The OPFOR
controller should be a junior officer or senior noncommissioned officer (NCO)
with a good working knowledge of threat weapon systems and tactics. Interest

and experience in wargame miniatures or board games is also desirable. The
Fire Controller may be a relatively junior NCO who is proficient in map read-
ing, familiar with indirect fire procedures, and who can handle numerical
data and tabular information quickly and accurately. The extra replacement
controller should be an NCO capable of serving in either the OPFOR or Fire

Controller positions.

Training. The preparation of the Controller personnel is a critical
factor influencing the effectiveness of training conducted with TRAX I exer-
cises. Controllers must acquire a thorough knowledge of the TRAX I rules and
procedures to avoid mistakes or excessive interruptions and delays in the
course of play. In a one-sided preplanned exercise, the controllers must

become thoroughly familiar with the exercise scenario, and be able to create
the intended sequence of events and situations by executing the right events
at the right time.

The Controllers Guide (Appendix A) should be read together with the
Basic Rules (Appendix B). Each controller should pay particular attention to
the exercise activities that he will be expected to perform, referring back

to related sections of the Basic Rules to understand how his actions affect
those of the players. The controllers should also become familiar with the
MTP guidelines on training evaluation and conduct of after-action reviews
given in FC 17-15-1, Chapter 2.

After studying these materials, the controllers should be trained using
a hands-on approach. Walk through the Basic Rules section by section, with
each controller carrying out both controller and player actions as described,
using the appropriate game components on the terrain board. Resolve any
alternative interpretations or ambiguities encountered in the Basic Rules.

Then, walk through each of the scenarios with each controller carrying out
his part and the extra controller playing the role of platoon leader and

platoon sergeant. Trade off positions so that the replacement has experience

4
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in some scenarios as both Fire and OPFOR Controller. Point out the training
objectives in each scenario, and explain what the controllers should be ob-
serving and recording for evaluation and review. Tryout any planned modifi-
cations to the scenarios to delete or add tasks, and add notes to the
scenario materials to record the changes. Practice conducting an after-
action review with each scenario. Repeat the walk-throughs if time permits,
speeding up the rate of play and controller actions.

Exercise Development

Gaming exercises using TRAX I are designed to approximate the training
provided by the model STXs in FC 17-15-1. The procedure followed to develop
the sample exercises appearing in Appendix D is described in this section.
Tactically experienced officers familiar with the relevant training litera-
ture should have little difficulty in applying a similar approach to develop
exercises meeting local needs.

Scenarios. Four sample scenarios were developed to parallel mission
STXs outlined in FC 17-15-1. Tasks included in the exercises were derived
directly from the prerequisite platoon tasks listed for each STX. The sce-
narios include two Tactical Road March missions (based on STX A), a Movement
to Contact/Hasty Attack mission (based on STX E and F), and an Occupy Battle
Position/Hasty Defense mission (based on portions of STX D). The two road
marches provide the setting for initial practice with the TRAX I rules and
procedures in the context of a simple mission. After this introduction to
the method of play, the remaining two exercises support basic attack and
defense training under more complex and difficult circumstances.

A five step procedure was followed in developing the scenarios, with the
initial outline of each scenario prepared by an experienced Armor officer.
First, the prerequisite platoon tasks and drills, and any other tasks in-
cluded in each STX, were determined from the mission-task diagrams and
crosswalks. The conditions and standards for each task were reviewed, along
with the STX outlines, to become familiar with the situations in which the
tasks are performed. Tasks for each scenario were then sequenced in an order
that might be expected under the combat circumstances described for the STX.

Second, the Dunn-Kempf board was examined to select initial and final

platoon positions required to perform the mission. Routes and fighting posi-
tions were selected between the initial and final positions to provide appro-
priate conditions for task performance in the planned order. The task

secquence was modified as needed to better fit the terrain available, to
produce natural transitions from task to task, and to progress toward mission
accomplishment.

Third, the initial unit situation, mission orders, and external events
required to trigger performance of each task were developed in detail. Some
creativity was required to conceive concrete, realistic situations that are

likely to be encountered in combat, yet are not entirely predictable so that
the players are caught a little off-guard. In some cases, features of the
terrain board suggested a plausible event providing conditions for a task, or
an advantageous OPFOR weapon site. For example, performing an unscheduled
halt is a task included in the Tactical Road March. Observing a train track

5



or bridge on the route served to suggest ideas of finding the route blocked
with a train, or finding the bridge down, requiring the platoon to halt.

Fourth, an OPORD was written out and a map overlay prepared with routes

and tactical symbols, keeping in mind a kind of narrative of the events and
actions taking place in the mission. The orders and overlays portray realis-
tically the information and instruction given by the company commander to the
platoon leader as they might be in an actual situation in combat. An exer-

cise scenario outline was then written in the format of a training schedule.
Listed in columns were (1) the tasks and drills to be performed in order, (2)

the estimated time (relative to first platoon movement at H-hour) that events
should occur to initiate each task or drill, (3) performance elements exe-
cuted by the platoon and leader as appropriate in the situation, and (4)
actions performed by the controllers to produce events or respond to U.S.
player actions.

Fifth and last, the controller team pretested the exercise to discover

needed changes, following the scenario outline step-by-step on the terrain
board. The controllers checked the estimated times against the possible
movement distances, examined how well the terrain and OPFOR positions and
actions fit the needed task conditions, and identified possible player ac-
tions that could bypass the next tasks. The order, routes, and events were
then revised to produce a likely sequence of situations, allowing player and
controller actions to push the players from one task to the next in an unob-

trusive manner.

In responding to the situations occuring in each scenario, players are
not forced to execute a prescribed "school solution." However, each situa-
tion is set up to limit the reasonable alternatives available. Inappropriate
actions are met with OPFOR reactions and commander communications that fur-
ther narrow player options, moving them toward some resolution of the problem
situation. Thus the players may perform any one of a number of plausible
alternative actions leading to a common end point and the next situation.

Players are allowed as much freedom as possible to employ initiative and

decisive action to accomplish their mission.

Lesson Plans. The training structure and materials provided for STXs
are easily modified and combined with the game scenario to make up exercise
lesson plans. A format similar to that used in FC 17-15-1 and other MTPs is
followed, with some changes adapting it to the game situation, as shown in

Appendix D.

The primary training objectives for an exercise were defined as the

tasks and drills listed as prerequisites for the related STX and included in

the scenario. Main teaching points were developed for each task or drill
based on tactical principles illustrated by the scenario situations, and
consistent with both Division '86 doctrine and applicable task standards. The

standards for each task to be evaluated during the exercise comprised the
performance elements listed in the scenario outline.

The training procedure for conducting the exercises is described in the
Controller's Guide (Appendix A). However, some guidance on conduct of af-
ter-action reviews is provided in each lesson plan, based largely on guidance

6



contained in FC 17-15-1. Prerequisite training, and some additional training
to follow-up on the results of the game exercises, is also indicated.

ThPLEENTATION

The TRAX I gaming method is intended for use as an integral part of
collective training programs based on FC 71-11 and FC 17-15-1. As such, its
primary application is in training active armor units. Under appropriate
conditions, the game and exercises may be of value in institutional and re-
serve component settings. The game system may also be useful as a vehicle
for research and development efforts on issues relating to platoon tactics
and leader performance or training. The present section discusses several
considerations that may affect these applications.

Unit Training

The MTP FC 17-15-1 outlines plans for three FTXs, each combining three
STXs. Plans for eight STXs are given to provide training for the most common
and important ARTEP missions. A mission/task diagram and tables specify the
platoon tasks contained in each STX. The MTP recommends that combinations of
STXs and FTXs be used to train each task from two to six times per year,
quarterly for most tasks.

There is probably less need for terrain board exercises in units that
have facilities and resources to conduct two or more STXs per quarter. In
this case, it is recommended that TRAX I be used on a monthly basis (4-8
hours) to prepare for upcoming STXs. The sample exercises provided in Appen-
dix D should be completed first. This will allow players to master the game
system and practice the basics of unit movement, actions on contact, and
attack and defense missions. In the first month, the Road Marches and Move-
ment to Contact/Hasty Attack exercises can be completed in two four hour
periods. The Occupy Battle Position/Hasty Defense exercise can be completed
in the second month in an eight hour period, either on one day, or an after-
noon and following morning. In the the third month, selected exercises may
be repeated, or a new exercise used relating to a planned STX.

When exercises are repeated, they may be used unmodified for retraining
poor initial performance, or for cross training subordinates. In other
cases, the exercises may be modified by changing general conditions (mud,
snow, night, etc.) or specific conditions (sequence of events and tasks,
positions of OPFOR, strength of OPFOR, additional tasks, etc.) to increase
their difficulty. New scenarios may be based on the MTP missions and STXs,
or local missions and planned field exercises.

In units that have resources for one STX or fewer per quarter, more
frequent gaming exercises with TRAX I may help to compensate for this limita-
tion. An additional series of TRAX I exercises should be planned to include
missions and tasks that are not trained with the recommended frequency in
field STXs or FTXs. As much as 12-16 hours per month could be devoted prof-
itably to gaming in these units.

7
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Reserve units will have little opportunity to conduct STXs and FTXs ex-
cept during annual training periods. Given the time available for monthly
training periods, it is unlikely that even 4 hours could be set aside each
month for gaming exercises for leader personnel. However, a reserve unit
should be able to cycle through the sample exercises at least once during
nine months, and repeat some portion of the exercises based on identified
training needs in the last quarter of the year preceding annual training.

In the reserve context, the exercises may have to be broken down into
sections and completed in successive training periods. It should be benefi-
cial to do a little gaming each month, rather than concentrate all of the ex-
ercises into one or two weekends.

Mini-exercises based on 2-3 related tasks may also be useful before try-
ing to complete exercises covering an entire mission. Such mini-exercises
can be extracted from the sample scenarios by breaking them down into seg-
ments. The Instructor should summarize the platoon orders and platoon ac-
tions leading up to the starting point of the mini-exercise, to provide the
proper context for later events and tasks.

Many of the officers and NCOs in reserve units may have little Armor
experience. For such individuals the instructor should plan some hands-on
task and drill training with demonstrations and walk-throughs to teach the
basic techniques prior to gaming exercises.

Institutional Training. Heavy training loads and the large number of
objectives included in institutional training courses virtually preclude any
extensive use of combat gaming. The TRAX I exercises or any similar exer-
cises can be used in these courses only if they are sufficiently effective to
replace some part of the training currently scheduled.

In Armor Officer Basic (AOB), for example, with about 25-30 students per
platoon and four platoons, seven terrain boards and 21 controllers would be
required to complete even one four-hour exercise over two days in the train-
ing schedule. To reduce the resources to managable proportions, probably
only a few mini-exercises (such as those described above for reserve units)
could be used with a small selection of TRAX I rules. Such training on some
highly critical tasks may prove beneficial in preparing AOB students for the
"Ten-Day War" field exercises. It remains to be seen whether the training

" that it would replace is more or less beneficial in an equal period of time.
* The decision would likely come down to a judgment on whether greater profi-

ciency on a small number of tasks is preferred over broader familiarization
with a larger number of tasks.

Some training with TRAX I would be recommended for Armor Officer Ad-
vanced Course (AOAC) students if this method of play should be adopted as a
standard for leader training in units. The AOAC training should emphasis
practice in the controller roles, and preparation for training controllers.
This would encourage the implementation of TRAX I when these officers are as-
signed to command or staff positions in their later units.

Perhaps the most feasible applications of TRAX I are to be found in NCO
courses that are designed to prepare individuals for tank commander or pla-

toon sergeant positions. The number of students is usually smaller at any



one time than is the case in officer courses, and the range of objectives is
somewhat narrower. With an instructor taking the Platoon Leader position and
executing preplanned actions and communications, the TRAX I method could be
used for task training with mini-exercises, and full mission exercises like
those in Appendix D. As a hands-on method permitting immediate feedback, the

combat gaming procedures should be motivating and effective with new NCOs,
and would most likely be superior to any substitute classroom training.

Research and Development. Potential research and development applica-
tions essentially fall into three categories. First, the TRAX I method and
procedures provide a context for studying tactical training that is more
manageable and controllable than the typical field exercise. The training
may focus on a few specific tasks in a mini-exercise, or on missions with a
specific combination of tasks. For these applications, special scenarios
will have to be designed that have the specific task content and permit the
variation or control of variables pertinent to the research questions.

Second, and partly subsumed by the first, the TRAX I procedures and ex-
ercises provide a context in which elements of tactical leader performance
can be observed and measured. Thus the effects of prior training and trans-
fer to combat gaming can be evaluated using appropriate data collection in-
struments with TRAX I.

The relationship of performance measures and transfer impact of TRAX I
training on performance in field exercises has not yet been investigated, so
the external validity of performance and training in TRAX I remains to be
established. Such validity has some presumptive support based on prior re-
search with similar games. However, external validity should be examined in

any future research applications to insure that results of the gaming do not
lead to misleading conclusions. The fact that TRAX I exercises are closely
tied to field STXs from the MTP should facilitate that design of the required
field tests, and the opportunity to obtain troop support for such tests.

The third potential application involves the examination of current tac-
tical doctrine for Armor operations, or development of future doctrine. Cur-
rent doctrine can be economically tested in a wide variety of circumstances,
helping to provide insight into fruitful questions to be addressed by further

research with combat models or field tests. Special data or rules may be
added to TRAX I to represent future equipment, threats, or other combat con-
ditions. A number of situations may be gamed to aid planning of work with

models or field tests to examine conclusions derived from gaming exercises.
Tradeoffs among possible solutions to future problems can be examined,
whether based on equipment, organization, operational procedures, or person-

nel and training. In such applications, like the training and testing appli-
cations discussed above, the external validity in relation to the resulting
outcomes of combat should always be addressed empirically to the extent pos-
sible.

VALIDATION

The usability of the TRAX I game system was verified in tryouts with
Armor school students enrolled in the Armor Officer Basic (AOB) and Armor
Officer Advanced Course (AOAC). The two tactical road march exercises were
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performed by 12 pairs of AOB students and 16 pairs of AOAC students. Limita-
tions on student time prevented extensive tryouts with the attack and defense
exercises, but- the scenarios were found to be workable in tryouts with two
student groups from each course.

Players were able to learn the rules, observe a demonstration, and start
an exercise within 30-45 minutes. They completed planning, play, and an
after-action review on both road marches in 2-3 hours. The more experienced
AOAC students averaged 2.5 minutes to complete turns of play, while the AOB
students averaged 3.5 minutes.

An armor captain without previous experience in company command served
as Instructor/Controller in these tryouts. He was able to keep play moving
and to simulate communications with the platoon without much difficulty after
the first use of each scenario.

ARI staff members served in the other controller positions. The OPFOR
controller had no difficulty in following the planned scenario, adjusting his
actions to help the Instructor/Controller keep the exercise on track. The
Fire Controller was able to handle both direct and indirect fires. Some
small delays in play were required when there were heavy exchanges of fire,
but in many cases he was able to predetermine firing results to allow play to
proceed without interruption. In the more complex attack and defense exer-
cises, the Fire Controller assisted the OPFOR controller when a large number
of vehicles were in action to help avoid slowing the rate of play.

With few exceptions the players liked the game, judged it a valuable
method of training and wanted more opportunity to use it. The AOB students
were particularly enthusiastic, indicating that the game experience was bet-
ter for training on some tasks than the field training they had received so V*.
far. Both groups considered the requirements for all-round security, rapid
and coordinated actions on contact, and brief and clear communications to be
the most valuable aspects of the experience. The AOAC students felt they
could make good use of the game in training subordinates. A few expressed
some reservations about the validity of some technical aspects of the rules /
relating to weapon capabilities.

Responses to post-exercise questionnaires were highly positive in both
groups. The most encouraging testimonial was provided by the 93% who agreed
that TRAX I Provided "effective" or "very effective" training. Among those
AOAC students with previous experience in playing Dunn-Kempf, 91% agreed that
TRAX I provided "better" or "much better" training than the original method
of play (most had not used the revised version of Dunn-Kempf). The worst
response on the negative side concerned the fidelity of the combat simula-
tion. Only 65% overall considered TRAX I to be an "accurate" or "very accu-
rate" simulation, while 14% agreed that it was "somewhat" or "very
inaccurate", with the remainder in-between. However, TRAX I was considered
more accurate than Dunn-Kempf by 66% of those officers that had used the
latter game.

While the training effectiveness of TRAX I was not evaluated by effects
on later field performance, there is indirect evidence that suggest that
training with the game should prove to have some value. Observations of
player performance indicated several common faults. To briefly summarize the

10



observations, it is interesting to note that many of the same kinds of inci-
dents and tactical problems observed at the National Training Center (NTC) at
the platoon level (e.g., Furlong, 1984; Wagner, 1984) also were found to
occur in the game. Overall, the performance of the AOAC officers was much
superior to the AOB officers. Performance reflecting the difference in prior
training and experience between the groups should be observed in a valid
game. Furthermore, after only one exercise repetition performance Improved
in several aspects of play, with the AOB officers showing the greater im-
provement in most cases.

While the effectiveness of training with TRAX I cannot be guaranteed on

the basis of the evidence gathered to date, the preliminary indications are
favorable. At the very least, the STX-like game exercises provide the in-
structor with ample opportunity to observe and correct common tactical er-
rors. With proper follow-through in after-action reviews, there is every
reason to expect that game exercises should contribute to the effectiveness
of later field training.

CONCLUSIONS

The TRAX I game system permits frequent tactical training at low cost
for leaders of small units and crews. The training method is compatible with
the programs, objectives, and training approaches currently recommended for
Division '86 Armor units. Modifications of the Dunn-Kempf game introduced in
TRAX I have been reasonably successful in reducing playing time, simplifying
rules and procedures for players, and tying game practice closely to Division

*'86 training objectives. These advantages are somewhat offset by the larger
". number of controllers and increased controller training required to operate
*the game system effectively.

Without question, numerous features of the TRAX I game system can stand
further improvement. Nevertheless, the playing techniques and training meth-
ods demonstrated in TRAX I provide a workable basis for systematic applica-
tion of tactical gaming in Division '86 unit training programs.
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APPENDIX A

TRAX I CONTROLLER'S GUIDE

Introduction

TRAX I is a combat game adapted from the Dunn-Kempf and Blockbuster
games available in the U.S. Army as training aids. TRAX I has been designed
to support leader training in Division '86 operations and tactics at the
platoon level, particularly in active Armor units. In contrast to most other
games used for training, a one-sided controlled method of play is used to
ensure practice on predetermined training objective. An Instructor/Control-
ler, Fire Controller, and OPFOR Controller work together to simulate combat
environment in which the tank platoon operates.

The preparation of controllers is important to the effectiveness of
training provided by TRAX I. The controllers must employ rules and proce-
dures properly and follow exercise plans skillfully to produce the full bene-
fits of game experience for the players.

This guide describes controller responsibilities and activities required
to conduct training with TRAX I. Controllers should read the TRAX I Basic
Rules before studying the remainder of this Guide in detail. Controller's
should be thoroughly familiar with the contents of the Guide and Basic Rules,
and have practiced following the exercise plans before using them in train-
ing.

Controller Duties

Duties performed by each controller during a TRAX I exercise are

outlined below.

a. Instructor/Controller.

(1) Acting as company commander, starts mission preparation by issu-
ing the oral FRAGO or written OPORD along with map overlays, CEOI, and other
materials called for in the scenario.

(2) Keeps and records elapsed time during mission preparation, an-
nouncing passage of (simulated) time at 10 minute intervals (5 minute actual
time).

(3) Intervenes as company commander with orders to get play started
when preparation time is exhausted.

(4) Maintains a record of turns and updates simulated elapsed time
on the game time display.

(5) Directs the sequence of play, announcing fire and move steps,
and the command commo phase.

(6) Simulates communication with the platoon in the role of the com-
pany or team commander.
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(7) Simulates communications from adjacent or supporting elements
and higher levels as needed.

(8) Monitors actions of the players to ensure compliance with TRAX I
procedures and rules of play.

(9) Accumulates communication time on the stopwatch and enforces the
communication time limit.

(10) Monitors actions of the OPFOR Controller, ensuring events occur
in accordance with the scenario and OPFOR doctrine.

(11) Supervises the Fire Controller, ensuring that firing conditions
properly influence the direct fire results, calls for fire are correctly in-
terpreted, and fires are located correctly on the terrain board.

(12) Intervenes with orders to the Plt Ldr as needed to ensure the

exercise approximates the planned scenario.

(13) Interprets and clarifies rules when questioned by players or
subordinate controllers.

(14) Evaluates platoon actions against task standards, noting items
for later review.

(15) Leads the discussion of events and platoon performance in the

after action review.

b. OPFOR Controller.

(1) Places detection cards as required by the scenario, complying
with rules for detection.

(2) Places OPFOR elements and obstacles on the board when identi-
fied.

(3) Moves OPFOR elements during US fire steps, maintaining a record
of position for unobserved elements.

(4) Executes OPFOR direct fire during U.S. movement steps, providing
the Fire Controller with the information required to determine the effects of
fire.

(5) Places direct fire markers indicating misses and hit effects for
both US and OPFOR elements.

(6) Assists the Fire Controller in placing U.S. and OPFOR indirect
fire on the board, unless otherwise occupied.

(7) Moves aircraft and delivers fire from U.S. and OPFOR air sup-

port, in accordance with U.S. and OPFOR doctrine.

(8) Moves and executes direct fire from U.S. adjacent and supporting
elements, unless otherwise occupied.
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(9) Employs OPFOR units in accordance with the scenario and in com-
pliance with current OPFOR doctrine.

(10) Modifies OPFOR actions as needed to expose and exploit tactical
weaknesses evident in the actions of the U.S. platoon, without departing
radically from the scenario.

(11) Modifies OPFOR actions as needed to ensure the exercise
approximates the planned scenario.

(12) Describes OPFOR tactics and actions in the after-action review,
and U.S. platoon actions from the OPFOR point of view.

c. Fire Controller.

(1) Determines effects of U.S. and OPFOR direct fires, providing
miss and effect markers to the OPFOR Controller for placement, or places them
himself if the OPFOR controller is fully occupied.

(2) Judges line of sight (LOS) between firer and target, target
exposure and other conditions affecting direct fire, and asks players and
OPFOR controller to check conditions in doubt.

(3) Records and interprets U.S. indirect fire requests to determine
the turn schedule and location for delivery.

(4) Uses the fire template to locate and place U.S. and OPFOR indi-

rect fire markers on scheduled turns, or in accordance with the scenario.
The template and markers may be passed to the OPFOR controller if he is
unoccupied by other actions.

(5) Assesses effects of indirect fire and air support weapons on

U.S. and OPFOR elements.

(6) Describes direct and indirect fire results in the after-action
review, along with aspects of platoon performance influencing these results,

particularly fire plans and calls for fire.

Exercise Activities.

a. Mission Preparation. This phase of the exercise includes all activi-
ties conducted prior to the point at which the platoon actually begins to
carry out its mission, and usually ends when game turns allowing fire and
movement are started. This section presents controller procedures carried
out during Mission Preparation.

(1) Preparation Time. Time is kept on a stopwatch by the Instruc-
tor/Controller. The elapsed time corresponding to simulated game time is

announced in 10 minute increments tc the Plt Ldr and other players at 5 min-
ute actual intervals. Normally, the time allowed in the scenario is consid-
ered realistic under the circumstances described. Since a number of physical
activities that would use time in the field do not occur in the training
facility, actual time amounting to one-half of that listed in the scenario is
allowed for mission preparation activities. This should approximate the
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actual usable time available for planning and preparation in the field. With
inexperienced leader personnel, the Instructor/Controller may allow more time

(i.e., 75% or even 100% of that given in the scenario), reducing the time in
later exercises as the pla~ars gain proficiency in planning.

(2) Issuing Orders. The situation in the Training Facility should

be arranged to allow the players only the information they would obtain in
the field under the circumstances described. The Platoon Leader should be
taken to an adjoining room to receive the OPORD, as if he had left the pla-
toon to meet with his commander. Meanwhile the OPFOR controller can issue
the Plt Sgt (and TCs if included) their maps, game equipment, and vehicles,
along with GD and FOV markers, tell them where to set up on the board, and
what assembly area activities they are carrying out at the time. If the
exercise is started with a Warning Order or FRAGO over the radio, then the

Plt Ldr and Plt Sgt may receive the initial order together, with the Plt Sgt
carrying back the Plt Ldr's Warning Order to the platoon to start prepara-
tion. The Instructor/Controller should make a deliberate effort to issue the
orders in a manner which confront the players with practical problems in
planning and preparation that represent the kinds of situations encountered
in the field under combat conditions. With more proficient players, the
Instructor/Controller may deliberately omit information or introduce ambigu-
ity and confusion to simulate typical commander errors. This requires the
players to actively overcome such problems by asking questions and making
suggestions, thus encouraging vigorous two-way communication.

(3) Planning and Reconnaissance. Players should be left to their
own initiative to complete planning and preparation as they would in the
field. The Plt Ldr and Plt Zgt can be allowed use of the Platoon SOP as a
reference aid in planning and preparation if it is normally carried in the
field. The Plt Ldr should also be given Dunn-Kempf Table 1 and 2 as an aid
to fire support planning. He should be reminded that the indirect fire de-
lays are one turn less than those shown in the tables. Controllers should
restrict communications among the players and their view of the terrain as
much as possible to that available under field conditions. If the TCs are

supposed to be in their tanks making fire plans, they should be required to

use radio procedures to talk on the platoon net. While they are supposed to
be physically separated, contact between the Plt Ldr and Plt Sgt should be
similarly restricted. The Dunn-Kempf screen should be hung over the board to
restrict observation of the terrain roughly to that available from ground

- level from the vicinity of the platoon location. Controllers should insure
_* that players remain behind the screen, and look at the terrain from under the

screen rather than over the top. Even though players may be generally famil-
iar with the entire board after a few exercises, specific features may become

more important in new scenarios, and the screen should continue to be used.
Usually, the Plt Ldr will be required to complete his plan based on map re-
connaissance and ground reconnaissance from behind the screen. When exten-
sive reconnaissance is permitted in the scenario, a series of game turns is
inserted while the Plt Ldr simulates travel to and from the locations to be
examined. During this process he is allowed to see the terrain, but only to
check LOS from his vehicle or other positions occupied on foot. The Instruc-
tor/Controller should add the time (30 seconds per turn) used in reconnais-
sance to the total elapsed time, and resume timing when the Plt [Ar returns
to the platoon location. Copies of fire plans, or TRPs which the scenario
indicates are to be given to the company commander, FIST, or adjacent pla-
toons should be passed to the Fire Controller.
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(4) Troop Leading Procedures. Warning Orders, FRAGOs, and OPORDs

issued by the Plt Ldr should be recorded on cassette tape to permit replay
during the after-action review. Simulated communications, conferences, or
other instructions within the platoon may also be recorded for this purpose.
It is useful to have two recorders, one near the Plt Ldr operated by the In-
structor/Controller, and ano the soad the xercihe platoon operated
by the OPFOR controller.

(5) Controller Intervention. When the orders issued by the Plt Ldr
seem to seriously misread the commander's intention, or a major error of
omission or commission in the order threatens to alter the scenario in a
substantial way, the Instructor/Controller may be strongly tempted to inter-
vene to correct the error on the spot and put the exercise back on track.
Except in the most extreme cases, it is best to let events take their course
and to improvise communications and orders that realistically represent the
consequences of the error under the circumstances.

The Instructor/Controller should consider himself in the place of the
company commander, capable of reacting only to situations as he learns of
them through direct observation from his position, or as reports flow in from

the platoon and adjacent units. By letting the situation develop, and react-
ing as the commander would, the Plt Ldr has the opportunity to see how things

go wrong when he misreads his orders, or when he issues incomplete or incor-
rect orders. The Plt Ldr also gets practice in improvising under prete to
set things right. In such a case, the controllers should adjust the exercise
by changing the sequence of events or their locations to include the tasks
specified in the scenario, thus providing the planned practice despite other
changes required. Generally speaking, intervention should be disguised in a
cloak of reality, rather than appearing as an overt attempt t( direct the

players to follow a prescribed "school solution."

u eb. Mission Execution. This phase begins when the platoon moves from its
initial location, or completes stand-to and is ready to move or defend a
battle position. The phase ends when the mission has been accomplished or
other conditions reache ndirecied in the scenario. This section presents
controller procedures carried out during Mission Execution.

(o) Turn Sequence. Play is conducted in a series of game turns
under the direction of the Instructor/Controller. Each game turn represents

30 seconds of combat time, regardless of the actual time expended to complete
play in the turn. The game turn is divided into a Direct Fire and Movement
Phase followed by an Indirect Fire and Command/Control Phase. The Instru-
tor/Controller marks off phases of the game turn when they are completed on
the Dunn-Kempf Status Card using a grease pencil. The passage of each minute
of combat time is indicated on every second turn by increasing the number
displayed on the simulated game clock, using a take-a-number kit.

The Instructor/Controller announces the time (relative to H-hour) to
start each turn, and asks the 21ayers to place their action cards. Only aJ

brief time should be allowed to make a choice. The Direct Fire and Movement
Phase is then conducted in a series of five steps. The Instructor/Controller

announces "fire" and "move" to start three firing steps alternating with two

movement steps.
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There is no set time period for the completion of a step. Players are
allowed the time required to complete fire and movement actions allowed by
their card on each step. The Instructor/Controller monitors their actions,
however, and encourages a rapid pace of play. If a player is hesitant in
initiating an action, he may prompt the player by asking whether he wants to
perform the action or pass. When all players have completed an action or
passed, he starts the next step.

During the Direct Fire and Movement Phase, the Instructor/Controller
maintains an awareness of the actions allowed by each player's card to ensure
that only actions permitted by the rules are performed. In particular, the
U.S. players cannot fire on the first step with an FM card, or acquire and
fire on targets with a D card. The Instructor/Controller also mentally notes
when cards are changed, to ensure that only one change per turn is allowed.
Completion of the fire and movement steps on a turn is marked in the D/M row
of the Status Card. At the end of the Direct Fire and Movement Phase, the
Instructor/Controller checks the Status Card to see if Indirect Fire is due
to impact that turn, and checks his scenario sheet to remind himself of any
communications that he should initiate at that point. The Instructor/Con-
t-oller then announces "command commo" to start the Indirect Fire and Command
Control Phase. He announces "splash" when indirect fire is placed on the
board, and conducts any other communications with the platoon that may be
required. When the platoon requests indirect fire, the Instructor/Controller
responds as commander or FIST as appropriate. When the Fire Controller de-
termines the impact delay for the indirect fire, he points out the turn on
the Status Card, and the Instructor/Controller marks the box for that turn in
the IDF row as a future reminder that indirect fire is scheduled to impact.

The Instructor/Controller checks his scenario outline again at the end of
the turn to remind himself of upcoming events, and conditions required to
initiate the events. He also checks off any performance items completed in
the "Standards" column, noting down key words or phrases concerning leader
and platoon performance for later reference in the after action review. It
is convenient to use a copy of the map and overlay provided with the scenario
to record unit movement, the location of events, and any brief performance
notes the Instructor/Controller may wish to keep.

(2) OPFOR Actions. The OPFOR Controller operates the OPFOR elements
as if he were in command of each platoon, section, or command vehicle. The
actions of the OPFOR units are intertwined with those of the U.S. platoon in
a pattern of action and reaction that contributes an impression of realism to
the simulation of combat events and outcomes.

Generally speaking OPFOR vehicles move twice per turn, and are allowed to
fire twice per turn. Moves of vehicles are made during the first and third
firing steps, with the effects of U.S. fire applied at the position reached
at the end of the move. Troops on foot are moved in the second U.S. firing
step. Maximum movement distances for OPFOR vehicles and personnel are summa-
rized in Vable A-i. OPFOR direct fire is carried out during U.S. movement
steps. When the OPFOR controller fires stationary elements he notifies the
U.S. players of the fire at the start of the movement step and applies the
effects at the starting location. When firing on the move, the effect is
determined at the end of the U.S. move, and applied at the final location.
The OPFOR controller may decide to fire only one round per turn to be able to
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fire from a brief halt, moving before and after firing. In this case the
moves are conducted as usual, with the fire resolved at the end of the first
U.S. move.

Table A-i

Maximum Movement Rates 1 ,2

OPFOR Vehicles

T72/ T62/ PT 76/ BRDH/ ASU 85/
Terrain T64 T55 SP ARTY BMP/BMD BRDM2 ZSU 23-4 Wheeled

Paved Road 4.0 3.5 3.5 4.5 5.0 2.5 4.0
Dirt Road 3.0 2.5 2.5 3.5 4.0 2.0 3.0
Cross Country 2.5 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 1.5 1.5
Woods/Uphill 1.5 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0
Marsh/Stream 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.0 0.5

U.S. Vehicles

M60A3/ M6OAI/ M113/
Terrain Ml M88 M48A5 M2/M3 M106 Wheeled AVLB

Paved Road 4.5 3.5 3.5 4.5 4.0 4.0 3.0
Dirt Road 3.5 2.5 2.5 3.5 3.0 3.0 2.5
Cross Country 3.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 2.5 1.5 2.0
Woods/Uphill 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.5 1.0 1.0
Marsh/Stream 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 0.5 1.0

U.S and OPFOR Personnel

Terrain Individual Weapon Crew Served Weapon

Open 1.00 0.75
Rough 0.75 0.50

1 Movement rates are in inches per movement step, with one inch equaling 12

kph or 7.4 mph. Vehicles move two steps per turn, while personnel move one
step per turn.

2 Dash speed adds one inch to all vehicle rates, or Fire on move subtracts

1/2 inch from vehicle rates.

The OPFOR controller must be familiar with the capabilities and limita-tions of OPFOR weapons systems and operate his forces accordingly. He
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should attempt to use firepower and terrain to the best advantage under the
circumstances, representing likely decisions and actions of OPFOR leaders
applying OPFOR doctrine in an intelligent, rather than rigid and stereotyped
manner. When handling a large number of vehicles, he should help to maintain
the pace of play by moving and firing platoon or section units, with only the
command vehicles exhibiting independent action.

The OPFOR controller checks the scenario outline frequently during and at
the end of each turn to be sure that he is creating the situations intended
for training purposes. He should be prepared to compensate for unexpected
actions of the U.S. platoon to help keep the scenario moving as planned.

(3) Communications. Whenever the players simulate radio communica-
tions within the platoon during the Direct Fire and Movement Phase, the In-
structor/Controller starts his stopwatch to accumulate elapsed time using the
lap-time function. When simulated transmission stops, he then stops but does
not reset the watch. This procedure is repeated during every transmission.
The Instructor/Controller does not respond to any communication from the
platoon during the Direct fire and Movement Phase.

After the third fire step concluding the phase, the Instructor/Controller
announces "command commo." At this point he can respond to communications
from the platoon, simulating communication from outside the platoon (com-
mander, higher levels, or adjacent unit) as needed to implement the scenario.
Time is accumulated in the Indirect Fire and Command/Control Phase for all
transmissions including those from the Instructor/Controller. Whenever the
accumulated time reaches 30 seconds in either phase during the turn, the
Instructor/Controller announces "stop commo," interrupting any communications
in progress whether his own or the platoon's. No further transmissions are
allowed for remainder of the turn. Completion of the Indirect Fire and Com-
mand/Commo Phase is marked in the REPT row of the Status Card to end the
turn.

(4) Movement. The Instructor/Controller and the OPFOR Controller
should have memorized the maximum movement distances, shown in Table A-I,
for the U.S. vehicles used in the exercise scenario. During the movement
steps, the Instructor/Controller is primarily responsible for monitoring the
distances moved, aided by the OPFOR controller when he is not occupied by
firing. The controllers should be particularly alert to correct excessive
movement distances in the early exercises when the players are not familiar
with the action cards and movement distances. Errors most often occur when
the players move from one type of terrain to another, or change cards. The
Instructor/Controller may also occasionally prompt the players to check their
distance values by reminding the players of the type of terrain they are on.
Such a prompt is appropriate when a player seems to be inadvertently moving
at the same rate after passing from slow to fast terrain, or moving too far

*after leaving a road. Players also tend to ignore the marsh area around a
stream until reminded.

To help maintain a rapid pace of play, the players should be encouraged
to carry out their moves simultaneously, rather than one at a time. If the
position is cramped, the Plt Ldr and Plt Sgt should move first, with the TCs
following in their role as wingmen. The players should not be allowed to
spend much time contemplating where to place their GD and FOV markers, or to
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waste time measuring movement distance very precisely. The more rapidly the
moves are made, the more subjectively realistic the simulation will seem to
be to the players.

(5) Detection/Acquisition. The OPFOR Controller places detection
cards when any of the OPFOR elements come into LOS of the U.S. platoon, or
are revealed by fire or movement actions according to the detection-acquisi-
tion rules. The card should usually be placed during a U.S. player movement
step. At this point in the sequence, player's return fire will be delayed if
they are not altered to the target by the detecting player. The OPFOR con-
troller may time his action or briefly delay placing a card to take advantage
of a lapse in all-round security by the U.S. platoon, or a lack of mutual
support between sections. He may allow U.S. vehicles to pass by without
detecting an OPFOR position to be able to engage U.S. vehicles from the flank
or rear, if it is reasonable to assume that the OPFOR elements could manage
to remain hidden under the circustances.

When a detection card is placed, the OPFOR Controller checks the GD and
FOV markers to insure that the proper acquisition procedures are followed by
U.S. players. Both the Instructor/Controller and OPFOR Controller should be
alert to prevent players from revealing information on the card except
through normal communications. The players may have to be occasionally re-
minded, especially in the early exercises, that they can freely change the
position of their GD and FOV markers after each step in the Direct Fire and
Movement Phase. Players may also have to be reminded that the GD and FOV
markers can be oriented to cover different directions. However, this should
usually be done when no detection cards are on the board, to avoid affecting
the player's actions after a target has been detected.

When no GD or FOV marker covers the location of OPFOR activity or firing,
the OPFOR controller assesses the orientation of the vehicles and may place a

card, or draw attention to one already placed by notifying one or more of the
players of detection by a loader or driver. This should be done when detec-

tion at that point is considered to be important to the timing of scenario
events, or detection is judged highly probable under the circumstances. In

such a case, the first card placed has only detection information, and can be
inspected immediately. The card is then replaced with one giving identifica-
tion information, to be inspected when a FOV or GD marker is turned to cover
the location.

Once the target is identified by the correct procedure, and is reported

to others in the platoon, the OPFOR controller places the appropriate firing
signature or miniatures on the board, in accordance with the visibility
rules. He later removes vehicles when LOS or visibility is lost, and records
position of hidden elements on each turn, using a copy of the map to mark the
positions.

(6) Direct Fire. When a U.S. player designates a target, the In-
structor/Controller should check to see that the GD marker has been moved
toward the target engaged. Positioning the GD markers temporarily records
the target while the rest of the fire resolution procedure is completed,
helping to avoid confusion about which effect applies to which target. The
player announces the identification number of the firing vehicle, the type
and number of the target, and the range to target. The Fire Controller
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Table A-2

Effects of IuS/QWR Mwhin Fire inst Deployed ersonnel
0

Heavy M (50 Cal/12.7Tu/14.5m) Coax H] (7.62=u) HitA(iU Modifiers chaz

Rage Ph Ubw of CLalties Range Ph u,,w of Casalties rgt ktivitY
1m) 1 2 3 4 (m) 1 2 3 4 Stad -1 R

...ir OR
100 .96 .88.57 .23 .05 50 .97 .92 .66 .31 .09 ftym +1 R
200 .78 .73 .33 .10 - 100 .83 .88 .57 .23 .05 Uret beition
400 .61 .47 .11 .03 - 200 .65 .73 .33 .10 - OPm Field -I R
600 .50 .27 .0B - - 300 .54 .47 .11 - - Woods rage 0R
800 .45 .16 .05 - - 500 .47 .23 .03 - - Dase Woods +1 R

1000 .39 .10 .02 - - 800 .37 .14 - - - In Buldings +1 R
1200 .27 .05 - - - 1000 .30 .10 - - - repared Position +1 R
1600 .16 .02 - - - 1200 .11 .05 - - - Firing 2d/3rd Burst -1 R
1800 .09 1400 .04 -- - - ring wth &Prise -1R

Table A-3

Effects of Direct Fire on OPFOR Vehicles

Hit Probabilities Heavy Armor Kill Probabilities

Range(m) MI M60A3 M60A1 Range(m) K Kf Km

500 .96 .94 .92 500 .44 .55 .67
1000 .83 .79 .70 1000 .38 .47 .61
1500 .68 .58 .43 1500 .32 .40 .56
2000 .55 .41 .20 2000 .26 .36 .51
2500 .43 .30 .11 2500 .23 .33 .47
3000 .31 .22 .06 3000 .21 .31 .44
3500 .19 .10 .02 3500 .19 .29 .41
4000 .08 .05 .01 4000 .17 .27 .38

Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers Light Armor Kill Probabilities
Target R Cng Target Pk Cng
Flank -1 T64/72 -. 10 Range(m) K Kf Km
Moving +1 Flank +.10
Turret Rear +.10 500 .59 .78 .91
Tank +2 Turret No Km 1000 .57 .77 .88
APC +3 Chopper H=K 1500 .50 .71 .83

Weapon R Cng Ammo Pk Cng 2000 .44 .67 .79
2nd/3rd -1 AFSPDS +.10 2500 .41 .64 .76
Heat +1 (at Hvy Arm) 3000 .39 .62 .74
Moving +1 Heat +.10 3500 .37 .60 .72
Stab Out +2 Heat at -.10 4000 .35 .58 .70

(T64/72)
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prompts the player to state any omitted information, or repeat items he may
have missed. When several players are firing, the Fire Controller notes down
each firer, ammo, and range, and then turns to determine the effect of fire.

The Fire Controller uses Table A-2 and Table A-3 to determine effects of
vehicle mounted weapons on the OPFOR targets. These Tables are simplified
versions of tables and probability values from Blockbuster and Dunn-Kempf
tables. If the Instructor/Controller finds other published data that shows a
serious inaccuracy in the table values, he can modify the tables accordingly.
The Fire Controller first judges LOS and other conditions that affect the
probabilities of hit or kill. If he is uncertain about any modifying factor,
he may ask the OPFOR controller to check the factor in question.

In the case of the main gun, some factors modify the range category used
in the table, thus affecting hit probability, while other factors add or
subtract an amount from the kill probabilities. The factors are used in
combination if more than one is applicable. Firing at a moving (+1) tank
turret (+2) at 1500 m, extends the effective range (+3 categories) to 3000 m,
for example, if it is also a T64/72, then -.10 is subtracted from the K and
Kf values, while no Km is possible. The Fire Controller compares one random
number with the value at the modified range in the hit probability table. If
the random number is less than the value, a hit is obtained. Given a hit, a
second number is compared with values at the unmodified range to determine if
a K, Kf, or Km result is obtained. The Fire Controller then passes the ap-
propriate effect marker to the OPFOR Controller for placement on the target.
If the number is less than half of the number required for a kill, a burn
marker is passed also. The Fire Controller continues to monitor suppressed
and killed targets to ensure that markers are turned over, and the player is
informed of his recovery from supression or kill effects on subsequent turns.

When the U.S. player fires at hidden targets or recons by fire, the OPFOR
controller determines whether any OPFOR elements are in an effective radius
of the indicated point of aim, and informs the Fire Controller by passing him
a note that is blank if the target is out, or gives the type and conditions
of the target if it is in. The OPFOR controller should remember that a
MANPAC Sagger gunner may be 15 meters to either side of the missile launch
point, or 80 meters for a Spigot. The Fire Controller avoids giving away the
position by appearing to go through the resolution procedure in both cases.

The OPFOR controller publicly announces his target engagements along with
the factors affecting the outcome. The Fire Controller uses Table A-I to
resolve vehicle machinegun fire, along with Dunn-Kempf Table 12 for main gun
engagements. In the latter case, the Table A2 modifiers are used with MI in
place of T64/72, and the ammo effects are omitted.

The Dunn-Kempf procedures and tables are used to determine effects for
all other kinds of engagements. In particular, Tables 13-24 are used for
infantry vs infantry unit engagements. Table 26 for ADA fire, Tables 28-30
for helicopter fires, and Tables 31-33 for close air support. In some cases
the Instructor/Controller may wish to update these tables to reflect new
weapons system developments.

The Fire Controller can help to avoid delaying play by predetermining
results for engagements that he can anticipate on upcoming turns. This will
often be the case for OPFOR engagements required by the exercise schedule.
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(7) Indirect Fire. The exercise scenario either includes a fire
support plan to be given to the Plt Ldr, or requires him to plan some number
of target locations. The Pit Ldr is given Dunn-Kempf Tables 1 and 2 (Revised
Rules) as a guide to indirect fire capabilities on both sides as an aid in
planning. The Fire Controller essentially follows the Dunn-Kempf rules and
procedures in directing fire missions for both the U.S. and OPFOR sides,
observing the conditions and constraints established in Tables 1 and 2. How-
ever, the impact delays given in Table 1 and 2 (less one turn in the current
rules) may appear to be excessive, particularly in relation to recent U.S.
artillery doctrine. The Instructor/Controller may wish to modify the delay
values based on the experience and capabilities of local fire support units,
and updated intelligence on threat capabilities. In addition to the artil-
lery weapons indicated in Tables 1 and 2, the Instructor/Controller also may
want to allow use of multiple rocket launchers on both sides, having roughly
a 0.5 km by 1 km impact area for a battery.

When a call for fire is received from the U.S. platoon, the Fire Control-
ler writes down the elements of the call for later reference in the af-
ter-action review. If any elements of the call are missed, the Fire
Controller uses some prearranged signal to indicate to the Instructor/Con-
troller that the message should be repeated. The Fire Controller should be
familiar with FIST and Forward Observer procedures and the various forms of
fire requests, so that the location and method of fire can be interpreted
correctly. If the Fire Controller is uncertain about the meaning of the
request, he should ask the Instructor/Controller for assistance. The Fire
Controller marks the location and method of fire on a copy of the map. He

then determines the impact delay using the procedures in Table 1 with a ran-
dom number obtained from the Dunn-Kempf Random Number Tables. He records the
turn, TRP or coordinates, and method of fire on the U.S. Indirect Fire Re-

quest/Impact Record. The Instructor/Controller is informed by pointing out

the scheduled turn of impact on the Status Card.

The same procedure is followed when the OPFOR controller requests indi-
rect fire by marking a coordinate and the type of fire on a copy of the map.
The Fire Controller returns the map copy to the OPFOR Controller with the

scheduled turn shown in a circle next to the point of impact. Most of the
OPFOR fire support is preplanned to occur at specific points in the scenario.
The locations of these missions are prerecorded on the OPFOR Indirect Fire
Request/Impact Record. At the end of each turn, the Fire Controller checks
the upcoming indirect fire events in the scenario, and when the appropriate
turn number can be anticipated, the schedule turn number is entered on the
Request/Impact Record.

At the start of a turn with indirect fire scheduled, the Fire Controller
uses a random number to determine deflection and range errors, and circles
the corresponding point of impact on the Weapon Impact Locator overlay. He
also selects the cotton-ball markers required to fill out the beaten zone

indicated on the Indirect Fire Template. At the beginning of the Indirect
Fire and Command/Control Phase, the fire is placed on the terrain board using
the Impact Locator and Indirect Fire Template to locate the markers in rela-
tion to the coordinates recorded for the fire mission. Either the Fire or
OPFOR Controllers may place the fire, as is most convenient.
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Ef fects of indirect fire are determined for vehicles or troops in the
beaten zone at the time of impact using Dunn-Kempf Tables 4, 5, and 6. Ef-
fects are also determined for vehicles that remain or move into the beaten
zone after each movement step on the following turn. The Fire Controller may
prompt the OPFOR controller to pick up the black artillery markers, replace
them with brown dust markers and to add or shift smoke markers at the end of
the Direct Fire and Movement Phase.

(8) On-Board Smoke. U.S. vehicles equipped with smoke grenades are
allowed to fire two shots before being required to reload. The Fire Control-
ler records the firing of smoke grenades and completion of reloading for each
vehicle. He monitors the use of smoke grenades during the Direct Fire and
Movement Phase, and informs the players that their launchers are empty when
they attempt to fire without reloading.

The OPFOR controller monitors the U.S. players placement of smoke markers
for grenade or exhaust smoke to ensure that the rules for its use are fol-
lowed. He also prompts the players to adjust or pick-up smoke markers as
required at the start of each turn.

The OPFOR players may use exhaust smoke with vehicles having this capa-
bility, employing the smoke in a manner representing OPFOR doctrine. The use
of smoke usually should be planned as part of the scenario. When the OPFOR
controller judges that exhaust smoke is an appropriate response to some
unplanned circumstance, he should consider whether it will upset the course
of events and the training objectives of the scenario. Consultation (in
private) with the Instructor/Controller may be advisable before employing
unplanned smoke.

c. After-Action Review (AAR). Procedures for review and evaluation of
performance in the TRAX I exercises is based on Chapter 2, of FC 17-15-1,
adapting the procedures for an STX to apply to a terrain board exercise.
Prior to conducting the exercise, the Instructor/Controller should prepare an
AAR agenda, considering the major training objectives that have been estab-
lished for the exercise. The agenda should list the exercise events and the
primary individuals who can provide important information on the cause and
effect relationships determining the activities of the platoon and the out-
comes of the mission. Since the players and controllers are all in a posi-
tion to observe fires and movement, and to hear the communications, the focus
should be on how communications were understood, and the situational factors
that influenced the decisions and actions of each individual.

(1) Controller Conference. At the conclusion of the exercise, the
players should be given a brief rest break while the controllers confer pri-
vately to decide on the main teaching points to be brought out in the AAR.
The controllers should reflect on the exercise events, considering the pla-
toon performance in relation to the standards, (simulated) casualties, and
results achieved. Brief notes on task performance may be set down using the
form suggested in Figure 2-3 of FC 17-15-1. Comments on some general areas
of performance that cut acruss tasks may also be prepared by individual con-
trollers, such as reporting to the commander (by the Instructor/Controller),
handling of indirect fire (by the Fire Controller), and use of terrain in
movement (by the OPFOR controller). The purpose of the conference is not to
prepare a detailed critique of performance, but simply to plan those areas of
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performance that should be explored in greatest depth in subsequent discus-
sions with the players.

(2) Conduct the AAR. After restating the exercise objectives, the
exercise Preparation Phase should be reviewed first in a conference area. The
Platoon Leader should be asked to summarize the orders he received and the
factors he considered in his planning activities. The recorded Plt Ldr or-
ders should be replayed and discussed by the platoon in the light of subse-
quent events. Finally, the OPFOR controller should present a summary of the
OPFOR mission and his operational plans.

The group should then move to the terrain board to review each of the

exercise events, with each player discussing what he saw and heard, what he
did, and why. For each event, the discussion should be led to consider ele-
ments of task performance and results in terms of casualties, impacts on
subsequent events, and progress toward mission accomplishment. The discus-
sion should be led to generate ideas on possible alternative courses of ac-
tion and how the results might have been improved. The Instructor-Controller
can also point out situations that might have arisen at certain points and
conduct "what-If" drills based on such situations.

The group should then return to the conference area for a final discus-
sion of the implications of the exercise. The first kind of implication to
be considered is what the exercise means in terms of what the platoon may
confront in actual combat and how the platoon can be expected to react. The
platoon should be led to imagine aspects of the combat situation that are not

represented in the terrain board exercise, but are important considerations
in the field. The players should be asked to summarize what they have
learned in terms of tactical principles and rules, and consider whether such
principles or rules have general validity in different circumstances. Fi-

nally, the platoon should consider the implications of the exercise for fur-
ther training needed to improve performance, either using TRAX I, or other
methods, such as drills, TEWTS, individual study, STXs, or MILES exercises.

In conducting the AAR, the Instructor/Controller should follow the guide-

lines and techniques set forth in FC 17-15-1, to help make the AAR a positive
and effective situation.

(3) Written AAR. After each unit has completed its exercises, the

Instructor/Controller should prepare a written summary of the AAR on each
exercise. The Instructor/Controller may wish to record on tape the discus-
sions in the AAR for later reference to reduce reliance on memory and written
notes. After all units have completed training, a written report should be
prepared as suggested in FC 17-15-1. The report should summarize overall
performance of the units in relation to specific tasks, as well as general
areas of combat operations, such as planning, communications, maneuver, di-

rect fire, and indirect fire.

Player Preparation

a. Preliminary Briefing. Personnel to be trained in TRAX I exercises

should be assembled for a 30 minute meeting to be briefed on the training to
be conducted. The training schedule should be handed out, along with copies
of the Basic Rules, and a list oi' references to the relevant sections of the
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Platoon Manual FM 17-15 (Test) and MTP FC 17-15-1 as indicated in the Exer-
cise Plan, and local SOPs. The general nature of the gaming procedure should
be described briefly. Personnel should be asked to read the rules carefully
and note any questions they may have before reporting for scheduled training.
The Platoon Leader and Platoon Sergeant of each platoon should be advised to

review together the referenced literature on the missions to be trained, in
particular the prerequisite tasks cited in the STXs. TCs should be advised
to review the platoon drills.

b. Rules Instruction. Instruction on details of the rules and method of
play should be conducted by the Instructor/Controller as part of the first
training session. Although it might appear to be more efficient to conduct
such instruction on a group basis as part of the preliminary briefing, in
practice little knowledge of the rules will be retained if not immediately
put into practice in a training exercise. When personnel arrive at the fa-
cility for training, ascertain whether they have completed reading the rules
and reviewed the assigned references. Then conduct a brief demonstration of
the method of play on the terrain board, as described below. Finally, review
the rules with the personnel section by section, discussing the main points
and answering questions. If the personnel are well prepared in advance, the
rules instructions may take as little as 30 minutes. If they have not had an
opportunity to thoroughly read and understand the rules, it may require an
hour or more. In the latter case, the personnel should read the rules sec-
tion uy section and discuss unclear points with the Instructor/Controller
before seeing the demonstration.

c. Demonstration. The demonstration provides a step-by-step illustra-
tion of the method of play, executing major features of the Basic Rules. The
demonstration is carried out as outlined in Table A-4. The Instructor/Con-
troller acts the part of the Plt Ldr, OPFOR Controller acts as Plt Sgt, and
the Fire Controller handles the OPFOR, in addition to performing their con-
troller duties in the demonstration.
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Table A-4

Procedure for TRAX I Rules Demonstration

STEP ACTION COMMENTARY

1. Place four M1 tank miniatures labeled Explain that the platoon is
2,1,3,4 in that order at coordinate moving in wedge formation with
NB569240, NB575240, NB576237, and the Plt Ldr in Tank 1, and Plt
NB575236, facing east. Sgt in Tank 3.

2. Place the GD and FOV markers with Explain that the GD and FOV
each tank in normal positions for a markers show where the gunner and
wedge formation. Only Tank 1 should TC are looking and can detect
have GD or FOV covering BM393. targets. Remind the players that

the positions of the markers can
be changed at the end of any step
in the turn.

3. Place a D card for Tank 2, M card for Explain that action cards are
Tank 1, and FM cards for Tanks 3 and 4. placed by each tank at the start

of each turn. Indicate that Tank
1 chose to "dash" to try to catch
up. Tanks 3 and 4 are ready to
fire, being alert for possible
fire from buildings at the train
crossing.

4. Announce the initial "FIRE" step of Explain that the FM card would
the turn. allow Tanks 3 and 4 to fire on

the first step only when
stationary. Since they are
moving, they cannot fire. Tanks
1 and 2 have M and D cards and
also cannot fire.

5. Announce the initial "MOVE" step of Remind the players of the
the turn. Plt Ldr moves Tanks 1 and distance values on the back of
2 east, changing the Tank 1 card to the cards. Give the terrain
FM at the same time, OPFOR Ctlr places values used by each tank and show
a detection card on the buildings at the use of the cards to measure
the train crossing. Plt Sgt moves distance. Explain that all
Tank 3 and Tank 4, then picks up players usually move at about the
detection card before placing GD and same time, or the wingmen follow
FOV markers. their section leader. Point out

that action cards (except D) can

be changed at end of any turn
step.
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4
STEP ACTION COMMENTARY

6. Pit Sgt calls Pit Ldr to report seeing Point out that the Pit Sgt was
movement in window of one building, the only one with FOV covering
Plt Ldr orders recon by fire. Plt Sgt the detection card. Remind
orders wingman to fire on the two players to use standard radio
buildings nearest tracks with .50 cal procedures. Explain that targets
and COAX. Plt Sgt moves GD and FOV can be designated immediately
markers to designate targets for both when the platoon is alerted. If

tanks (Tank 3 engages the two not alerted, each tank must
buildings to the left). acquire targets on its own, which

delays fire. Tell the commo time

used up to this point.

7. Announce the second "FIRE" step. Explain the use of the tape
Carry out machinegun fire on the measure to find range, and the

designated targets. Place hit markers information reported to the fire
with S at three buildings, and a dust controller. Explain the hit and
marker to show a miss by the wingman's miss markers, and that the
COAX. markers are not turned over to

show the effect on the OPFOR.

8. Announce the second "MOVE" step. Point out that Tank 2 cannot
Place a detection card (T-62 tank) on detect and engage the target
the next to the woods near BM393. while using the D card.

9. Plt Ldr alerts platoon while moving Explain that Tanks 3 and 4
Tanks 1 and 2 east, designates the cannot acquire the target without
target for Tank 1, and orders Plt Sgt LOS. Show the use of string to
to move left to engage. Replace the test LOS from Tanks 3 and 4.
card with a T62 model. Move Tank 3 Remind the players that the
left onto the road with Tank 4 fol- player whose tank is hit can see
lowing, and designate target for Tank the result(s), but that it is
3. Tank 4 continues to designate the turned up only after the next
missed building with the GD marker, turn is complete. Again tell

but turns FOV to "see" Tank 3. The the total commo used.
T62 fires, and a hit marker with S
is pace on Tank 1.

10. Announce the last "FIRE" step. Move Explain the factors affecting the
the T62 west. Determine range and Tank 3 fire (T62 moving hull
fire Tank 3 resulting in a miss (lost). down, tank firing APDS, moving

Plt Sgt calls Pit Leader with no w/stab. Point out the list of
answer. Tank 4 hits building with factors on the F card. Explain
COAX, FOV is turned to east. that Tank 1 is suppressed by the

hit (at least).
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STEP ACTION COMMENTARY

11. Announce the "COMMAND COMMO" phase. Point out the effect of fire on
Deliver OPFOR indirect fire (122 mm) visibility and its duration.
on the road in front of Tank 2. Plt Explain that TRP29 was preplanned
Sgt reports contact, indirect fire and at NB596246, and will obscure LOS

platoon status to the Co Cdr, and from OPFOR that may be following
calls for smoke on TRP29. The Co Cdr T62. Remind the players of the
orders the platoon to develop the commo time limit, and tell the
situation. total time used in the turn.

Point out that when time is used
up, further commo is stopped
until the next turn.

12. Announce "PLACE CARDS" to start the (Conduct the actions on the

next turn. Place an FM card for Tanks second turn more rapidly, with
2 and 3 and M for Tank 4. Move the briefer explanation.) Explain
smoke markers to show wind drift smoke drift.
south.

13. Announce the "FIRE" step. Move and Point out effect of woods on
turn the T62 to expose its flank while vehicle visibility.

moving into the woodline.

14. Announce the "MOVE" step. Move Tank 2 Explain the method of
to evade indirect fire and keep LOS representing exhaust smoke and
with T62. Use exhaust smoke, backing grenade smoke. Point out that

into the smoke and designating the thermal sights can see through
target to end the move. Move Tank 3 smoke. Show that Tank 4 did not
into defilade behind BM376, fire smoke gain LOS to T62.
grenades, and change to an F card.
Fire the T62 at Tank 2, and place a
miss marker. Tank 4 moves forward

into the depression on right of Tank

3, changing to an FM card.

15. Announce the next "FIRE" step. Tank Explain that Tank 2 cannot

2 fires HEAT and misses, while Tank 3 change cards a second time.
fires APDS and hits.

16. Announce the "MOVE" step. Tank 2 Point out that changing to

continues smoke, moving toward F card can represent a brief
Tank 1, turning to frontal position, hal..

and changing to an F card at end of
move. Tank 3 keeps position, while
Tank 4 moves forward. Plt Sgt directs
TCs to be alert for more targets.

17. Announce the "FIRE" step. Tanks 2 Point out factors affecting fire
and 3 fire and hit, and T62 burns, in this case.
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STEP ACTION COMMENTARY

18. Announce the "COMMAND COMMO" phase. Tell the total commo time used on
Deliver 81 mm smoke 3 inches north of second turn. Explain the
TRP. Shift OPFOR indirect fire to procedure and delays for recovery
fall on Tank 2, with Km effect. Plt from S, Km, Kf, and K results.
Sgt calls adjustment, then reports
engagement results and OPFOR fire.
Turn up markers on Tank 1.

19. End demonstration. Answer any further questions.
Explain that players should not
worry too much about details of
rules when they begin play. They
should first imagine what they
would see and do in the real
situation, then just try simulate
that (observe, move, shoot, or
communicate) in the procedure of
the game. Indicate that the
controller will correct them when
they break the rules.
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APPENDIX B

TRAX I BASIC RULES

1. Introduction

TRAX I is a combat game adapted from Dunn-Kempf and Blockbuster to repre-
sent a tank, cavalry, or mechanized infantry platoon executing Division '86
tactics. The platoon leader, platoon sergeant, and tank or track commanders

(TCs) simulate communication, fire, and movement actions of their own vehicle
using miniatures on a terrain board. Sample mission scenarios used with TRAX
I are designed to provide practice on tank platoon tasks in STXs outlined in

FC 17-15-1. Similar scenarios can be utilized for STXs based on cavalry or
mechanized infantry missions.

2. General Description

a. Exercise Activities. A TRAX I exercise includes segments for mission

preparation, mission execution, and after-action review as follows:

(1) Mission preparation - platoon leader receives orders and com-

pletes planning and troop-leading procedures.

(2) Mission Execution - platoon communication, movement, and firing
in a series of game turns each representing 30 seconds of real time.

(3) After-action review - recounting and analysis of combat events

in a group discussion led by the Instructor/Controller.

b. Equipment. Players use components provided in Dunn-Kempf and

Blockbuster kits, or prepared from materials available in normal supply chan-
nels.

(1) Terrain - Dunn-Kempf board representing a 4.8 km x 6.0 km sec-
tion of Germany north of Hunfeld with a scale of 1 in. to 50m., and a
1:50,000 scale topographical map of this area.

(2) Vehicles - Dunn-Kempf and/or Blockbuster 1:285 scale miniatures,
with observation markers indicating gun direction (GD) and TC's field of view
(FOV).

(3) Other materials - orders and overlay, CEOI book, action cards,

detection cards, rulers, metal tape measures, munition markers (cotton
balls), and string.

3. Mission Preparation

a. Receipt of Orders. The Instructor/Controller issues a written OPORD
or oral FRAGO to the Platoon Leader, along with maps, overlays, and CEOI
extracts needed during the mission.

b. Preparation Time. Time from the receipt of orders to the start of
the mission at H-Hour is allowed for planning and troop leading procedures.
A reasonable period of time under the conditions of the mission in the field

is provided in the scenario outline. In the game context, the Platoon Leader
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is allowed actual time amounting to 50% of the required field time to com-
plete mission preparation activities.

c. Warning Order. After preliminary planning and map reconnaissance,
the Platoon Leader is required to issue a Warning Order to the Platoon Ser-
geant, with elements determined by the order received and the time available.

d. Assembly Area Activities. While the Platoon Leader is planning, some
elements of the assembly area activities that might be required in the situa-
tion and that can be simulated on the board should be carried out by the
Platoon Sergeant (and TCs, if present). These might include establishing

* perimeter security, rearming and refueling activities, ground reconnaissance,
establishing OPs, emplacing a hasty minefield, direct fire planning, etc.
Such activities may be initiated by the Instructor/Controller prior to issu-
ing orders, or started by the Warning Order based on preparation required in
the order given the Platoon Leader.

e. Reconnaissance. Only a visual reconnaissance of the ground is per-
mitted from ground level at the initial position of the platoon, or from
nearby points that could be reached in the time available. The screen pro-
vided with the Dunn-Kempf kit is placed over the board to restrict
line of sight (LOS).

f. Troop Leading. After completing planning and simulating any neces-
sary reconnaissance and coordinating activities, the Platoon Leader issues an
oral OPORD to the platoon. He conducts any rehearsals he deems necessary, as
time permits. Both the Warning Order and OPORD are recorded on audio tape
for replay and review in the after-action review. Mission execution and play
of the game begins with the initial movement from the platoon position.

4. Turn Sequence

a. Direct Fire and Movement Phase. All actions within the U.S. platoon
are completed including communication, target acquisition and designation,
direct fire, and movement.

b. Indirect Fire and Command/Control Phase. All actions outside the
U.S. platoon are conducted, including reports to and orders from the company
commander, calls for, delivery, and adjustment of indirect fire, communica-
tion with the FIST, and communication with adjacent units.

5. Communications Rules

a. Turn Phases. Communications within the platoon are conducted only
during the Direct Fire and Movement Phase. Communications outside the pla-
toon to company or higher levels are conducted only in the Indirect Fire and
Command/Control Phase.

b. Time Limit. Total radio communication time used in one turn is not
allowed to exceed 30 seconds. Radio time remaining after platoon communica-
tions are finished in the Direct Fire and Movement phase is then available
for outside communications in the Indirect Fire and Command/Control Phase.
The Instructor/Controller accumulates time on a stopwatch and will stop fur-
ther communications when the 30 seconds has been used up for that turn.
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Communications can then only be resumed on the next turn. Time not used on a
turn is not carried over to the next turn, and is lost.

c. Platoon Procedures. Communications in the platoon are entirely re-
stricted to radio procedures and visual signals per platoon SOP. Players
talk directly to each other as though on the platoon radio net, or signal
visually as from their tank. Players should avoid informal talk among tf-
selves and pointing at the board to coordinate their actions. T

d. Command Procedures. All radio communications outside the platoon use
standard procedures for reports, calls for fire, and brevity codes per SOP,
with call signs according to a CEOI book or CEOI extracts provided with or-
ders. The Instructor/Controller responds to all calls outside the platoon,
representing the Company Commander, FIST, etc. Radio time used by the In-
structor/Controller counts against the 30 second time limit.

e. Game Control. Administrative talk between the players and control-
lers is permitted as required, and is not counted toward the limit on commu-
nication time.

6. Action Cards

a. Action Types. Each U.S. player uses a set of action cards to show
the current activity of his vehicles and weapons. The cards are marked with
letters indicating a particular action. For vehicles with guns, the cards

indicate an intention to fire (F), move (M), or fire on the move (FM). For
vehicles with missiles, cards show readiness to launch (L), guide to target
(G), guide at short range and launch again (GL), reload (R) or move (M).
Vehicles also have a dash (D) card allowing extra movement. Personnel carri-
ers have cards for picking up (P) or unloading (U) troops.

b. Turn Steps. The Instructor/Controller starts the Direct Fire and
Movement Phase by announcing the game time relative to H-hour (in one-half
minute increments), and instructing players to "place your cards". Players
then choose an action card and place it next to their vehicle. The Instruc-
tor/Controller then announces three firing steps alternating with two move-
ment steps, saying "fire" or "move" to start each step. The steps are

fire-move-fire-move-fire in that order. After a step is announced, time is
allowed for U.S. players to carry out the action indicated on their card, if
it corresponds to that type of step. A player may decide to omit the action
shown on his card and do nothing on any step he chooses. The next step is
announced after firing or movement actions permitted on that step are com-
pleted, along with any communications desired within the platoon. When the
last firing step is over, the Instructor/Controller announces "command commo"
to indicate the start of the Indirect Fire and Command/Control Phase. This
phase ends when all indirect fire actions have been completed, and further
communication outside the platoon is not desired or allowed.

c. Changing Cards. The action card placed at the beginning of the turn
may be removed and a new card placed only once during the turn. The exchange
of cards may occur at the end of any step in the Direct Fire and Movement
Phase. The D, R, P, and U cards are exceptions to this rule, and must be
kept during the entire turn. These cards can only be placed at the start of
a turn, and cannot replace another card during the turn.
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d. Functions. The purpose and use of each action card is further ex-

plained below:

(1) Fire (F) Card - The F card shows that the vehicle is stationary
and prepared to fire its guns. Up to three round or bursts may be fired, one
per firing step. Firing from a brief halt may be represented by placing the
F card and then changing to a card allowing movement, or replacing a move-
ment card by the F card.

(2) Move (M) Card - The M card shows the vehicle moving at a normal
rate for the terrain. The vehicle moves during movement steps, but cannot
fire on fire steps. Targets may be acquired during movement, but the M card
must be changed to fire on the next firing step.

(3) Fire on Move (FM) Card - The FM card represents continuous move-

ment and firing with machineguns or stabilized guns. A movement step must be
completed before firing, so the rate of fire is reduced by one shot per turn
unless the F card is used to show a brief halt on the first firing step. The

movement rate is reduced one-half inch (25 m) per step, representing the need
to maintain a stable platform for firing.

(4) Dash (D) Card - The D card represents movement at the maximum
rate possible for the terrain. The D card is used in emergency or catch-up

situations, or to minimize exposure between covered positions. Movement of
an extra inch (50 m) per step is allowed relative to the normal rate. When
using the D card, observation is assumed to be forward on the route and
nearby terrain features. Accurate fire is hampered by irregular vehicle
motions, so target acquisition and firing is not permitted for the entire

turn. Increased reaction time is represented by the requirement to retain

the D card for the entire turn.

(5) Launch (L) Card - The L card shows that the vehicle is station-
ary and prepared to fire a missile. Missile launch is shown by placing a red
elongated cotton marker near the vehicle to represent the missile signature.
The L card is replaced with a G or GL card at the end of the step when the
missile is launched. Exchange with a card allowing movement aborts the mis-
sile flight.

(6) Guidance (G) Card - The G card shows the vehicle remaining sta-

tionary while the missile is guided to its target. The G replaces the L card
when the target is at relatively long range (over 1500 m). The cotton marker

is placed halfway to the target at the same time and next to the target on
the third step. The G card must remain on the board for two firing steps
with impact and effects determined on the second step after launch. No move-
ment is allowed during this sequence.

(7) Guide and Launch (GL) Card - The GL card shows the vehicle re-
maining stationary while guiding the missile to a short range target, and
ready to launch a second missile in the same turn at another short range

target. The cotton marker is placed at the target on the firing step after
launch, and a second marker placed at the end of the step to show the second
launch. The GL card is kept on the board for two firing steps, until the
second impact is resolved. No movement is allowed during this process.
However, if the GL card is placed on the first firing step, it can be
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replaced by a card allowing movement after the missile fire is resolved on
the second firing step. Rather than firing a second missile, the vehicle can
then move on the next step. Simularly the GL card can replace a movement card
after the first movement step to permit launch and guidance on the next two
fire steps.

(8) Reload (R) Card - The R card shows the vehicle remaining sta-
tionary while reloading missiles or smoke grenades. The H card must remain
on the board for two turns (1 min) to complete reloading one missile. Thus a
total of four turns (2 min) is required to complete reloading a launcher with
two missiles. Both missiles do not have to be loaded at the same location,
since the vehicle can be moved after loading one missile, and then stopped
for two turns in a second location to load the second missile. The R card
also remains for two turns when reloading on-board launchers with smoke gre-
nades.

(9) Pickup (P) Card - The (P) shows a personnel carrier (PC) remain-
ing stationary while loading troops. A fire team marker must be adjacent to
the vehicle at the start of the turn to start the loading process. The
marker is placed on top of the vehicle on the first movement step, and then
removed from the board on the second step to complete the loading. To load a
squad, two fire team markers are loaded on successive turns. The PC may fire
onboard weapons other than missiles while loading, but movement is not al-
lowed.

(10) Unload (U) Card - The U card shows a stationary PC in the proc-
ess of unloading troops. The process is shown in reverse to that used in
loading. The PC may fire (except missiles) but not move during the turn
spent unloading.

7. Movement Rules

a. Maximum Distance. When a movement step is announced, each U.S.
player showing an M, FM, or D card may move his vehicle in any desired direc-

*tion up to a specified maximum distance. The maximum movement distance al-
lowed on different types of terrain is shown on the back of the M, FM, or D

4card. The player may choose to move less than, but not more than the maximum
distance indicated for the terrain on the path of the vehicle. When moving
over more than one type of terrain in the same step, the maximum distance is
the smallest among the values for types of terrain used on that step.

b. Measurement. The action cards are three inches on each side and
marked in one-half inch intervals to aid in measuring off the movement dis-
tance. Tank models are also about one inch long. The fastest procedure is
to lay the action card ahead of the tank with bottom corner even with the
tank front, and then move the tank up to the correct point relative to the
card. For example, one 3 inch card length plus one-half a tank length gives
3.5 inches. Thus placing the middle of an M1 tank at the top corner of the
card gives the correct distance moving on a dirt road with the M card. A
ruler laid next to the intended route is useful moving several turns on a
straight path. A ruler is also helpful in pushing the vehicle along when
it is in the middle of the board beyond arm's length.

c. Terrain Types. The kinds of terrain are shown on the Dunn-Kempf

board as follows: paved road (gray strips), dirt road (brown strips), cross
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country (light green, tan, and red brown areas suggesting pastures, vine-
yards, crops, and plowed fields), woods, (dark green and black on raised
uneven surface), and marsh/stream (blue lines with 1" unmarked strip on both
sides). Dark green and black areas around fields are assumed to be bushes and
thin tree stands that do not hinder movement or provide concealment for vehi-
cles. Markers from Blockbuster are placed on the board to indicate dug-in
defilade positions available in the open.

d. Rate Differences. The maximum distances shown on the M card repre-
sent the normal rate of movement for the vehicle. The distances on the FM
card are reduced by one-half inch, representing a slower speed required to
maintain a stable firing platform. The distances on the D card represent the
vehicles maximum speed for each type of terrain, allowing one extra inch to
be moved on each step.

8. Detection/Acquisition Rules

a. Observation Markers. Visual inspection of the terrain by the gunner
and TC are represented by placement of the gun direction (GD) and field of
voew (FOV) markers. After moving a vehicle, the markers are also moved and
placed next to the vehicle to show the sectors currently under observation by
the gunner and TC. The gunner is assumed to "see" anything intersected by a
line projected along the GD marker except where line of sight (LOS) is inter-
rupted by intervening terrain. The TC is assumed to "see" anything in the
sector between lines projected along the edges of the FOV marker, except
where LOS is interrupted in that sector. The GD and FOV markers may be
changed to new orientations after any firing or movement step in the turn.
The indicators may be oriented independently to cover entirely separate di-
rections.

b. Detection Cards. Salmon or orange colored cards are placed on the
board as a sign of OPFOR activity or other important information detectable
by U.S. vehicles. A card is placed on the board when required by the sce-
nario if at least one U.S. vehicle has the location in LOS, and a GD or FOV
marker covers that direction. The card will usually appear during a movement
step in the turn. Information that would be visually available in a similar
situation in the field is given on the back of the card. The information
about targets includes a description of the vehicle type, identification, and
activity. In other cases, such as obstacles, a symbol and/or verbal descrip-
tion is given.

c. Card Inspection. When the card is placed on a turn step, any player
whose vehicle has LOS, and a GD marker pointing at a portion of the card, or
a FOV marker with sector including part of the card, may pick it up during
the same step to read the activity and/or description given on the back.
String is used to test LOS in questionable cases. Players that move their GD
or FOV markers to cover the card must wait to inspect it on the next step of
the turn. Inspection of the card represents target acquisition. Therefore,
the player cannot reveal the back of the card to other players, except those
that also have GD or FOV oriented to permit inspection of the card. However,
the information can be reported on the platoon net using communication proce-
dures.

d. Crew Detection. When the detection card represents a sign of activ-
ity, firing signature, or vehicle in the open, a card providing detection
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information may be placed on the board even though no GD or FOV marker covers
that location. The OPFOR controller then tells players whose vehicles have
LOS to the card that the loader or driver (according to the orientation of
the vehicle) has detected an unidentified signature or vehicle. The card may
be inspected to obtain a description of the sign, signature, or vehicle type
detected. At the end of the firing or movement step, the GD or FOV indica-
tors may be oriented to cover the location, allowing inspection of a second
card providing identification information on the next step. This slight

delay represents the time required for detection and alerting communications

within the crew.

e. Card Removal. Once a target is reported in platoon communications,
the miniature representing the target and/or cotton markers representing its
firing signature are placed on the board and the card removed. A card with

symbol representing an obstacle is turned over and left on the board to show
the location of the obstacle. Players that have not acquired the target may
move their vehicle to gain LOS, or move their GD and FOV marker to cover the
location.

f. Vehicle Visibility. Any vehicle in the open, or moving or firing in

the edge of woods (outer one-half inch) is assumed to be visible whenever LOS
exists from an acquiring vehicle. Vehicles in the woods are visible at a
distance of one-half inch. Once placed on the board, OPFOR vehicles in the
open remain on the board, even if LOS is later lost. OPFOR vehicles in the
woods are removed when visibility is lost. U.S. vehicles remain on the board
at all times, whether or not the OPFOR has LOS or visibility.

g. Personnel Visibility. Personnel in the open become detectable only
when they move or fire, and remain visible so long as they remain in the
open. Personnel in woods or built up areas are detectable only when they
fire, and remain visible as long as they remain in one location. When per-
sonnel detected firing from woods or built up areas move away from that loca-
tion they are removed from the board at the start of that movement step.
Sagger teams are an exception to this rule. Only the Sagger missile signa-
ture can be detected, but the personnel are located up to one and one-half
inches (75 m) to either side of the position of the signature.

h. OPFOR Locations. Position and movement of OPFOR elements in action,

but undetected by any U.S. player, are recorded by the OPFOR controller so
that movement rates and appearance of the elements in LOS locations are prop-

erly represented. OPFOR elements are moved and open fire to take advantage

of any tactical weakness exhibited by the U.S. platoon.

9. Direct Fire Rules

a. Target Designation. Targets for the main gun or the coax are desig-

nated by placing the GD marker at arms length from the firing vehicle and
pointing it at the intended target. Targets engaged with the TC's .50 cali-
ber machinegun are similarly indicated by placing the FOV marker. The TC
cannot observe elsewhere while engaging a target with his machinegun. When a
target is designated, the range to target should also be determined using the
tape measure.

b. Firing Delays. When a target is acquired by inspection of a detec-
*tion card, the player may immediately designate the target and fire on the
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next firing step. Players alerted to the target location by radio communica-
tion may designate and fire at target in the same manner as the first acquir-
ing player. Without an alerting communication, other players may only turn
their GD or FOV at the end of the step to cover the target, acquire and des-
ignate the target on the next step, and fire on the following firing step.
This delay represents the additional time required to acquire a target when
not alterted to its location.

a. Firing Procedure. Players with an F, M, L, OR G/L card may fire on
previously designated targets when a firing step is announced. If no target
is designated prior to the firing step, nc firing is allowed. A player may
forego firing by simply withdrawing the GD or FOV marker at the start of the
firing step. Each player that wishes to fire must inform the Fire Controller
of the identification number of the firing vehicle or team, the type and
number of the target, the ammunition used, and the target range. Other con-
ditions affecting the outcome of the firing are judged by the Fire Control-
ler.

d. Point of Aim. A specific point of aim on the terrain board must be
indicated when conducting reconnaissance by fire or firing at hidden targets.
The player may indicate the point by touching it or by placing the end of
the tape measure at the point when determining range. The player must have
LOS from his weapon to the aiming point. A hit and effect on a personnel
target may be obtained with machinegun fire if the actual position of the
target is within one-half inch (25 m) of the point of aim, within one-fourth
inch (12.5 m) for a HEAT round, or exactly on target with a SABOT round. An
arbitrary machinegun area of coverage 50 m wide is assumed in this case. A
main gun hit on a hidden vehicle may be obtained if the LOS projected through

*the point of aim passes through any part of the area occupied by the vehicle.

e. Firing Effects. The Fire Controller determines the effects of fire

for players showing an F, FM, or GL card (and G card on the second step after

missile launch) after the firing procedure is completed. All gunfire on a
step is treated as though it occurs at the same time, followed by all missile
impacts. Thus players cannot change their decision to fire on the designated
target based on the outcome of other players firing in the same step. For
each round or burst fired, the Fire Controller uses tables to determine
whether a hit occurs and, given a hit, whether the result was a kill (K),
firepower kill (Kf), mobility kill (Km), or suppression (S).

f. Effect Markers. Players are informed of the effects of fire by the
placement of markers (1/2 inch cardboard squares) on top of the target. A
hit is shown by an asterisk on the top of the marker. The result is shown by
a K, Kf, Km, or S on the underside of the marker. For infantry fire teams,
the number of casualties is shown on the underside. A catastrophic kill
(explosion and fire) is shown by placing a red cotton ball on top of the
vehicle target and hit marker. A miss is shown by placing a black cotton
ball near or beyond the target indicating an explosion of a HEAT round, or a
brown cotton ball indicating dust or mud thrown up by a SABOT round. Misses
with SABOT may not be indicated at the discretion of the Fire or OPFOR Con-
troller. Effect markers, except misses, are left on the board where the hit
was received until the end of the exercise and remain in place as a record of
events to assist the after-action review. Miss markers are removed on the
next fire step.
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g. Damage Inspection. Hits, catastrophic kills, and misses may be
"seen" by any player whose vehicle has LOS and GD or FOV covering that loca-
tion. Players "seeing" these effects may report them on the platoon net.
Players are not informed of the result of the hit until the marker is turned
over to display the underside at the end of the next turn.

h. Suppression Effects. Any hit results in an automatic suppression for
the remainder of that turn, and the entire next turn. When suppressed, the
player controlling the target cannot move, shoot, or communicate. At the end
of the next turn after the hit, the suppressive effect expires, and the hit
marker is turned over to display the result. If the effect was simply an S,
the player may then resume play as usual.

i. Kill Effects. Kill effects (K, Kf, or Km) remain in effect for one

additional penalty turn. In case of a K effect, the player must remain inac-
tive for the penalty turn. The player may resume communication if the result
was a Kf or Km. However, the vehicle can move but not fire in case of a Kf,
or fire but not move in case of a Km result.

J. Kill Reversal. After the penalty turn, the kill effects are "re-
versed," and play can then be resumed as if nothing had happened. The kill
reversal procedure prevents permanent combat losses or damage on the U.S.
side that would lead to omission or drastic alteration of practice on platoon
tasks. Kill effects are not reversed on the OPFOR side. OPFOR infantry
teams are "killed" when they have 50% casualties or more. The survivors are
assumed to be absorbed automatically into other teams as replacements.

10. Indirect Fire Rules

a. Calls for Fire. Indirect fire support is obtained by communication
with the Instructor/Controller acting as company commander and FIST. Any of
the usual methods may be used to call for and adjust fires.

b. Delivery of Fires. The Fire Controller delivers indirect fires and
assesses effects on scheduled turns during the Indirect Fire and Com-
mand/Control Phase. The Fire Controller places markers (black cotton balls)
representing an artillery volley in a beaten zone determined from the indi-
rect fire templates of the Dunn-Kempf kit. The point of impact is displaced
slightly from the point indicated in the call for fire by a random factor.
The markers remain on the board to continue to affect fire and movement in
the next turn during the Direct Fire and Movement Phase.

c. Indirect Fire Effects. Vehicle effects damage are assessed on each
Movement Step that a vehicle enters or moves through the beaten zone. Maxi-
mum movement distances are reduced by one inch (50 meters) when moving in the
beaten zone. Artillery markers block LOS while they remain on the board.

d. Artillery Smoke. Smoke markers (white cotton balls) are placed in a
line along the length of the beaten zone indicated on the indirect fire tem-
plate. On the next turn, a second line is placed downwind adjacent to the
first. This is repeated on the second turn after impact. The three lines
are then picked up in the same sequence on the following three turns. If
smoke is repeated, the entire process in repeated. Smoke markers block LOS
like any terrain feature, except for vehicles with thermal sights.
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Additional smoke falling at the same location has no additional effect other
than prolonging the duration of the smoke.

e. Planning Aid. Tables 1 and 2 from the Dunn-Kempf (Revised) Combat
Results Tables give more detailed information on U.S. and OPFOR indirect fire
capabilities in the game. These tables are provided to the Platoon Leader to
aid in planning.

f. Impact Delays. Preplanned fire using a TRP are delivered 1-5 turns
(0.5 - 2.5 min) following the call for fire, depending on the type of artil-
lery support available. Fire adjustments, depending on magnitude, are deliv-
ered one or two turns after the call. Final protective fire has a two turn
delay. Fire on unplanned points is delayed 5-8 turns (2.5 to 4 min). Fur-
ther information on these delays is shown in Dunn-Kempf Table 1 given to the
Platoon Leader. The delays used in TRAX I are one turn less than the delays
shown in Table 1.

11. On-Board Smoke.

a. Capabilities. On-board smoke may be used to obscure enemy LOS in
accordance with vehicle capabilities for firing smoke grenades or generating
exhaust smoke. Corresponding to Division '86 doctrine, white phosphorus
(WP) rounds are assumed to be unavailable for tank guns. Smoke may be de-
ployed on any step in the Direct Fire and Movement Phase.

b. Grenade Smoke. Firing of U.S. tank smoke grenades from turret
mounted launchers is represented by placing two smoke markers next to the
vehicle. The smoke markers are placed on the right and left sides of the
line from the vehicle turret through the GD indicator, about one-half inch
away from the vehicle. Analogous procedures, appropriately modified, are
used with other vehicles having launchers in different positions, or allowing
separate firing of launchers on the right and left sides of the turret. The
smoke markers may be fired (and left) at any point on the vehicle path during
a movement step.

c. Exhaust Smoke. Exhaust smoke from a stationary vehicle is repre-
sented by a smoke marker placed to the rear of U.S. vehicles (or left side of
OPFOR vehicles). A second marker adjacent to the first, but displaced in the
direction of the wind, is placed on the next turn if the smoke generator
remains turned on. Exhaust smoke from a moving vehicle is shown by smoke
markers placed at one inch (50 m) intervals along the path covered by the
vehicle.

d. Visibility Effect. The cotton ball simulating smoke cuts off LOS
like any other terrain feature. However, vehicles with thermal sights may
see through smoke in the direction of the GD marker.

e. Effect on Fire. Direct fire, including missile impacts that are re-
solved on a given step of the turn, is not affected by smoke deployed during
that same step. Smoke prevents direct fire and missile impacts only on sub-
sequent steps.

f. Persistance. On-board smoke lasts for two turns and is adjusted for

wind-drift in the same way as smoke laid by indirect fire. After remaining
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on the board for two turns, smoke markers are picked up in the turn step
corresponding to the original step on which they were placed.

g. Reloading. Smoke grenades may be fired twice by U.S. vehicles with
launchers before the supply in the launchers is exhausted. The launchers may
be reloaded while the vehicle remains stationary for two turns. The player
must display an R card for two complete turns without firing or moving.

12. Modes of Play

a. Two-Player Mode. With players taking the positions of the Platoon
Leader and Platoon Sergeant, each controls two vehicles representing their
own vehicle and that of their wingman. In this mode, the exercise focuses on
the individual responsibilities of the leader positions in the platoon.

b. Four-Player Mode. With players in the positions of Platoon Leader
and Platoon Sergeant, along with two TCs, each controls his own vehicle. In
this mode, the exercise provides opportunity for collective performance of
platoon tasks.
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APPENDIX C
TRAX I ADVANCED RULES

1. Introduction

TRAX I advanced rules are intended to increase the accuracy of some as-
pects of the combat simulation, and to expand the scope of the gaming proce-
dures to represent additional OPFOR threats and environmental conditions that
further complicate modern ground combat. They should only be used after

players are experienced in use of the basic rules, and are able to maintain a
rapid pace of play. The rules may be used singly or in any desired combina-
tion to emphasize particular teaching points in scenarios designed to meet
local training needs.

2. Communications Rules

a. Electronic Warfare (EW). The Basic EW procedure described on page 8
of the Dunn-Kempf Rules of Play (Revised), or the advanced rules in Supple-
ment 3 may be used.

b. Open/Closed Hatch. No visual signals are permitted after enemy con-

tact is made or indirect fire received, since vehicles are assumed to have
closed hatches at that point. If a command to open hatches is given by the
platoon leader, visual signals can again be used.

c. Night Operations. Small penlignts may be used to present visual

signals in night operations. Flares may be simulated by colored cotton balls
or penlights hung from the ceiling or a string tied between coatrack stands.
The game room should be kext in semi-darkness or lighted with red lights. A
variable resistor used to control the lights may help to represent twilight

and dawn.

d. Reduced Visibility. Hand signals cannot be seen beyond 50 meters in

heavy fog or smoke, or beyond 100 meters in light fog or falling snow.

3. Movement Rules

a. Visibility Conditions. Movement is reduced to one-half of normal when

moving in reduced visibility conditions, i.e., at night, in smoke, or through
an area covered by the indirect fire template.

b. Distance Penalty. The maximum movement distance is reduced by
one-inch (1/2") when starting movement from a halt, coming to a halt at the
end of a move, moving in reverse, or firing on the move. The penalty can
also be applied for each 900 turn or 90° pivot turn in urban terrain.

c. Prepared Woods. One additional inch (1") can be traveled when fol-
lowing a prepared path in the woods. A path can be prepared by moving the
tank over the route, or when fighting positions and trails are prepared by
engineers. Prepared paths are marked on the board with strips of masking
tape.

d. Forest Roads. Fair weather roads in the woods that appear on the
map are assumed to be no more passable than the woods, and are not marked on
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the terrain board. To add a road useful in some scenario, mark the route
with masking tape and allow movement at the cross-country rate.

e. Mud Conditions. Vehicle movement is reduced by one-half (1/2) in
areas declared to be muddy by the Instructor/Controller or in a
trafficability overlay provided with orders. This reduction does not apply
to paved roads through the area.

f. Vehicle Recovery. A vehicle may become mired down in marsh/stream
areas. Roll one die on every turn moving across such areas. A roll of one
indicates the vehicle is mired. It must then be recovered by another vehicle
that moves nearby and uses two turns to attach a cable, one turn to pull the
vehicle to the edge of the area, and two further turns to detach the cable.
The platoon leader may also call for a recovery vehicle. An M88 is later
placed on the board by the Instructor/Controller, allowing for travel from
its normal location in the battalion. It must then travel to the location of
the mired vehicle (subject to enemy fire enroute) and perform a 5-turn recov-
ery sequence like that above.

g. Track Breakage. U.S. vehicles using dash speed are subject to the
possibility of breaking track. U.S. players keep a chain of paper clips as a
record, adding one paper clip each turn the Dash (d) card is used. When the
D card is displayed at the start of a turn two dice are rolled to determine
if a track breaks. If the number of the dice is less than or equal to the
number of clips, then the track breaks. A Km marker is placed at the vehicle
location, and the effect reversed on the next turn. If the player announces
that he is checking track tension at a halt for four turns, one half of the
accumulated paper clips may be removed from the chain. This rule may be used
to increase awareness of the wear and tear incurred by moving at top speed,
in a scenario requiring rapid road or cross-country movement.

*4. Detection/Acquisition Rules

a. Detection/Acquisition Range. The procedures given in the Dunn-Kempf
Advanced Rules of Play (page 3) may be used with the detection cards. If the
U.S. vehicle is within the ranges given in Dunn-Kempf Tables 7 and 8, the
Basic detection and acquisition rules are used unchanged. Beyond those
ranges, detection is probabilistic with a random number less than or equal to
30 (for the attacker) or 90 (for the defender) required to see the detection
card.

b. Loader's FOV Marker. A 120 FOV marker is used to represent the
tank loader's sector when the hatches are open. The loader can detect air
targets, moving vehicles, and firing signatures in his sector, reporting
these to the TC. The TC then acquires the target by the normal procedure.
Thus, if the loader's sector covers a target position, a detection card is
put down providing detection information to the player. It is replaced by a
card with identification information when the GD or FOV markers are moved to
cover that location representing his use of binoculars. The loader's FOV
marker is removed when a main gun target is designated and engaged.

c. Driver's FOV. The driver is assumed to have a 900 FOV to the front
of the vehicle. No marker is used to indicate this FOV. The driver detects

moving vehicles and firing signatures in his sector, which are then acquired
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by the TC, as in the case of the loader. If the vehicle is in hull defilade
or greater, the driver's FOV is cut off.

d. Vehicle Movement. The detection ranges given in Tables 7 and 8 are
cut in half when observing from a moving vehicle.

e. Closed Hatch. The TC's and Loader's FOV markers are changed to ones
with a 60u sector when buttoned up.

f. Urban Terrain. Require the platoon to work with infantry in a com-
pany team. Represent most target detection by giving visual signals, or ra-
dio/telephone messages from the infantry requiring direct fire support on
targets in buildings.

g. Limited Visibility. Night and other conditions reducing visibility
have the effect of lowering the probability of detection according to the
values given in the Dunn-Kempf Advanced Rules of Play (page 4). The loader's
and driver's FOV are eliminated except for detection of firing. If night
vision equipment is available at these positions then a 300 FOV may be al-
lowed. The TC's FOV must coincide with the main gun and he must detect and
acquire targets using the gunner's sight. Thus, the GD indicator must be
trained on the target to complete acquisition, after detection. More active
scanning with the gunner's sight is assumed under reduced visibility, giving
it a 30 sector for detection, rather than the narrow sector used in the
Basic Rules.

h. Wet/Muddy Ground. Dust is reduced under wet or muddy conditions so
that the Loader and Driver cannot detect moving vehicles.

5. Direct Fire Rules

a. State of Training. The effect of having newly formed crews, or crews
that have no recent training, may be simulated by rolling one die before each
firing. If a 1, 2, or 3 is rolled, the engagement delay given in the
Dunn-Kempf Advanced Rules of Play is imposed for one firing step (not turn).
This procedure given a one-half (1/2) chance of a 10 second delay. Other
values for the die roll may be used to represent greater or lesser states of
training. In addition to the effect on time, the modification to hit proba-
bility for 2nd or 3rd round on the same target is not used in determining
firing effects.

b. Effect Reversal. The reversal of firing effects used in the basic
rules can be omitted in advanced play. This rule should be used with indi-
vidual casualty assessment to crews as well as infantry units. Permanent
casualties are particularly useful when the objectives of training concern
operations with understrength crews, reorganization of crews and units, medi-
cal service procedures, or cross-training of leaders. Replacements can also
be provided at a reduced level of training. Ordinarily, this method should
be used after completing a given scenario at least once with effect reversal,
so that the contrasting tactical effects of casualties can be clearly seen.
If time is available, it is best to repeat the scenario more than once so a
variety of different outcomes can be experienced.
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c. Casualties. Casualties can be assessed on a an individual basis
using the Dunn-Kempf Advanced Rules of Play (pages 4-6).

d. Built-up Areas. Dunn-Kempf houses may be concentrated in one area
with the same density shown on the map to represent urban terrain.
Blockbuster rules may be used to resolve fire on targets in buildings. Use
roof colors to symbolize type of construction, e.g., green for wood-frame,
red for brick, yellow for cement block with stucco, gray for reinforced con-
crete. Varied heights and types of buildings, e.g., apartment and business
blocks, factories, office buildings, etc., may also be made up to represent a
particular town more faithfully than is possible with the houses alone.

e. Urban LOS. A pie-shaped section of cardboard with angle at the maxi-
mum elevation of the tank main gun should be made up to use in testing LOS to
targets on upper floors of buildings.

f. Multiple Returns. The player of a vehicle having a laser rangefinder
must roll one die when firing the main gun. On a die roll of one, the player
has a multiple range return, and he must decide whether to rerange and fire
on the next step, or go ahead and fire on the same step while suffering a hit
probability penalty assessed by the Fire Controller.

g. Loader's Machinegun. With an MI tank, or other tank having a
loader's machinegun, infantry targets can be engaged within range. Players
should use the loader's FOV marker, and place it to designate the targets or
points of aim with this weapon. Fire is resolved using Table A-i for the
coax.

h. Ammunition Limits. Expenditure of ammunition by the U.S. platoon is
limited to that in ready racks and boxes. Once the ready supply is ex-
hausted, the weapon cannot be used without the TC announcing that the ammuni-
tion will be transferred and two full turns have passed after the
announcement. The commander's and loader's machineguns cannot be reloaded
while buttoned up. Typical values for ready ammunition and reserve ammuni-
tion available for the M1 tank are shown in Table C-i. One main gun round is
assumed to be loaded and is included in the ready ammunition. Other values
may be used corresponding to local SOPs and load plans.

6. Air Module. Fire support by both rotary-wing and fixed wing aircraft,
air defense, and air-mobile operations can be played using the Dunn-Kempf
advanced Rules of Play (pages 6-7). These rules are used by the OPFOR con-
troller in Basic scenarios presenting attack helicopter targets.

7. Engineer Module. Mines and obstacles are introduced into the game by
using the Dunn-Kempf Engineer Supplement. Detection cards should be placed
on the board following the usual procedures for target detection when OPFOR
obstacles come in detection range. The common tactical symbols used on
overlays should be used on the back of the card to indicate the nature of the
obstacle. Markers from Blockbuster are placed to indicate vehicle prepared
positions dug-in by supporting engineers. Completion of other obstacles by
engineer units may be shown by placing masking tape with appropriate tactical
symbols.
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Table C-1
Ready Ammunition and Reloads

Weapon and Ready Reserve
Ammunition Bursts Rounds Bursts Rounds

Main Gun
HEAT 9 15
APDS 9 15
APFSDS 8 0

Coax (7.62 mm) 192 4800 192 4800
(25 rnds/burst) (241 boxes) (24 boxes)

Commander (50 cal) 8 100 72 900
(12.5 rnds/burst) (1 box) (9 boxes)

Loader (7.62 mm) 8 200 48 1200
(25 rnds/burst) (1 box) (6 boxes)
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APPENDIX D-1
TACTICAL ROAD MARCH (1)

1. Prerequisite Training

a. Platoon Leader and Platoon Sergeant should:

(1) Review STX A in FC 17-15-1, and standards for prerequisite tasks
listed in Table D-1.

(2) Review FM 17-15 (Test) for further explanation of tasks as
needed.

(3) Review Tank Company and Platoon SOPs to identify elements that
may apply to STX A and platoon tasks.

(4) Talk through possible STX situations and tasks to gain a common
understanding of doctrine. Practice "what-if" drills.

2. Leader Training

a. Training exercises with the attached TRAX I scenario may be used
along with platoon task and drill training to prepare for STX A or a similar
ARTEP exercise. They may also provide substitute or sustainment training
when field training is not possible. Tactical Road March scenarios provide
an introduction to the TRAX I method of combat gaming, and should be com-
pleted before attempting more complex exercise scenarios.

dTable D-1

Tasks in Tactical Road March (1)

TASK MTP Page

1. Establish Perimeter Security 6-6
2. Establish an Observation Post 6-10
3. Perform Tactical Planning 6-9

(Issue Warning Order)
L. Perform Plt Ldr Reconnaissance 6-8
5. Perform Tactical Planning 6-9

(Issue Oral OPORD)
6. Perform Stand-to Activities 6-69
7. Establish All-round Movement Security 6-53
8. Perform Tactical Road March 6-39
9. Execute Actions at a Halt 6-38
10. Defend Against Air Attack 6-41
11. React to Indirect Fire 6-57
12. Execute Actions on Contact 6-35
13. Perform Movement Security Using Smoke 6-68
1I. Recover a Tank by a Similar Vehicle 6-23
15. Execute Actions on Contact 6-35
16. Perform Tactical Road March 6-39
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b. The following leader tasks will be learned or reinforced by comple-

tion of the Tactical Road March (1) exercise:

(1) Planning Combat Operations.

(2) Provide Command and Control of a Unit.

(3) Collective tasks from FC 17-15-1, and individual tasks from FM
17-19 (E/K) (Level 4) that support STX A.

c. Main teaching points:

(1) Perimeter Security. Prepare positions, move back in hide posi-
tions, and establish OPs covering perimeter. Alternate positions and with-
drawal routes are needed in an assembly area (AA) just as for a battle
position.

(2) Tactical Planning. Request clarification of your orders and
additional guidance if needed for planning. Get information on location of
friendly units. Backward plan to hit your SP and RP on time. Anticipate
danger points in movement and fire planning.

(3) Reconnaissance. Conduct ground recon if possible to confirm
positions of SP, route, and CPs in LOS. Find terrain features useful in
reacting to potential threats.

(4) Troop Leading. Use warning order (WO) to ensure platoon com-
pletes timely preparations. Ensure Plt Sgt and TCs copy overlay, TRPs, and
CEOI correctly. Delegate some duties to Plt Sgt. Emphasize any unusual or
nonroutine aspects of mission and plan.

(5) Prepare and Initiate Movement. Start engines together. If
vehicles are dispersed in an AA, designate a rally point to assemble in march
order.

(6) All-round Security. Maintain security throughout movement.
Continuously analyze the situation, anticipating possible dangers and possi-
ble lapses of vigilance. Exert command and control to prevent surprise. Use
formations to maintain mutual support. Plan and request deviations along
route to minimize duration and extent of exposure.

(7) Unscheduled Halt. Establish security, report, and take initia-
tive within constraints of orders to overcome the problem.

(8) Defend Air Attack (HIND-D). Use brevity codes, cardinal direc-
tions, and drill commands to obtain an immediate response by the platoon. Pop
smoke, take cover (if available) or evasive action and return fire with
SABOT.

(9) React to Indirect Fire. Evade the impact area, using irregular
movement and/or exhaust smoke to hinder adjustment. Indirect fire will often
be controlled by helicopter observers. Assume MOPP-4, monitor NBC condi-
tions, and request return to lower MOPP level when negative. Reestablish
coordinated movement and all-round security as soon as possible.
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(10) Actions on Contact (MANPAC). Use brevity codes, cardinal direc-
tions, and drill commands to obtain an immediate response by the platoon.
Pop smoke, take cover or move evasively (SA(2ER dance), and distribute return
fire around the launch point. Continue to move concealed by exhaust smoke.
Call suppressive fire after platoon reacts. Conserve ammo by limiting fire
to visible targets or during flight of the missile. Keep the location under
observation at least until indirect fire arrives. Maintain observation of
other potential threat locations at the same time.

(11) Recover a Vehicle. If time permits, establish security, conceal
vehicle under fire with smoke, overwatch recovery operation, tow to secure
position, obtain assistance, and leave vehicle if necessary to complete mis-
sion. If time is short, abandon vehicle, report location, and request recov-
ery.

(12) Action on Contact (RPG-16). Suppress with machineguns, conceal
movement with smoke, and sprint to move rapidly out of range. Prevent vul-
nerability to new threats from other directions resulting from focus on pre-
vious or current contact.

(13) Command Transfer. Make contact by radio prior to visual con-
tact. Report contact and exit prior net. Link up without halting and fol-
low visual signals to designated position in AA.

(14) Tactical Road March (General). A tactical march is not an admin-
istrative march. Assume possible contact unless orders indicate otherwise.
Clarify rules of engagement; travel with weapons hold, tight, or free. Plan
suppressive fires and smoke missions to aid secure movement.

3. Standards

a. Primary performance standards are listed in the schedule for the
mission scenario. Standards are based on those given in FC 17-15-1 for STXs

*and platoon tasks, taking into account the specific conditions created in the
scenario situations and the actions available on the gameboard. Additional
task standards may be used based on local SOPs and the emphasis wanted in
training.

b. Standards should not be treated as absolute inflexible requirements.
There can be several alternative courses of action that are effective in a
given tactical situation. The Instructor/Controller should judge whether the
standards are appropriate under the circumstances.

4. After-Action Review (AAR)

a. The techniques presented in Chapter 2 of FC 17-15-1 should be used in

conducting AARs.

b. The action can be interrupted at the SP, before recaching CP2, or
before reaching the RP, to conduct AARs on the immediately preceding events.
This may be useful for relatively inexperienced personnel when a large number
of items need discussion. For more experienced personnel, the scenario need
not be interrupted and the AAR conducted after completing the entire exer-
cise.
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5. Follow-up

a. After all platoons have completed one or more exercises, the company
commander may wish to lead a group discussion with the platoon leaders and
platoon sergeants. The platoons can compare notes while the commander has
the opportunity to resolve tactical disagreements and covey his tactical
guidance and expectations. In this context, he may conduct "what-if" drills
to emphasize main points.

b. Plan and conduct platoon training on specific tasks to correct
training deficiencies that have been revealed. This training can be
combined usefully with practice on crew and platoon drills.

c. Prepare and run additional exercises with this type of mission on
other terrain boards until it is clear that the Plt Ldr, Plt %t, and TCs can
readily adapt to new terrain and easily overcome problems in new situations.

J
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TACTICAL ROAD MARCH (1)

Situation:

It is the third day of conflict, and 2nd Bde has repulsed initial attacks
northeast of Hunfeld. You are the Platoon Leader of 2d Platoon, Co A, TF
1-14 Armor, 1st Bde and are located with Co A in an assembly area VIC
NB572224. Co B and Co C are west of Mengers and Arzell, while Co D has been
cross attached. Although the area is relatively secure, incidents of infil-
tration have been increasing as the TF prepares to attack east through ele-
ments of 2nd Bde. The time is 0725, resupply has been completed, and you
have been directed to report to the company commander. You report at 0730,
and the commander gives you the following information with a map overlay.

"LT , our company and Co A, 2-92 Mech are being task
organized into company teams. Your platoon will be working with Co A 2-92
Mech. I want you to move to their location vicinity, Ringberg NB580275,
using the route on the overlay. Bn elements had several encounters with
infiltrators during the night, so contact is possible. However, other U.S.
units may be moving through the area so you should travel with weapons tight.
A member of TM A will meet you at the RP (NB583273) to guide you to their
location. Use my net to report SP and check points enroute. Establish con-
tact with TM A on their C(D net once you reach CP3. Cross SP at 0800 and RP
NLT 0820. Bn mortars will be available to support you move from SP to CP 3.
FIST is located at NB577224. His call sign is F40. Plan up to four TRPs,
and coordinate them prior to departure. By the way, the train tracks at
Check Point 1 are in bad shape. They're not to be destroyed, so cross only
at the crossing site at CP 1. If you can't cross at CP 1, contact me for
permission to cross elsewhere. Current weather report gives pressure 72.9
cm, temperature 210 C, and wind NW at 2-5 km/hr."

CEOI Extract: R08 - Cdr, Co A/1-14 Armor (TM B)
R14 - 2nd Plt Ldr, Tank 1
R53 - 2nd Plt Sgt, Tank 3
R39 - TC, Tank 2
R70 - TC, Tank 4
105 - Cdr, C A/2-92 Mech (TM A)
Authenticate ZULU/HOTEL - GOLF
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Daining and val.latia Schedule
Tactical IFead Muth (1)

Event Timea Lsticn Standard Remrks

1. Establish H-30 2v Faci ity ARU Ths p 6-6 and 6-10 In/Ctlr directs Pltt to
Ehrimeter Fit %T/1t place tanks apwvise ooCvaticn ct assy
Secirity/ 1. OE establish, area VIC NB572224 (4 M1 or
Etablish (Ps ehicles hid M60 series tmas), and pr-

2. hkmary and alt posi- pere sktch rarocatt.
; ti"ms, and dthdraiml

routes plarred
3. CP at NB569271

2. Peceipt of H-30 Ig Facility Pit Ldr issues waing Inst/Ctlr issues FAGO, CDI,
FRAGD order to Pit t/TCs map w/overlay to Pit Idr.

3. PIt I& H-25 Ti g Facility AMIP sks p 6-8 and Dxur-Kmpf screen r gjust N of
BeTfrms 6-9 IWibolz to limit view of bord
Tactical 1. Cndus mp and brief to LOS fran assy area and SP.
PIamMin/ groun ,eon s- 31 ]str/Ctlr accepts fire plan as
Reoan 2. (oordinates fire plan, FIT.

with FMST
3. Prepares Op Crder

4. Elt Ldr H-10 hg Facility &der will include: Mist/Ctlr evaluates order
Issues Situation for accuracy and oanpletanss
0Op 0,der MLsslan of infcrmtion. Tpe re-

ecuticn corder turd on when crder
Fire qrt starte.
Srvice 9ippcrt
Ccarrl & Signal

5. Platocm H-5 2E Facility AKIP T p 6-53 and 6-69 Cams follws CEDI and
Stand-To/ 1. ferfcm sm chck radio SOP thrngMout

Prepares for 2. Countdown to start mar-h.
D~erture engines

3. Platom enters Co
radio NET

6. Pit Departs H-2 Note: refer- AMIP sk p 6-53 Inst/Ctlr ciecks vehicle
Etablishes mies below 1. Pit idr controls move- intevals, gun directions,
All-rard are to leca- mit and assig areas and TC's FOV triv biit
Mment ticm cn mp of responsibility march.
Security and terrain 2. Pit departs in coaumn

NB572224 fcruaticn with all-
rounid security

' 7. OGcas ZI H N578224 RMP kask p 6-39 Ynstr/Ctlr diecks tim at
Perfcrm 1. Pit croses SP in SP, ccmo pIvedures, use
Tactical + 5 nin of CEDI. Place detecticn card
Road MrMh 2. SP reprted an Co NET for train on tracks by chur-±i.
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Event Tim Location Standard Remarks

8. awote H+1 ?578232 Mer? TL* p 6-38 Inst/Ir place deteotion
Ativities 1. CLears mcute w/ ord Indiating tin at
at a Halt kmixgIxm croing to hlt Pit. If ,

2. Etablsb afl-zxAxd Eft di sses cad 1ls
security Bn for pend-sidon to cres,

3. -pot Report Clr moves ttain after two
4. eaus mmrd. Flept twnrs.I

CP1 when croesed

9. E ndrl H+4 NB578233 AKEP Usk p 6-41 If Pit does not disperse,
Aint 1. Platoon drill (p 35) CpFR C~r places detection
Air Attack 2. Pop Smoke card for HIE)-D VIC 603235.

3. Fire SABOT Otheredse, air attack begins
4. Spot Report after Pit crses CP 1.
5. Oontiue movement

10. React to H+5 N3582238 AM, M3& p 6-57 Fire Ct.r paDes arty fire
Indirect 1. Wasive movement (152 um) Ci rcad at Fit
Fire 2. CLose hatde/go to location.

3. SZW Rprt
4~. Fepcrt CP2 wha

1. Actions on H46 W581245 MP Misk p 6.35 (pR Ctir places detection
Contact/ 1. Platoon drill p 3-Z card for' SPER In woodl-ne
Ube Srake (omtact it) VIC NB596243 when lead a-

2. Use on board sie hices pas CP 2. Move
3. B-asive movement tean in woods after first

(SAGGER drill) engutmjet.
14. -Wporpat
5. Call ire UsingnTRP
6. Oontinue mvement

12. Recover a H+7 NB575250 MET Task p 6-23 Card given to inform TC that
Vehicle to 13 1. Ebtablish seaurity his engine died, and restart

2. Spot rt procedure is not effective.
3. Prepare tank fcr 'When reported, direct Pit Ldr

towing (5 turns) to tow vehicle, and to leave it
4. ume movmet in a seure pcsition fr re-
5. t cp tank at secure covery by T A. OPFOR Ctlr

positio may re-e fan VIC NB3596243
6. Report Location if Pit vehicles are expeed and

IF ineffective.
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Event Time Locatin Standard Reiarics

13. Acti, on H+15 AMI Task p 6-35 OPtR Ctlr places deteCtIAM card
,mtact 1. Platoax drill p 3-25 and a rear veho.e ,dth

(ocatact rear) RM,-16 fram adhol. b ldin
2. a3pew w/50 cal, [EAT VIC 5T2254 after platcai Passes.
3. Use edaut , ke
4. Veed Up, move to

oovw or beyond range
5. Wpot bprt

14. Croas CP3/ H+17 NB578261 M4IP Task p 6-39 Imt/Ctr simulates TH A,
Perform 1. lepart (P 3 requests authiticaticn.
Tactical 2. Leave (Co NrT Places detection card fcr
Road March 3. Eter IM A Nr, re- M113 at RP as omtact

quest permissicn and elemet.
authenticate

15. Ckoin RP H+20 NB583273 1. ULnks up without nst/Ctlr moves to M113 to IM A
staeing a VIC NB576275 UsIrg sIMMI

2. kkrimiledgem hand arm fcr follow me, left turm, r1it
siaals tr , coil.

3. Foll to AA w/o
radio

16. After-ktic 20-30 TI aCility Use prooedures from

Ieview Intes E 17-15-1, Ch 2.
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Tactical Road March (1)

Miniature Models

U.S. Force:

4I M1 Tanks

1 M113A1 APC

OPFOR:

1 HIND-D with AT-C (Sagger-C), 4I rounds
1 AT-3C (Sagger-C) MANPAC Team, 2 rounds
1 RPG-16 Team, 4I rounds

Other:

1 Field-Expedient Train Model:
Upside-down AVLB (engine)
One-inch wide-back plastic report binding (cars)

Detection Cards

1. Train slowly moving west.
2. Train halted on tracks, engine blocking CP1.
J.Hovering attack helicopter, HIND-D or -E fires missile.

~4. Flash, smoke. Sagger missile approaching.
*5. Flash, smoke. RPG-16 fire from base of school building.

6. APO behind building. Front of M113 exposed.
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APPENDIX D-2
TACTICAL ROAD MARCH (2)

1. Prerequisite Training

a. Platoon Leader and Platoon Sergeant should:

(1) Review STX A in FC 17-15-1, and standards for prerequisite tasks
listed in Table D-2.

(2) Review FM 17-15 (Test) for further explanation of tasks as
needed.

(3) Review Tank Company and Platoon SOPs, and local unit SOP to
identify elements that may apply to STX A and tasks.

(4) Talk through possible STX situations and tasks to gain a common
understanding of doctrine. Practice "what-if" drills.

2. Leader Training

a. Training exercises with the attached TRAX I scenario may be used
along with platoon tasks and drill training to prepare for STX A or a similar
ARTEP exercise. They may also provide substitute or sustainment training
when field training is not possible. Tactical Road March scenarios provide
an introduction to the TRAX I method of combat gaming, and should be com-
pleted before attempting more complex exercise scenarios.

Table D-2

Tasks in Tactical Road March (2)

TASK MTP Page

1. Establish Perimeter Security 6-6
2. Establish an Observation Post 6-10
3. Perform Tactical Planning 6-9

(Issue Warning Order)
4. Perform Plt Ldr Reconnaissance 6-8
5. Perform Tactical Planning 6-9

(Issue Oral OPORD)
6. Perform Stand To Activities 6-69
7. Establish All-round Movement Security 6-53
8. Perform Tactical Road March 6-39
9. Execute Actions at a Halt 6-38

" 10. Actions on Contact 6-35
11. Perform Movement Security Using Smoke 6-68
12. React to Indirect Fire 6-57
13. Defend Against Air Attack 6-41
14. Reconnoiter an Obstacle 6-19
15. Actions on Contact 6-35
16. Perform Tactical Road March 6-39
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b. The following leader tasks will be learned or reinforced by comple-

tion of the Tactical Road March (2) exercise:

(1) Planning Combat Operations

(2) Provide Command and Control of a Unit

(3) Collective tasks from FC 17-15-1, and individual tasks from FM
17-19 (E/K) Level 4 that support STX A.

c. Main teaching points:

(1) Perimeter Security. Prepare positions, move back in hide posi-
tions, and establish OPs covering perimeter. Alternate positions and with-
drawal routes are needed in an assembly area (AA), just as for a battle
position.

(2) Tactical Planning. Request clarification of your orders and
additional guidance if needed in planning. Get information on location of
friendly units. Backward plan to hit your SP and RP on time. Anticipate
danger points in movement and fire planning.

(3) Reconnaissance. Conduct ground recon if possible to confirm
position of SP, route, and CPs in LOS. Identify terrain features useful in
reacting to potential threats.

(4) Troop Leading. Use Warning Order (WO) to ensure platoon com-
pletes timely preparations. Ensure Plt Sgt and TCs copy overlay, TRPs, and
CEOI correctly. Delegate some duties to the Plt Sgt. Emphasize any unusual
or nonroutine aspects of mission and plan.

(5) Prepare and Initiate Movement. Start engines together. If ve-
hicles are dispersed in an AA, designate a rally point to assemble in march
order.

(6) All-round Security. Maintain security throughout movement.
Continuously analyze the situation, anticipating possible dangers and possi-
ble lapses in vigilance. Use formations to maintain mutual support. Plan
and request deviations along route to minimize duration and extent of expo-
sure.

(7) Unscheduled Halt. Establish security, report, and take initia-
tive within constraints of orders to overcome the problem.

(8) Actions on Contact (MANPAC). Use brevity codes, cardinal direc-
tions, and drill commands to obtain an immediate response by the platoon. Pop
smoke, take cover or move evasively (SAGGER dance), and distribute return
fire around the launch point. Continue to move concealed by exhaust smoke.
Call suppressive fire after platoon reacts. Conserve ammo by limiting fire
to visible targets or during flight of the missile. Keep the location under
observation until indirect fire arrives. Maintain observation of other po-
tential threat locations at the same time.
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(9) React to Indirect Fire. Evade the impact area, give alarm
(GAS), and avoid chemical contamination of personnel or vehicles. Consider
wind drift and- choose bypass consistent with mission. Give NBC-1 report by
SOP, remain in MOPP-4, and warn friendly contacts of possible contamination.

(10) Defend Air Attack (HIND-D). Use brevity codes, cardinal direc-
tions, and drill commands to obtain an immediate response by the platoon.
Pop smoke, take cover (if available) or evasive action, and return fire with
SABOT.

(11) Recon an Obstacle. Warn the platoon of obstacle and likely
contact. Deploy in secure positions and report location and extent of obsta-
cle. Recon by fire, then approach for visual recon with overwatching ele-
ments. Check for approach routes, mined areas, breach or bypass points, and
complete report. Maintain all-round security when moving to bypass, expect
rear engagement, and use exhaust smoke if appropriate.

(12) Actions on Contact (RPG-16). Suppress with machineguns, con-
ceal movement with smoke, and sprint to move rapidly out of range. Prevent
vulnerability to new threats from other directions resulting from focus on
previous or current contact.

(13) Command Transfer. Make contact by radio prior to visual con-
tact. Report contact and exit prior net. Link up without halting and follow
visual signals to designated position in AA.

(14) Tactical Road March (General). A tactical march is not an ad-
ministrative march. Assume possible contact unless orders indicate other-
wise. Clarify rules of engagement; travel with weapons hold, tight, or
free. Plan suppressive fires and smoke missions to aid secure movement.

3. Standards

a. Primary performance standards are listed in the schedule mission
scenario. Standards are based on those given in FC 17-15-1 for STXs and pla-
toon tasks, taking into account the specific conditions created in the sce-
nario situations, and the actions available on the gameboard. Additional
task standards may be used based on local SOPs and the emphasis wanted in
training.

b. Standards should not be treated as absolute requirements. There can
be several alternative courses of action that are effective in a given tacti-
cal situation. The Instructor/Controller should judge whether the standards
are appropriate under the circumstances.

4. After-Action Review (AAR)

a. The techniques presented in Chapter 2 of FC 17-15-1 should be used in
conducting AARs.

b. The action can be interrupted at the SP, before reaching CP 2, or
before reaching the RP, to conduct AARs on the immediately preceding events.
This procedure may be useful for relatively inexperienced personnel when a
large number of items need discussion. For more experienced personnel the
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scenario need not be interrupted and the AAR conducted after completing the

entire exercise.

5. Follow-Up

a. After all platoons have completed one or more exercises, the company
commander may wish to lead a group discussion with the platoon leaders and
platoon sergeants. The platoons can compare notes while the commander has
the opportunity to resolve tactical disagreements and convey his tactical
guidance and expectations. In this context, he may conduct "what if" drills
to emphasize main points.

b. Plan and conduct platoon training on specific tasks to correct train-
ing deficiencies that have been revealed. This training can be combined
usefully with practice on crew and platoon drills.

c. Prepare and run additional exercises with this type of mission on
other terrain boards until it is clear that the Plt Ldr, Plt %t, and TCs
readily adapt to new terrain and easily overcome problems in new situations.
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TACTICAL ROAD MARCH (2)

Situation:

It is the third day of conflict, and 2nd Bde has repulsed initial attacks
northeast of Hunfeld. You are the Platoon Leader of 2d Platoon, Co A, TF
1-14 Armor, 1st Bde and are located with Co A in an assembly area VIC
NB578275. Co B and Co C are west of Arzell and Malges, while Co D has been
cross attached. Although the area is relatively secure, incidents of infil-
tration have been increasing as the TF prepares to attack east through ele-
ments of 2nd Bde. The time is 0725, resupply has been completed, and you
have been directed to report to the company commander. You report at 0730,
and the commander gives you the following information with a map overlay.

"LT , our company and Co A, 2-92 Mech are being task
organized into company teams. Your platoon will be working with Co A, 2-92
Mech. I want you to move to their location near Grossentaft, VIC NB613225
using the route on the overlay. Bn elements had several encounters with
infiltrators during the night, so contact is possible. However other units
may be moving through the area, so you should travel with weapons tight. A
member of TM A will meet you at the RP (NB604224) to guide you to their loca-
tion. Use my net to report SP and check points enroute. Establish contact
with TM A on their CMD net once you reach CP 3. Cross SP at 0800 and RP NLT
0820. Bn mortars will be available to support your move from SP to CP3.
FIST is located at NB574275. His call sign is F40. Plan up to four TRPs,
and coordinate them prior to departure. By the way, the bridge at
NB585271 is in bad shape, so cross in low gear, one tank at a time. If the
bridge looks unsafe contact me for permission to cross elsewhere. Current
weather report gives pressure 77.3 cm, temperature 17.60 C, and wind NW at
7-10 km/hr."

CEOI Extract: R08 - Cdr, Co 1/1-14 Armor (TM B)
R14 - 2nd Plt Ldr, Tank 1
R53 - 2nd Plt Sgt, Tank 3
R39 - TC, Tank 2
R70 - TC, Tank 4
105 - Cdr, CO A/2-92 Mech (TM A)
Authenticate ZULU/HOTEL - GOLF

41
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s aining ad Braluation S3hedule

Tactical .- ad Mu-rd (2)

Event Tim .ocAticn Standard Reaarks

1. Etablish H-30 Mg Fclity AMP Tadc p 6-6 Imt/Cr directs Fit %t to
FRlmeter Rt %/tn place tanks supervise ooupaticri cc asSy
Security/ 1. OP1 established, area VIC HB578275 (4 M1 cr
Establish I Icles hid W0 serles tanks), ad pr-

2. Manwaynd alt posi- pare sketc rangeoari.
ticns, and withdrswal
mutes plamed

2. Peoeipt of H-30 2g Fcility Pit dr issues wming Inst/Ctlr isses FAW, CSOI,
MW ordar to PIt %t/rtCs and map Woverlay to Pit Ifr.

3. Fit tdr H-25 Thg Facility AMP bhsks p 6-8 and Dm-Kenpf screen hx just N of
IefCrms 6-9 Oaisetiba to limit view of
Tactical 1. Cmkducts mp and brief boerd to LS frcm assy as and
Plmmire/ ffg rA z"Mroaisanoe SP. Iistr/Ctr accepts re plan
Po-n 2. Oocrdlzutes fire plan as Mr.

with FIST
3. RePares OP cder

4. Pit Ldr H-1O M Faility Oral ard wil include: Inst/Ctlr evaluates order

Issues tuaticn for accuracy ad completess
Qp Order Mission of informatian. Tape re-

5tecutirn order turned en v order
Fire support started.
service Support
Cmand & 1gnal

5. Platocn H-5 g Facility MrP 7hsk p 6-53 and 6-69 Onmo follos (1) and
Stand-To/ 1. Perfrm camD checks radio SOP thro tg
fEepares fcr 2. 0ountdown to start mrv.
Departue egnes

3. Platoon enters (b
radio NET

6. Pit Departs/ H-2 Nte: refer- AMrP isk p 6-53 ]nst/Ctlr daecks vehicle
Establishes enoes below 1. Eit Ldr controls move- intervals, gun directicrs,
All-round are to loca- mnt and assiam areas and TC's FOV thrmogut
Moement tios can map of responsibility march.
Security and terrain 2. Pit departs in olumn

board ftcmati with all-
85785 raid seurity

7. erform H NB583273 M4? ML* p 6-39 Instr/Ctlr checks time at
Tactical 1. Pit crsses TP in S, aomno procedures, use
RoadtMrd + 5 min c(t EDI.
Cme~s SP 2. SPreported a2 Co NET
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Event Tim Locaticn Staliard Remarks

8. asoute H+I MB584271 AM? ML* p 6-38 i-st/Ctrl plaoes detection
Actins 1. CLeas route W/ and Idicating bridg
At a Halt hrrt* ne oollaped, hlting Pt. IWhen

2. Batablish a11-round PIt Ldr reports, directs &yAm
seourity a rved VIC 348. Detectlan card

3. Spot 10Prt plaoed for M61 (GCER) an 1R59
4. eum March (RIj rtok) oving on road N of
5. beport sipply vehicles Wolf when In LDS.
6. Bepart CP1 ihkn crs

9. Action2s a H45 355257 map mck p 6-35 '-0UR Ctlr places detection
Contact/ 1. Platoon drill p 3-25 card far SG(ER in woods at
Wle Snoke (contact left) VIC N86T0269 when lead vs-

2. Use on board woxe hilses s 585257. FOR
3. Brasive nvvment aies with second rond if

(SAM drill) vehicles reain eqxosed and IF
4. xT bpct ineffective.
5. cufire using 7Wp
6. Obntiae mment

10. Ramat to 118 NB595255 AM? ML*c p 6-57 Fire Ctlr pisoes massed arty
kdirect 1. Close batch amot ojer sq Wn NE of CP2. Do-
Fire 2. Drect MOu-4 teation card indicating chemical

I 3 oye right to bypass alarm gLven to lead vehicle 7C.
4. Make NW,-1 lepcrt Inst/Ctr directs bypass to CP 3
5. epcrt chd e In rte an mad VIC 393.

11. Defend H+12 NB597241- ap T]sk p 6-41 C(t Ctlr places HIN)-D
Againt NB594236 1. Platoon drill p 3-5 detection CARD vie 575225 when
Air Attack 2. Pcp Swoke Plt passes woods VIC 393.

3. Fire SABOT Detection card far ditch VIC
4. Spt xeport NB597235 wetn vehicle NMves
5. ContinUe Neme=nt within 500 m.

12. eoai an H+14 M600238 AMTP Task p 6-19 Detection card fcr abatis VIC
Cbstacle 1. Deploy and report NB601237 when vehicle moves

2. Check approach routes within 100 m ar GD covers. Instr/
3. Check far mines cr Clr directs recai and bypass

ambush when Pit Leader' reports.
4. Check fcr bypass or

breach points
5. Mve to bYpass
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Ev t TIMn Lcation Standrd Remrks

13. kticm an H-15 HB594236 AMP Mc p 6-35 OPR Otr places dsteoticn card
Omtact 1. Platom drill p 3-25 for RFG fire ViC abti

(omtact rear) etgiry vehicles In rear as they
2. 3apVrew WWAX move aay frim wcldlinm to
3 Ue exhaust aurke bypass.
4. 4eed up, move to

oe or out of range
5. Spot lbpcrt

14. oree CsP3/ H+17 MB599234 MW Task p 6-39 Inst/Clr simulates IM A,
Perform 1. Report location requests azthtication.
Tactical VIC CP 3 Places detecti n card far
Road IMrch 2. Leave O N.E M2 IFV at RP as contact

3. Enter W Er, request element.
penmissinc ax
authenticate

15. Oves MR HFW2 NB603224 1. Llk( up withCut 12t/Ctlr wves W to IM A
stC;VxM area VIC 402 uingr siggas for

2. PAdmwledges band/m fol.o me, left tum, hering-
siffls bcne.

3. FollowstoAA Wo
radio

16. After-Atian 20-30 jg Facility Use rpodures fhn FU 17-15-1,
Review minutes Ch. 2.
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Tactical Road March (2)

Miniature Models

U.S. Force:

14 M1 Tanks

1 M561 Ammo Truck
1 M559 Fuel Tanker
1 M2 IFV

OPFOR:

1 AT-3C (Sagger C) MANPAC Team, 2 rounds
1 HIND-D with AT-3C, (Sagger C), 4 rounds
1 RPG-16 Team, 4 rounds

Detection Cards

1. Symbol (bridge destroyed). Stream banks soft and marshy.
2. Trucks moving on road, M561 (GOER) and M559 (Fuel Tanker).
3. Flash, smoke. Sagger missile approaching.
4. Chemical detection paper (M8) turned green.
5. Hovering attack helicopter. Hind-D or -E fires missile.
6. Symbol (Impassable ditch). Extends 300 m out from road.
7. Symbol (abatis) blocking road, not easily removable. Bypass through

woods or across ditch not possible.
8. Flash, smoke. RPG-16 fire, personnel concealed.
9. APC behind building. Front of M2 exposed.
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APPENDIX D-3

MOVEMENT TO CONTACT/HASTY ATTACK

1. Prerequisite Training

a. Platoon Leader and Platoon Sergeant should:

(1) Review STX E and STX F in FC 17-15-1, and standards for prereq-
uisite tasks listed in Table D-3.

(2) Review FM 17-15 (Test) for further explanation of tasks as
needed.

(3) Review Tank Company and Platoon SOPs to identify elements that
may apply to STX E, STX F, and platoon tasks.

(4) Talk through possible STX situations and tasks to gain a common
understanding of doctrine. Practice "what-if"drills.

2. Leader Training

a. Training exercises with the attached TRAX I scenario may be used
along with platoon tasks and drill training to prepare for STX E, STX F, or
similar ARTEP exercises. They may also provide substitute or sustainment
training when field training is not possible. The Movement to Contact/Hasty
Attack scenario should be attempted only after personnel have become familiar
with the TRAX I method of combat gaming in the introductory Tactical Road
March Scenarios.

b. The following leader tasks will be learned or reinforced by comple-

tion of the Movement to Contact/Hasty Attack exercise:

(1) Planning Combat Operations

(2) Provide Command and Control of a Unit

(3) Collective tasks from FC 17-15-1, and individual tasks from FM
17-19 (E/K) (Level 4) that support STX E and STX F.

c. Main teaching points:

(1) Receive OPORD. Check carefully the sequence of actions planned
for other elements in the team to determine how they interact with the ac-
tions of your platoon. Request clarification and additional guidance if
needed for planning. Understand the priorities established in the mission
among goals of speed, security, attrition of enemy, position, and resource
conservation.

(2) Reconnaissance. Conduct ground recon if possible to confirm
position of SP, axis of advance, and CP within LOS. Find terrain features
useful in reacting to potential threats.
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Table D-3

Tasks in Movement to Contact/Hasty Attack

TASK MTTP Page

1. Perform Pit Ldr Reconnaissance 6-8
2. Perform Tactical Planning 6-9
3. Move in Column Formation 3-9
4. Perform Contact Point Activities 6-36
5. Passage of Lines (Forward) 5-35 (STXD)
6. Execute Traveling Overwatch 5-44 (STXE)
7. Move in Wedge Formation 3-18
8. React to Indirect Fire 6-57
9. Actions on Contact 6-35
10. By Pass an OPFOR Position 6-50
11. Perform Movement Security Using Smoke
12. Defend Against Air Attack 6-41
13. Actions on Contact 6-35
14. Execute Hasty Attack 6-18
15. Perform Attack Using Fire and Movement 6-52
16. Recover a Tank 6-23
17. Execute Hasty Attack 6-18
18. Reconnoiter an Obstacle 6-19
19. Breach a Minefield/Obstacle 6-20/52
20. Execute Hasty Attack 6-18
21. Assault an Enemy Position 6-51
22. Perform Actions at a Defile 6-64
23. Perform Surveillance Activities 6-21
24. Perform Platoon Fire Distribution and Control 6-25

(3) Tactical Planning. Backward plan to hit your SP and CPs on
time. Anticipate enemy positions and threats, and your reaction to possible
situations. The questions on p 3-9 of FM 17-15 (Test) are particularly help-
ful in movement and fire planning. Apply the factors of METT on p 2-6.

(4) Troop Leading. Even if a company WO has been issued, expand it
to fill in specifics for your platoon and set timelines to ensure timely
completion of preparations. Make sure Plt 5gt and TCs copy Zraphics cor-
rectly. In your OPORD, indicate alternate routes and reactions for different
enemy positions and fires that may be encountered. Review any unfamiliar
procedures that may be required (e.g., mines and obstacles).

(5) Move in Column Formation. Check intervals and all-round secu-
rity as you move. Assign areas of observation to particular tanks when de-
viation from the SOP is needed.

(6) Contact Point Activities. Use recognition signals and exchange
required information. Maintain listening silence if required.
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(7) Execute Traveling Overwatch. When in the lead, check position
of overwatching unit. Adjust speed and direction so your platoon does not
outrun support or cutoff LOS from overwatching element.

(8) Move in Wedge Formation. Adjust your route to allow room for
wingmen to follow in wedge without losing cover and concealment. When you
must cross a ridge, increase speed to reduce exposure time.

(9) React to Indirect Fire. Move to evade impact area, keeping pla-
toon together. Assume MOPP-4, monitor sensors, and request return to lower
MOPP level if indications are negative. Anticipate fire adjustment in choos-
ing route, acting to hinder adjustment if possible.

(10) Actions on Contact (RPG-16). Turn frontal armor to RPGs, use
smoke, suppress with machineguns, and back away rapidly to get out of range.
Call for indirect fire and be alert for coordinated threats on your rear.

(11) Bypass an OPFOR Position. When ordered to bypass, the
overwatching platoon provides a base of fire whether moving or stationary. If
a covered or concealed route is not available, follow a route that is out of
range (if possible) and use smoke to provide cover for the following units.

(12) Move Using Smoke. If in range of antitank weapons when using
exhaust smoke, leapfrog by sections with continuous movement. Alternately
have one section take the lead, while the second section passes around on the
side away from the threat and sprints briefly to take the lead. The lead
vehicles will then be exposed only for short intervals.

(13) Defend Air Attack (HIND-D). When other elements of team come
under attack, refrain from using smoke revealing your position. Move to
covered positions (if available), and engage helicopters with SABOT until
element under attack gains cover or threat destroyed.

(14) Execute Hasty Attack. Use brevity codes, cardinal directions,
and drill commands to react to enemy presence or fire without delay. Use
fire and movement to develop the situation. Report promptly and completely.

(15) Perform Fire and Movement. Suppress enemy with direct and indi-
rect fire, and smoke. Request placement of direct fires from overwatching
elements to protect your movement. Avoid soft ground and obstacles where
possible. Approach enemy position rapidly on line with irregular changes in
speed and direction.

(16) Recover a Tank. Continue mission and let supporting elements
recover the tank when the situation allows. Use exhaust smoke to cover the
position when under fire.

(17) Recon an Obstacle. Use covered routes to approach, with
overwatching elements in covered positions. Smoke enemy positions and expose
your vehicles to as few positions at one time as possible. Approach only as
closely as needed to determine the location and extent of the obstacle, and
possible breach or bypass routes. Back up into smoke and retreat to secure
positions. Make a complete report and recommend a course of action.
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(18) Breach a Minefield/Obstacle. Dozer work can fill craters or
ditches more rapidly than minefields or abatis can be breached. Smoke enemy
positions and area around point of breach. Secure the near side and flanks
of breach and overwatch breaching operation. Move through to secure the far
side. Mark the clear lane, reporting the location, trafficability, and com-
pletion of breach.

(19) Assault an Enemy Position. Attack by fire to create a weakness
in the defense. Concentrate force at the decisive place and time to secure
an entry into the position. Maneuver on flanks or rear to remove the de-
fender's positional advantage and to engage and destroy the enemy's forces
piecemeal.

(20) Actions at a Defile. Any feature restricting movement to a
narrow passage can be treated as a defile. Designate a section to overwatch,
move a section up to secure the flanks, and pass the first section through to
secure the other end of the passage.

(21) Surveillance Activities. In a hasty overwatch position, assign
sectors of observation and informal fire control measures. Use thermal
sights to overcome smoke. Report signs of OPFOR activity.

(22) Platoon Fire Control. Use platoon fire command and control
measures to rapidly orient fires and distribute them efficiently. Most dan-
gerous targets have priority, but when they are approaching cover, the lead
vehicles should be hit to prevent their escape. Move your vehicles to alter-
nate positions if necessary to keep the OPFOR from breaking contact when he
is at a disadvantage.

(23) Muvement to Contact/Hasty Attack (General). Orders and plans
will often change drastically in these missions as the situation develops.
Try to anticipate Dossible changes in your planning and be prepared for any
eventuality.

3. Standards

a. Primary performance standards are listed in the schedule for the
mission scenario. Standards are based on those given in FC 17-15-1 for STXs
and platoon tasks, taking into account the specific conditions created in the
scenario situations, and the actions available on the gameboard. Additional
task standards may be used based on local SOPs and the emphasis wanted in
training.

b. Standards should not be treated as absolute inflexible requirements.
There can be several alternative courses of action that are effective in a
given tactical situation. The Instructor/Controller should judge whether the
standards are appropriate under the circumstances.

4, After-Action Revieq (AAR)

a. The techniques presented in Chapter 2 of FC 17-15-1 should be used in
conducting AARs.
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b. The action can be interrupted at CP 1, after the air attack, before
the breach, or at CP 4 to conduct AARs on the immediately preceding events.
This procedure may be useful for relatively inexperienced personnel when a
large number of items need discussion. For more experienced personnel, the
scenario need not be interrupted and the AAR conducted after completing the
entire exercise.

5. Follow-Up

a. After all platoons have completed one or more exercises, the company
commander may wish to lead a group discussion with the platoon leaders and
platoon sergeants. The platoons can compare notes, while the commander has
the opportunity to resolve tactical disagreements and convey his tactical
guidance and expectations. In this context, he may conduct "what-if" drills
to emphasize main points.

b. Plan and conduct platoon training on specific tasks to correct train-
ing deficiencies that have been revealed. This training can be combined

usefully with practice on crew and platoon drills.

c. Prepare and run additional exercises with this type of mission on
other terrain boards until it is clear that Plt Ldr, Plt %t, and TCs can
readily adapt to new terrain and easily overcome problems posed by new situa-
tions. The additional scenarios should be created to center around mission
segments and tasks that have produced the most difficulty in previous exer-
cises.

D2
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MOVEMENT TO CONTACT/HASTY ATTACK

You are the 3d Plt Ldr in an Armor Heavy Co/Team. Your team consists of
a tank company HQ, two Armor platoons, a mech platoon, an engineer squad with
CEV, and an AVLB. The company team is currently located at Malges but will
move forward to conduct a forward passage of lines in 60 minutes. You are at
NB577227 where the company Cdr has just issued his operations order for a
movement to contact. The 1st gt has been dispatched to the assembly area to
start the platoon preparations. The task force has been moving toward a
suspected enemy air head north of Unterweisenborn. Hasty defensive prepara-
tions, mining, and obstacle construction have been detected south and east of
Oberweisenborn. Infiltrators have caused considerable damage in the area and
are conducting small scale ambushes and/or engagements to disguise the actual
location of their air head. Normal air assaults are conducted with mecha-
nized forces using BMDs. They also have close air support provided by attack
helicopters and fighter-bombers. The enemy is capable of establishing local
air superiority for short periods of time.

The commander's concept of the operation requires a rapid move along axis
Jones to put the tank platoons in overwatching positions at CP 4 and CP 5,
while the Mech Platoon moves through in a mounted attack to penetrate the
woodline. If mines or obstacles are found near CP 3, and no bypass is found,
the Engineers will be ordered to clear a path. When the Mech Platoon enters
the woods, the attack will continue dismounted. 2nd Platoon will move into
the forest road N of CP 5 to support the infantry in sweeping the objective.
After these platoons reach the N end of High and consolidate their positions,
3rd should be prepared to pass E of HIGH to pursue, overwatched by 2nd Plt
and the Mech Platoon. The Cdr plans to call prep fire on High when 3rd Plt
reaches CP 2. The Cdr requested that you coordinate your plan of movement
from CP 2 to CP 4 with the FIST.
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OPORD #2

Task Organization: (Co/Tm Level)

1. Situation

a. Enemy Forces. (Enemy overlay - drawn on commander's map sheet.)

b. Friendly Forces.

(1) TF 1-14 is conducting a movement to contact.

(2) Co C is to our left flank conducting a movement to contact.

(3) TM B assists TM A passage of lines then moves to our right flank
conducting a movement to contact.

(4) Co D is to our rear as a reserve.

(5) 3/74 FA is DS to our Bn/TF.

2. Mission

Tm A will conduct a movement to contact along axis Jones to seize OBJ
High, be prepared to continue the attack on order.

3. Execution
b

a. Concept of the Operation. (Operation Overlay - drawn on commander's
map sheet.)

(1) Maneuver. Tm A will conduct a passage of lines (forward) W/T Tm
B at NB578225. Co/Tm A will cross the LD at 0630 hours. 3d Plt will use
Passage Point 1. 2d Plt will use Passage Point 2. Mech Plt will use Passage
Point 2. Co/Tm will conduct a movement to contact using traveling overwatch
to seize OBJ High. 3d Plt will lead, followed by 2d Plt and Mech Plt.

(2) Fires. There will be a 10 minute artillery prep for OBJ High on
call. Bn mortars will support TM A and TM B, priority of fires to TM A 3d
Plt initially.

b. 3d Plt:

(1) Coordinate/conduct passage of lines at Passage Point 1.

-* (2) Move using the wedge after CP 1; you will be overwatched by 2d
Plt.

(3) On order, support Mech Platoon attack from CP 4.

(4) Prepare to pass E of High, maintain contact and pursue.
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c. 2d Pit.

(1) Coordinate/conduct passage of line at Passage Point 2.

(2) Follow 3d Pit and cover them with overwatching fires.

(3) On order, support Mech Platoon attack from CP 5, follow Mech

Platoon to sweep and secure OBJ High.

(4) Consolidate on obJ; prepare to overwatch 3rd Pit.

d. Mech Pit.

(1) Follow 2d Pit, on order attack mounted to reach OBJ High.

(2) Continue attack dismounted to sweep and secure OBJ High.

(3) Consolidate on obj: prepare to overwatch 3rd Pit.

e. Engineer Squad. Follow 3d Pit, on order clear mines or obstacles.
Priority to mobility operations.

f. AVLB. With Ehg Sqd, on order bridge streams or obstacles.

g. Coordinating Instructions.

(1) ADA status is weapons tight.

(2) Report passage and check points.

(3) MOPP Level II in effect.

(4) Report any enemy obstacles.

(5) Report reaching the objective.

4. Service Support

a. Bn/TF combat trains located at NB566203. Co Cbt trains located at NB
576219.

b. Evacuate vehicles to equipment rally point vicinity CP 1 then CP 2.

5. Command and Signal

a. CEOI KTV 600 A in effect. Listening silence in effect until crossing
the LD/LC.

b. Cdr will move with 1st Pit initially. XO will move with Mech Pit.
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Mviaing and m uaticn S vedule
1MMIDnt to Contact/Hasty Attack

Event TiM LIocaticn Standrd Rearks

1. Peoeipt of H-60 2 Fility PIt 1A am brlef back Inst/Ctlr I sueO CFO, CDI,
Planed aeqmu of mop/w overlay to Pit Ldr.
actions

2. ferform H-55 thg Faility RCP IhAk p 6-8 Dw-Kifpst ein used to re-
Fit Ldr onduct map/gund strict FOV to that from VIC
Pecoariaisesaoe reoonraiasae, aid LchterBerg. Pit 1dr carot lock

return to platoon at terrain beard after leaving
that position.

3. Perfam H-50 2g Facility AMIP T p 6-9 FIST tells Pit Lir that ano
Tactical 1. Issue Warning Order stocks are gptting low, so that
Flanmi 2. Plan OID fies must be limited to knmn

I Cocrdirmte movmet aFO psitions. Rist/tLr
plm with FISt evaluates adequcy of WO, and

4. Issue am acuracy and ompletenes of
5. Rse overlay is OPORD. Rccrd OPORD on tape for

ocpied oorrectly later review.

4. Move in H-5 Note: Fef- Platoon Dril p 3-9 Inst/Ctar evaluates interval,
Column evenoes below Maintain all-rmud GD and FOV. Inst/Ctlr does
FomatiAon are to loca- security not respond to radio contact

tious on map/ Maintain C)M EC until LD crossed.
terrain board
NB575220

5. Perform H-3 ?B578224 R4ii Msk p 6-36 Inst/Ctlr simulates contact
Ontact Point 1. Arrives on tim point in jeep, infors Pit Ldr
Ativities 2. Ues reognition 24 B has no enemy ocntact, and

sig als 2d Pit (fl B) will overwatdi
3. fcharnges move to CP 2 fr N edge of

inoruaticn woods.

6. Passage H 3578232 SrX D p 5-35 aTW Ct]r smilates guide,
of Lines 1. Pick up guide evaluates time LD crossed.
.(Fxr') 2. Move thrcugh pa (PFR C.r noves CEV, AVLB, Oirs,

lam M, FLST, and Mn A units follow-
3. Drop off guide lng 3d Ft.
4. Crw LDon tim

7. Ececute H42 NB5O238 Platoon Drill p 3-18 kist/Ctlr evaluates movement in
Iveling 1. M in otmbat oolumn oompliance with OPORD.

OjernetL/ beyond LD on axis Joes
Moe in 2. Maintains intervals and
Wes FbMr- afl-mund seazrity
tion 3. Plt Lfr signals

14. Platoon deploys
5. 1eprts CP 1
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8. React to H+3 M580242 M? 1sk p 6-57 Fire atlr plaes wty in fruit of
kxirect 1. Button up and a me PIt at NB 581244 beten CP 1 and
Fire/Teft P( 2. ]hst/Ctrl directs ove

2. ws ve mwaent/ left to avoid izmct area. Arty
mom left ddfts to CP 2 next tum.

3 sot eport
4. Report (P 2 passed

9. Action on H+7 NB575248 AMIP Misk p 6-35 OPFOR CtIr Places detection
ontact 1. Pit dril p 3-25/35 card aid aengm roz vxoadline

(ktJLcn/Omntact left) VIC NB57325 with two RM-1s.
2. Ebe (n board sucks Ihst/Ctlr denes request as rep
3. &ppress with CAX fire begins on HM.
4. spot fpcrt
5. Request indirect tire

10. Dypass an H+8 N578250 RIT P sk p 6-50 inst/Ctlr directs bypass using
(PFosi - 1. Repeats DX fire cn-b.rd OPF Ct~rre-
tialxMove 2. Uses edit smoke eriae fra VIC NB53252 If
UAt swk 3. Moves to bypass vehicles expoed at a later point

4. Clotinue mission CEV and AVLS move to rIght of
smoe.

11. eftend H-.10 NB578253 AM MI* p 6-41 01FM Ctlr places detection
Against Air 1. Ekecute air attack cards for tWo HIN-Ds VIC
Attack drill p 3-3 ?B605215, and fires missiles at

2. Move tup to turet CEV and AVIB VIC CP 2. Lnst/
deflade Ctar gives alert "Air attack,

3. Fire cn-bcard smke tw CHOPPERS NE." Vehicles
gredes if a~pgad move into mole.

4. RWge with SAH)T
5. Spot Repcrt

12. Aticrs on H+1 2 NB578255 MP 'ksk p 6-35 O[FTUR Ct~r places detection card
Contact 1. Contact rigbt/frct and eng es with Ar-4 Spigot from

drilI p 3-25 upper fQoor of bldg VIC NB584264.
2. EBW BLdg with HEAT Inst/Ctlr directs PIt to oroes
3. Spot rt sire and attack td-wr
4. Request suppressive Cbr-,weibcrm to CP 4 to develop

smoke on Cbereisawbocn the situatitn.

13. Ewcute 144 NB.580256 M? 1aMs P 6-18 and 6-52 OrFOR CtJr moves BRh fran behind
Histy Attack/ 1. MM right bl4g at NB585261 north toMrd
Pefcrnm Fire 2. Initiates tire and Cberwisenbrc as AT-4 Spigot
and Iemenontl h a ed fan seoond bldg at near

3. ctiais left/flat tank. Inst/Ctur wwz that
drill p 3-29 AsJ-85 platoon ±eerved at (P 4,

4. BwW bldg with and indirt fire will be shifted
HEAT, then B:MI to CP 4. kist/Ctrl di ts id

5. Spot Report Plt to overwatch and provide a
base of fire ftr attack by 3rd
Pit.
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14. Peomer a H+15 tM83256 MIT U* p 6-23 (ard gLven to ln'rm lead "C that
1. tinui fir and his vehicle mired 1A3e cro sing

uxeweit stremn, end only pasable
2. tetprt vehicle crossing appears to be on road at
3. Omx=e with exhaust I 3267. sipp wive fre

abegins CP 4. AT- 1S4iaot
4. IDreot rcesng on enopps any Oesae tanks. lbst/

road Ctrl directs Plt to proceed to
reo possible dstacles S and E
of Ob~wienbrn, 4i~le ft veh

recovers tank. As Plt
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3. Paprt s fi from to RPG I bldgs VIC
4. Pit Idr/%t ocxkt W584266.

reconnissanc
5. 10or locationan

extent of dastacles

16. reach a H21 NB585263 R4TP %sk 6-20/52 Inmt/Ctlr Informs Plt [& that
MInefleld/ 1. Use aWo-card oke to Rg Sqd tank mving to his VIC,
(Cbtacle omal near side orders Plt to assist treahUg

2. Seure flans of breachq perticn. Fire otlr lifts fire
3. PIt roges AS-85s from CP 14, pits noke an

with HEAT Cereienbn. Ek* Sqd begins
4. Reqists AVLB place- to fill crater, is engaged by

ment if Ekg vh killed three ASU fromCP . 2ndl Pit
5. Mwes pit through fie destroys ne AS3.

cleared lane to secure
fbr side

6. arni lane by acpeaent
mans (fl gs or other)

7. Sot ort, ocritirme s
attack

17. Ikeoute Histy H425/30 N385265 *ff Usks p 6-18 & 6-5 Crater fMled In 2 min, or
Attack/Assault 1. Initiates fir and bridge placed in 4 min. Fire
on Biew mwveset Ct~r lifts mole. Rnaining
position 2. AttwcI Aa-859 until AU-855 neg fra CP 1 as

destroyed by fire assault begins, alon~g with
3. Caduts the assault R1 fr'm new bldgs.
4. Action frcnt dr]J

p 3-29
5. &zpresses Mrs with

5 cal, ax
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18. Frfcrm R27/32 !34266 AM? 2sk 6-64 Place detection card ftr 1 try
kctcm at 1. Deigate ection to teem =der IWid setting
a Defile oerwatch dmres. W CP 4 readied,

2. ?Mve to flanks of Inst/Ctlr sia atee orders to
aidge e dPit toeveto 5, a -to

3. RWV Untbntry with Mec Pit to rollm an begin
OOAX asit kbw adPt et at CP4.

4. 1wmairnir seoticn,

5. Worct reacdrg CP 4

19. ercriM Ho30/35 NBS82268 MfP %k p 6-21 and 6-25 In t/Ctlr a'ders 3d Pit to -

&rveillance 1. Assign positin/ watd HI(M- ftra CP 4 and o/o co-
Aotivities/ sectors of fire wr sector from HIGH to VIC 369
Ilrt'om Pit 2. Establishes control wile 2d PIt and Mach Pit asall~t
Fire Qmtrox . neatz- CBJ IGHE. As asswit begins,

3. %eports smoe and smxoe appears on road, ard CPFOR
contaot Ctlr moves ree HU from HIGH to

41. Issus Pit fire oand Uht isesbcn. After report,
5. ER s IMD with WAT Inst/Ctlr orders 3d Pit to
6. Sifts irea/pwitions e &xI eh emvAse when EMD
7. Aot Ieportdestroyed or escape df board to

N.

20. After-ation 40-60 Ing Facility Use procedures from FC 17-15-1,
1eview minutes Ch 2.
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Movement to Contact/Hasty Attack

Miniature Models

U.S. Force:

5 M1 Tanks (1 Plt, 1 Cdr)
M151 Jeep (or Hummer)
1 M113A1 FIST Vehicle
1 M728 CEV
1 AVLB
1 MI Tank Platoon
1 M2 Mech Platoon

OPFOR:

4 RPG-16 Teams, 4 rounds ea.
2 HIND-E with AT-6 (Spiral), 4 rounds ea.
2 AT-4 (Spigot) MANPAC, 2 rounds ea.
2 BRDM Scouts with 7.62 mm MG
3 BMD IFV (2 Plt) with AT-4 (Spigot), 4 rounds ea.
3 ASU-85 Assault Guns

Detection cards

1. Flash, smoke. Two RPG-16s firing, personnel concealed.
2. Flash, smoke. Two hovering HIND-Es.
3. Flash, smoke. Antitank missile from upper floor of building.
4. Recon vehicle moving north. BRDM Scouts.
5. Flash, smoke. Anti-tank missile from building.
6. Stream bed soft. Vehicle bogged down.
7. Symbol (crater).
8. Symbol (minefield). Extends from stream to wall.
9. Symbol (minefield. Extends from wall to road.
10. Flash, smoke. RPG-16 fire from window.
11. Flash, smoke. RPG-16 fire from basement.
12. Flash, smoke. Three ASU-85 in tracked defilade.
13. OPFOR personnel under bridge. Setting demolitions.
14. BMD moving on road to east.
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APPENDIX D-4-
OCCUPY BATTLE POSITION/HASTY DEFENSE

1. Prerequisite Training

a. Platoon Leader and Platoon Sergeant should:

(1) Review STX B in FC 17-15-1, and standards for prerequisite tasks
listed in Table D-4.

(2) Review FM 17-15 (Test) for further explanation of tasks as
needed.

(3) Review Tank Company and Platoon SOPs to identify elements that
may apply to STX D, and platoon tasks.

(4) Talk through possible STX situations and tasks to gain a common
*i understanding of doctrine. Practice "what-if" drills.

2. Leader Training

a. Training exercises with the attached TRAX I scenario may be used
along with platoon task and drill training to prepare for STX D or similar
ARTEP exercises. They may also provide substitute or sustainment training
when field training is not possible. The Occupy Battle Position/Hasty De-
fense scenario should be attempted only after personnel have become familiar
with the TRAX I method of combat gaming in the introductory Tactical Road
March Scenarios.

b. The following leader tasks will be learned or reinforced by comple-
tion of the Occupy Battle Position/Hasty Defense exercise:

(1) Planning Combat Operations

(2) Provide Command and Control of a Unit

(3) Collective tasks from FC 17-15-1, and individual tasks from FM
17-19 (E/K) (Level 4) that support STXA.

c. Main teaching points:

(1) Receive FRAGO. In the defense, check the sectors of fire as-
signed to other elements of the team to determine how they overlap and relate
to your sector. Range limits for direct fire engagement, likely enemy move-
ments, target priorities, and fire distribution and control in overlapping
sectors are important to understanding your platoon's role. Request clarifi-
cation and additional guidance as needed for planning. Understand the pri-
orities established in the mission among goals of holding position,
minimizing losses, reducing the enemy force, restricting enemy freedom of
action, and conserving resources.

(2) Reconnaissance. In conducting map and ground reconnaissance,
identify the enemy avenues of approach, routes into and out of your BP and
hide positions, rally points, positions for OPs (day and night), support
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routes and locations (resupply, medical, etc.). Analyze the terrain thor-
oughly to identify fields of fire and dead spaces, to select fighting posi-
tions, to relate positions to fire control measures, and anticipate enemy
actions and counteractions. Recognize problems posed by terrain features
and determine if additional THP, adjustments to the BP, or other solutions
(e.g., obstacles, mines) are needed.

Table D-4

Tasks in Occupy Battle Position/Hasty Defense

TASK MTP Page

1. Perform Tactical Planning (Issue Warning Order) 6-9
2. Perform Plt Ldr Reconnaissance 6-8
3. Perform Tactical Planning (Issue FRAGO) 6-9
4. Perform Stand-to Activities 6-69
5. Occupy Battle Position 6-45
6. Perform Reconnaissance Within a Battle Position 6-67
7. Perform Tactical Planning (Issue OPORD) 6-9
8. Perform Surveillance Activities 6-21
9. Establish Perimeter Security 6-6
10. Establish an Observation Post 6-10
11. Perform Stand-To Activities 6-69
12. React to Indirect Fire 6-57
13. Provide Command and Control of a Platoon 6-9
14. Displace to Subsequent Battle Position 6-49
15. Perform Chemically Contaminated Area Crossing 6-2
16. Defend Against Air Attack 6-41
17. Perform Movement Security Using Smoke 6-68
18. Execute Actions a' a Halt 6-38
19. Occupy Battle Position 6-45
20. Occupy Covered/Concealed Positions 6-56
21. Perform Platoon Fire Distribution and Control 6-25
22. Maintain Contact With the OPFOR 6-50
23. Occupy Battle Position 6-45
24. Perform Platoon Fire Distribution and Control 6-25
25. React to Indirect Fire 6-57
26. Perform Movement Security Using Smoke 6-68
27. Break Contact With the Enemy 6-23

4!

(3) Tactical Planning. Based on the task priorities established by
SOP, the situation and mission, and the time available, backward plan to be
ready in position at the designated time. Plan and allocate personnel to
complete tasks concurrently. Apply the factors of METT given on p 2-6 of FM
17-15 (Test) to plan the sequence of events in preparing and conducting the
defense. Mentally rehearse the progression of events during the battle and
the commands and reports you expect to give.
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(4) Troop Leading. On receipt of a FRAGO, issue a WO to alert your
platoons and get preparations started. Indicate mission and time, actions
required, and the place and time further orders will be given (what, when,
who, why, how). Delegate tasks and set timelines for actions required. In
the defense, you may have to give a FRAGO to prepare the initial BP, then
recon subsequent position, complete tactical planning, and give a detailed
OPORD later. If time does not permit the TCs to see their subsequent posi-
tions, the OPORD must be particularly detailed and explicit. Ensure that the
Plt At and TCs copy the graphic control measures correctly before you depart
on reconnaissance. Check the TCs range cards to make sure they execute the
platoon fire plan correctly. If time permits, inspect each position and
rehearse the TC's reactions to planned commands controlling platoon fires and
movements. Ensure that the Plt %t understands the concept of the defensive
operation and is prepared to take over command.

(5) Stand-to-Activities (Day). Ensure all equipment is stowed and

personnel accounted for. Establish communications, start engines together,
check status of vehicles, and give a SITREP before moving out.

(6) Occupy Battle Position (SA). The normal priority of tasks is to
position tanks, establish security, camouflage, and establish wire communica-
tion (latter two not well simulated). Two hours to contact should allow
preparation of range cards and platoon fireplan and coordination with adja-
cent units. Fireplan should include entrance/egress routes, rally point at
start of MIKE, maximum ranges and dead spaces, Plt TRPs and list of tanks
able to fire on each, hide and OP positions, and coordinating signals and/or
commo with AT Platoon to control fires in the overlapping area. What solu-
tions can be proposed to handle the dead spaces in the BP6A sector?

.4 (7) Reconnaissance of a Battle Position. When TCs cannot accompany
you to a subsequent battle position, take along a crew member from the Plt
Sgts section so that he will be able to guide tanks in that section to their
proper positions. Alternatively, you should mark positions and entrance
points on the routes to the positions. If tanks are misplaced, your fireplan
may not work as intended. If some positions offer cover, but not conceal-
ment, concealed hide positions should be found nearby. Try to choose routes
that will not reveal the position through tracks or broken vegetation. If
this is not possible, choose additional routes to be traveled over to leave
deceptive markings. Consider possibilities for counterattack and pursuit of
remnants of the enemy force. Locate temporary fighting positions along the
route that offer the opportunity for sudden appearance, disappearance, and
reappearance at unexpected locations.

(8) Surveillance Activity. In a defensive position behind forward
positions, a weapons posture should be adopted suitable to the situation.
Try to confirm the friend/foe status of possible targets. Report activity
and control the Plt to avoid fire on friendly forces and premature exposure
of the position.

(9) Perimeter Security/OPs. Preparation for night operations should
start as soon as possible after occupation of the BP and whenever the platoon
may remain on the position overnight. Plans for limited visibility condi-
tions should be included in the OPORD if possible, or an additional FRAGO
given later. The fireplan must be adjusted based on the capabilities of NODs
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available. OPs must be thoroughly briefed on security and reporting proce-
dures.

(10) Stand-to Activities (Night). In the defense, stand-to should
occur BMNT. Stand-to in hide positions should be completed while OPs remain
in position. Recall OPs when vehicles move to their fighting position.

(11) React to Indirect Fire. Button up, order MOPP-4, and move to
evade impact area while continuing to cover assigned sector. Return to
fighting positions as soon as possible. When chemical agents are detected,
give alarm, and NBC-i report.

(12) Provide Plt Command and Control. Request authentication of
operating instructions. On receipt of FRAGO, be alert to elements that alter
or expand previous orders and that require changes from the prior OPORD to
the platoon. Give a FRAGO that is brief, accurate, clear, and establishes
priorities and sequence when more than one task must be accomplished. Stress
and confusion are reduced by getting the platoon moving on a definite course
of action.

(13) Displace to Battle Position. Move rapidly on planned route.
Transport wounded and arrange evacuation and resupply as needed on subsequent
position. Minimize delay by unexpected obstacles or unplanned events. Use
smoke as necessary to conceal movement.

(14) Cross Chemically Contaminated Area. Maintain MOPP level re-
quired by the danger. Determine the nature and persistency of the agent and
the boundaries of the area to the extent possible with available equipment.
Plan decontamination actions consistent with mission requirements. When
contacting friendly elements, warn of possible persistent contamination.

(15) Defend Against Air Attack. Alert the platoon, give clock di-
rection, and execute reaction drill. Use smoke to conceal vehicles, then
resume the mission as rapidly as possible.

(16) Actions at a Halt/Evacuate Casualty. Identify contact as
*, friendly element, warn of possible contamination, maintain security, mini-

mize delay, and resume mission.

(17) Occupy Battle Position (6A). In a hasty occupation, move the

tanks directly to turret down positions. Ensure the TCs are properly ori-
ented to the TRPs, routes, and other important terrain features. When ori-
ented, move to hull down fighting positions and begin to prepare range cards
and Plt fireplan. Continue to improve the position with the time and re-
sources available. Move back to hide positions as soon as possible. Prepare
primary positions and submit fireplan in 30 minutes.

(18) Occupy Covered/Concealed Positions. To deter recognition of
positions by OPFOR, avoid leaving signs along routes to positions. Enter
from rear, use natural terrain patterns and camouflage material, and maintain
concealment discipline. When preparations are complete, move back from
fighting positions to more fully screened positions and turn off engines,
leaving OPs to warn of enemy approach.
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(19) Fire Distribution and Control. Ambush tactics may be used when
adequate force is available to rapidly destroy the enemy force. Issue a Plt
fire command, ensure fire is withheld until command of execution, and shift
fires to avoid overkill. Remain in position to sustain a high rate of fire
as long as enemy cannot return effective fire. Cease fire promptly when
targets are destroyed. Shift one section to supplementary positions to re-
gain LOS to targets blocked by destroyed vehicles or pinned in covered posi-
tions, while a section continues watch on escape routes.

(20) Maintain Contact with the OPFOR. When so ordered, maintain
contact through fire and movement to pursue and complete destruction of the
OPFOR. Although speed is paramount, avoid leaving signs that would subse-
quently reveal the fighting positions. If necessary, take up new positions
when the Plt returns. Report destruction of targets or breaks in contact.

(21) Occupy Battle Position/Conduct Overwatch. Continue to avoid
revealing signs in reoccupying a position. Positively identify withdrawing
element when providing overwatch. Coordinate fireplans with unit established
in an adjacent position.

(22) Platoon Fire Distribution and Control. Ensure that the platoon
fire command is unambiguous in designating a target or group of targets for
each tank. Use control measures and fire patterns to get as many flank shots
as possible. Move after firing 1-2 rounds per target in the initial engage-
ment, if there are a large number. If there are less than four targets, look
for an extra command or support vehicle in your sector or double up on the
most dangerous target. Direct engagement by platoon, section, or within
section according to the needs of the situation, if not preplanned. When you
see the OPFOR preparing to fire by platoon on one tank, order the TC to move
while you continue to engage with the remainder of the platoon. Use all
available assets, e.g. indirect fire obstacles, terrain, to isolate portions
of the enemy force to be able to engage the enemy piecemeal with direct fire.
Use .50 cal simultaneously on light armor, if main guns are targeted. Report
contact and engagement, platoon movement and results of fire, and enemy ac-
tivity. As the battle proceeds, adjust the platoon fire distribution to
implement the commanders plan and orders. Be alert to possibilities of gain-
ing advantage by counterattacking by fire from unplanned positions, or by
counterattacking by fire and movement to create surprise.

(23) Movement Security Using Smoke. Planning for use of smoke
should be an integral part of the defense plan. Direct use of on-board smoke
as needed to cover firing positions when moving to alternate or supplementary
positions. Ensure that exhaust smoke either covers the area entirely or is
cut off soon enough to avoid revealing the tanks' locations in the new posi-
tions. If available, use smokepots in front of the positions in preference
to on-board smoke. Be aware of wind strength and direction and the effects
of wind in moving and dissipating the smoke. Use artillery smoke to screen
movement away from the battle position when disengaging. Use on-board smoke
only in emergencies, but try to avoid revealing the movement route when it is
used.

(24) Break Contact with the Enemy. Make maximum use of terrain to
shield the platoon's movement. Use artillery fire and smoke to slow the
occupation of the battle position and pursuit. If overwatch is provided by
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another unit, move rapidly and avoid engagement. If not overwatched, bound-
Ing by section may be required until contact is broken.

3. Standards

a. Primary performance standards are listed in the schedule for the
mission scenario. Standards are based on those given in FC 17-15-1 for STXs
and platoon tasks, taking into account the specific conditions created in the
scenario situations and the actions available on the gameboard. Additional
task standards may be used based on local SOPs and the emphasis wanted in
training.

b. Standards should not be treated as absolute inflexible requirements.
There can be several alternative courses of action that are effective
in a given tactical situation. The Instructor/Controller should judge
whether the standards are appropriate under the circumstances.

4. After-Action Review (AAR)

a. The techniques presented in Chapter 2 of FC 17-15-1 should be used in
conducting AARs.

b. The action can be interrupted before the Stand-to Activities, after
Occupation of Covered/Concealed Positions, or after the second Reaction to
Indirect Fire, to conduct AARs on the immediately preceding events. This
procedure may be useful for relatively inexperienced personnel when a large
number of items need discussion. For more experienced personnel, the sce-
nario need not be interrupted and the AAR conducted after completing the
entire exercise.

5. Follow-up

a. After all platoons have completed one or more exercises, the company
commander may wish to lead a group discussion with the platoon leaders and
platoon sergeants. The platoons can compare notes, while the commander has
the opportunity to resolve tactical disagreements and convey his tactical
guidance and expectations. In this context, he may conduct what-if drills to
emphasize main points.

b. Plan and conduct platoon training on specific tasks to correct train-
ing deficiencies that have been revealed and to encourage transfer of the
gaming experience to field execution. This training can be combined usefully
with practice on crew and platoon drills.

c. Prepare and run additional exercises with this type of mission on
other terrain boards until it is clear that the Plt Ldr, Plt Sgt, and TCs
readily adapt to new terrain and easily overcome problems posed by new
situations. The additional scenarios should be created to center around
mission segments and tasks that have produced the most difficulty in previous
exercises.
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OCCUPY BATTLE POSITION/HASTY DEFENSE

SITUATION:

The time is 1700 when you receive the FRAGO. The TM B Cdr delivers the
overlay five minutes later. Your platoon (3rd) was resupplied and has been
resting in hide positions on BP5A shown on the overlay. The Cdr explains
that the enemy is attempting to outflank units to the North defending the
autobahn. An attack on AA1 pushing through BP1 or 2 is expected to continue
toward Unterweisenborn or Wolf. TM B will defend BP5, overwatching with-
drawal of Co C to BP6, and Co D to BP8 north of BP5 if required. The TM also
has a new 0/0 mission to defend BP6, backing up BP3 and 4 if AA2 is used. On
order TANGO, the AT Plt will overwatch while the remainder of TM B moves to
BP6 through Wolf on route MIKE. If the attack on AA2 reaches the rear of BPI
or continues north, TM B will shift fields of fire and move the AT Plt on
order LIMA. As the attack continues further north, on order ECHO TM B will
move on route DELTA to BP5 in successive bounds, with 3rd Plt moving first,
AT Plt second, and 1st Plt last. The Cdr will be with the AT platoon, and
Exec with 1st Plt. Fire Support will be under FIST control. The TM has last
priority in Bn until engaged. The TM B trains are at NB575275, but resupply
is limited to diesel until tomorrow morning (0500). Current CEOI remains in
effect

The Cdr then continues, "I've seen BP6 and your area 6A has some
problems. Field of fire from positions in the woods are restricted to the
south, so you will have to use positions just N or Eiterfeld to cover
orientation TANGO. The engineers put in some tank pits earlier in the area,
and they may fit into the plan. I want you to recon the area to find good
primary positions for orientation TANGO, and secondary positions covering
orientation LIMA. Alternate positions are needed in both cases, since I want
to present an agile, shifting defense. I anticipate possible orders to
counterattack to help maintain BP3 or BP4, so you should also look over
possible movement routes. I have ordered up a jeep to take you down to BP6,
and it should pick you up in about 15 min. Be prepared to return immediately
if things heat up on AA1."

CEOI EXTRACT: (Use Local CEOI)
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FRAGOS ISSUED BY INSTRUCTOR/CONTROLLER

FRAGO No.1:

, this is - Lead elements of a motorized rifle brigade
probing AA1 have been repulsed, NB665225. Main body approaching on AA1,
attack on Bn positions expected in two hours. Th B prepares to defend BP
from NB576271 to NB582283 with 1st Plt in north, 3rd Plt in south, and AT Plt
in center. Overlay enroute your location. REDCON-2 and MOPP-3 now. I au-
thenticate _

FRAGO No. 2:

_FGONo 3 present 5A, condition YELLOW, WEAPONS TIGHT.
-- - E N- ----------- ---- - - - FEE.-----------------
FRAGO No. 3:

this is REDCON-1, condition RED, WEAPONS FREE.
-- IV -l-- - 0 - ------ - -- -5-------- -------- --------

* FRAGO No. 4

_______this _____REDCON-3, condition WHITE, WEAPONS HOLD. Class
* IV delivered at 1800, stand-to at 0500.

FRAGO No. 5

___ this is _ BLITZ TANGO, lead SPRINT on MIKE, WEAPONS
TIGHT, report when established."

EXECUTION MATRIX
(mount copy on 3" x 5" card)

13t AT 3rd -

ECHO TM A 03DEF 09 1o _611 5 _
; 460 -632 TM 607

TANGO Co C L601

-63 X-634 -635 Co D 601

LIMA AT(-) 601DEF 07 07 X6337

Z64 06 O -634
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Figure D-4. Map overlay for occupy Battle Position/Hasty Defense exercise.
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MainlM an Maluaticr 33hedule
Oc cpy Battle IoeiticrVHsty Defense

Eet Tim Location Standard Remarks

1. 'frms Tho- H.-120 W Facility MIT sk p ,6-9 Dim.~pf sare at 27 gridline.
tical lan- 1. Pit 1dr diecks map InstlIr directs Plt/%t to
nir/Iss locatin place vdeiclee In hide pouiticrn
Hmwniz (rdw 2. 0-al order wd Include on B5A and two persomel minia-

a. Directs Stand-to tres re ting ONa. Irst/
b. Directs MfFP-3 Ctr Issues PRAGO 1b. I to Rit

c. Mission, loceticn, Ldr, ad records warming rder i
time tape fir reiw.

2. Perfcrm Tao- H-115 fl Facility 1. Plt Ldr ccructs map Inst/Ctlr issues COI extract,
tical Plan- reectraissance copy of Cdr's orders, and overlay
nirg/Pit Ldr 2. Pit Udr prepare and to Pit Ldr. Inst/Ctlr evaluates
-. ocnnisinze/ issues FRACD for co- FRAO for accuracy and complete-
.In"e FOi tion of BPI: nes cf informatio, and reoords

3. Qal order briefly wt- FRAOD on tape fbr reviw. xtr-
lines Kempf screw reins to limit IL
a. Situation from BE5 until Event 4.
b. Mission
c. Fewtian (espe-

ciafly control

d. Srvice &Wcrt
e. Commnd and Sina

4. PLt Utr inires overlay
is copied correctly

3. Pe-form H-100 Note: Refer- AMTP Task p 6-69 CaPFt Ctr moves jeep mn arrives
Stand-to noes below 1. Pit tdr delegates to pick-u Pit Ldr, when Pit
Activities are to loca- ocupatiai and prepera- ready to move. Inst/Ctlr starts

tiacs an sap ticn of E5A to Pit %t me tuns at same time.
and terrain 2. Establintm Pit acmmin-
bcrd icatiai
N8576272 3. Eters 74 B net, authe-

ticates
4. Start engines simulta-

neasly
5. Rdkes SrTEM by SP
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Event Tim Locaticxi Standard Rearks

4I. (bcm4, H-igo Nte: w~er- MarP Uak p -45 amits 14 and 5 co. smnulIta-
Battle eross below 1. pit %t selects pcsi- rawtaly. kist/Mlr represents AT
biticri ame to ics- ticzu and directs wa Pit Ldr. IWtr ocetlm

tios on nap Into BFM y tbrns drirg Fit [I'r we-
adterrln 2. F!it %t directs rpeo- merit to and fran BP6A.

boart reition of rarge cards
NB576271- for Miiery and seoard-

5. ~~ ~3 Inrt H49t tB562J1 AMP -
~~oa~~zui.fir plan .d~ets~

4.tin amItt o jeep te

mlapping tore dukLa nyfrnds c

wihrm rtes wt

6. ita 2. NB579gond274 inofjep MLd saloe

4. Selets tt/fra Pstonmres MBOCBSE
positisampaeatN564/325

.Poiires andtroute

7.Rvaires e~ho

8A . etn c/o ito BPs

9. D-ife J o mt

topsto



Event Time Locatici Standard Remrks

7. erFf'cm H-30 NB576271- MPT Tas 6-21 Inst/Ctlr I a FRAC) Nb. 3 to
&rveille NBW9274 1. Pit Il& oree ders Pit Ldr, starts Sme tun. Fire
ktiyvities to Pit Ctbr dxwn atil.ery fire and

2. T ietify v icles, ma e at Llummen. OFO CtIr
report activity in mes friendly veicles at inter-
sectars .ls cut of Inmeen to W or

3. Plt Ldr repcrts W, e.g., m and fel trukm to
friendly veicles Wolf, M113 ambulanoe to

4. PIt Ldr rworts OI Unterweisenbom, M88 towin M2 to
west of P, requests Eiterfteld. OPFOR Ctlr ove EMP
guidance platon on road VIC NB6024.

5. Fit Ldr reports MM Inst/Ctlr orders Plt to hold
destruction fire. Ws destroyed by LW fire

fram wods.

8. Establish H-15 NB576271- R4FT M 6-6 and 6-10 Inst/Ct.r ism FRAGO . 4,
Perlmeter N579Z4 1. PIt Ldr crders stand halts sme unrs when CPs in
Security/ down to W4=-3, place. If Fit 14r requests
Establis CPS establiIrm t of pe-i- permissim ftr mvv to EF6 in

meter security order to repre te position,
2. I:s1 we to rd^t posi- Inst/Ctr denys request, imli-

ticr and praepanre r catirg he has aoders to mintain
cards oontimms security at E5.

3. Plt Ldr prepares NCD Realism may be increased by using
plan a ariable resistor with roan

4. Pit Ldr plane OP posi- lights, lowerirg the light level
ticris, security arl gradually to represent sunset and
• pmtng p e , flJ o±
and wdUxh &al plan

5. Istrueticri issued for
eabling/operatirg
OPS

6. onstrictians issued for
feedirg, sleep, resuply

7. CPS established

9. Pm'eform H NB576271- AL.P Task 6-69 Provide players with a 15 min
Stand-to N3579274 1. Establishes Plt oommu- break, representing passage of
Ativities icaticn, calls in OP ni*t. After break, raise light

after EMT level sadtally to represent ffN
2. Enters TM B net, and sunrise.

auteticates
3. S-arts se s

sdInuAltarmously
4. Mms SMEP by SOP

at 0500
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Evumt Tim Locatia Standard Rearks

10. F t to H.5 NB576271- AMfP mhsk p 6-2 and 6-57 Fire Ctlr places indirect fire
2(-i7rect ? 9274 1. BItton up ad direct VIC52Zi5 and then VIC 5762T0.
Firee MOP-4 ist/Ct r reports (AT Flt) smrke

2. bmit Shel rep ad in first biat, twde FIt Ldr
M3C-1 report Veen M detection paper (skimu-

3. Move cut of impact area lated). 3 dew dm at both
at front of BP5A locations, and drifts to west

(wind 10 Mf from east).

11. Provide it H+6 NB575272 AeP mask p 6-9 Inmt/Ctr issue FRAGO Nb. 5, and
Ommd and 1578274 1. aquests aeticatm ataticates, if requested.
Caitrol 2. Issues FRAGO to Plt ITmt/orxt gives Pit %t card

3. Initiates movemet to Indicating demoial casualty
rally point (driver) at the same time.

12. Mlsplace to H+7 M3576274 MP 1Lsk p 6-49 ist/lir orders Plt Ldr to ocn-
Battle 1. Spot Peport casualty tlw mw, leavig ca ualty with
Positicn 2. Lead in column d:ootm Irtian team at rear cf

fomation Wolf. Fire Clr places massive
3. Oders movemet at top arty an BP3, oantinuin to Omt

speed 17.

13. Qross H+9 f57372 *1TP Task p 6-2 &coke drifts oer rute MIK.
Cnical 1. 1emain in M)pp-4 Inst/Ctlr denies bypass. Cards
Contaminated 2. qest bypass rute glvn to TC of tank with mnitcr-
Area 3. Deterine extent of Ing equipment showig readirgs

cc ae before, dtring, and after cross-
4. Submit NBC-1 report irg.

14. Defend H+12 NB572267 mrfp %sk p 6-41 and 6-68 GTOR Ctlr places detection caud
Aplnst 1. Alert Pit, give clock VIC NB512245, idicatig fMood
Air Attack direction wing aaft (represent by acft ID
Ie Ske 2. Fire ake genae card). Deliver four 500 lb ba s

3. Platoon drill p 3-5 on route ME at point nerest
4. Makes --got Flepot Platoon.

5. Oontinues movmt

15. FBcute H+15 NB568263 AMIP ML* p 6-38 Inst/Ctlr s1ulates decan team,
Actions at a 1. Identify ontact and with M113, uses challnge/ress-
Halt/vac te warn of contamination wrd from C0L. EVacuatian re-
Casualty 2. Report ontact and qires 1 min halt.

order halt
3. Platoon Drill p 3-12/15
4. Transfer casualty
5. lesmmovemet

6. Mce spot report
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Event Time Locaticn Standard Remas

16. Cbcupy H+20 NB566241- MPT Tisk p 6-16 Fire Ctlr shifts arty to BP1 and
Battle N568247 1. Pit m~w to pcitiocns 2. Tnst/Ctir lnform PIt Ldr
Position assiged in CIH) that BP3 has been occupied by

2. Ma prepare sketch CFF M elements, attack on AA2
rm cards fer TANOO now expected in 30 min by MR Ient
puitians with reoan ad advance perd

3. Flt Ldr r"ests oopys elemauts leedir.
of rue cards, checks
positions nd control
mesure

4. FReperes Pit firepan

17. Obupy H+30 NB568247- AMP Tak 6-56 Inst/Ctlr directs moe to LIMA
Covered/ NB573252 1. Plt moves to positiocns positions to prepare ambush for

cixMealed assiged in OPORD frcm lead elements moving N an AA2.
Poeitiocns r ders Plt to be in c oealed

2. Tr prepar sktch positions in 15 min, oontact
ruz cards fbr LIMA expected In min, open f1re cn
positias order. Pequest copy of Pit fire

3. Pit Ldr obtains cpies plans ASAP, by rrnner at NB570251
of rang cards, checks (M-dils in woods cn BP5A markied
positions and ootrol at setup by masking tape).
masures

4. Fit takes poitias
omoealed by woods

5. Pit Ldr repares ftre-
plan, sends copy to OWr
by nzrje.

18. Perform F+50 NB568247- AMrP Task 6-Z OPFR Ctlr places detection cards
Platocn Fire NB53252 1. Pit Ldr issues PIt fire for PT-76 tank plt in center and
Dstribution cumurd with appro'ri- pairs of BRM-2 scout cars to E
and Oontrol ate elements (depth) and W of tanks, on ridge between

2. Fit oatmenies fire n VIC 391 and VIC 393. Inst/Ctlr
the omimad of crders 3rd Fit to fire an tanks,
execution 1st Plt cn BFDRb as vehicles pass

3. Pit Ldr shifts fires as TRP 634. RIKM on E destroyed,
needed those an W retreat over ridge to

4. PIt avoids target over- S.
kill, ceases fire wen
tanks killed

5. Spot report-effects of
fire
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Event Time Locaticn Standard Reaics

19. Maintain H+52 NB568247- I? Mask 6-50 Inst/Ctlr orders 3rd Pit to move
Omtact with NB53252 1. pit Ldr aders m to S, stay to W of 634, maintaining
the OPFO/ regain/uintain omtat oantat until BF1- arm de-
Me In 2. Platoon Drill p 3-18 stroyed. After BMH destzoyed or
bt Weds 3. Directs firemad move- Pit movepst 1W 608, Ist/Mtr

mert to mintain on- odes Pit to break contact and
tact until tarwts de- retum to BP6A with crientation
stroyed TANGO.

4. P 'rts tar-get destru-
tin or break In contact

20. xoupy Battle H+55 NB566241- AM? m1k 6-45 Inst/Ctlr infcrms PIt Ldr contact
Iositioa/ NB568247 1. Fit moves an roads to with advance gard expected in 5
Conduct Over- TANGO pcitions, oocu- min, and TMA is withdrawing to
watch pies fram rer BP7 under heavy ressure ftrn S,

2. TCs ocupy original directs overwatch of witxLtraal
poeitimrs with am in sector. MOR Ctlr moves M2
raw cards Pit from BP4 thrag rail under'-

3. PLt Ldr aoders weapns ss into Fiterfeld. Inst/Ctlr
tight, ov tcwes move olis (as M2 Pit LUr) to indi-
from BP4. cate he has a sec-xiary sector

4. Identifies bounding between ThP 608-635, is li an
element as friendly missiles, and can anly engage

5. Cders weaixr free light amor if not busy in his
hen M2s past, resumes primary position.
orientation

6. Bequests OWr to
establish coordintion
point a, omnicaticn
with Wh1

7. QCr'dinate Priorlties
and sectors of fire with
M2 Pit Ir

8. Inforus Fit of any dwrs
in plan when aided by M2
Pit

21. Perferm H60 NB566241- AMT Task p 6-25 CFFOR Ctlr deploys reinfcroed
Platoon Fire EN568247 1. Pit Ldr issue Pit company (10 T-62s, 3 E4Ps) an
Distribution fir camand with line from Lbeiboltz to VIC 393,

apprriate elements moves up to ridge line to attack
(a'essfire) by fire, then advanoes an BP6A at

2. pepcrts contact and tcp speed, halting an alternate
enagement turns to fire by platoon. Inst/

3. Pit firvs soe Ct orders 3rd Fit to engage it
feades, switches to an right. BMP Fit remains in
TIS defilade an ridge to launch

4. Requests indirect fire missiles. EIP Pit an BP4 also
on BMPs also appears and fires missiles.

5. aWges EIP's an BP4 Fire Ctir Puts hvy arty an
with 50 cal Eiterfeld, adjust to N on next
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Event Time Looatin Standat Rmar

6. Flt me to asodary tm. Tw aPFe tnk ai eust and
positiozn ne In cmte destroyed by fire

7. Pit Lr adJuta from Vst Flt and AT Flt.
lzxnret fire8& Mae Spot Papors

9. 2a ifu firea to 6cn
mat or tueat,
avoid overi1

IP22. Ilect to H+.63 m566241- ft4P'r kc p 6-W7 and 6-a Indirect fire falls on Pit pcsi-
Indiret MB568247 1. Fit moes to supple- tion, and dut clad remains to
Fireflses mntry firing positicn obecure targets. sIrviving my

to evade Imact area targets sek ovr in Efterfeld.
and obseration ASU-8 w W f BPN to

2. %~ports Indlirect fire Efterfeld. Tree HMf4,2 fire
3. Uses after amoke as missies fren top of LidAter Berg,

raeded to aouu mme wde U.S. Fit mvis In LOS.
4. Paports wn, Fit

status
5. Omtimes to eSeW r,-

man targets
6. %iifs Indirect fire to

BM4-a3
7. Ilpcrts enemy strergth

and movemet

23. weak H465 NB564245- MPT 2do p 6-23 and 6-68 Inst/Ctlr reports enemy breakLng
Contact Wth M568247 1. Pit ldr isa FRAWO thurai BP7, orders Plt to break
the FwW/ 2. Establishes rally point contact retu n to BM on raote
Use Smk 3. Vithdl fran BP6A DELTA, be awre of danger of fire

along rute EDLTA fran S. (PFOR Ctlr pzsies with
4. Uges e nbe woxkre to =wviving tanks and EMP. If

cover vithdkawi tree c loss T-62s or Ws re-
5. (l I missiai to main, AS-859 also emerge from

screenroute DELTA from Eiterfeld to pursue. lfd
B7 exercise hen all my destroyed

6. R& Ws OP'O elements or Pit reaches Wolf.
by section as required
to slCw pMrasit and
maintain m eotv
secur-ity.
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Occupy Battle Position/Hasty Defense

Miniature Models

U.S. Force:

5 M1 Tanks (1 Pit, 1 Cdr)
1 M151A1 Jeep (or Hummer)
M60 MG Team
1 ITV Platoon
1 M1 Tank Platoon
1 M113 Ambulance
1 M88 with M2
1 M559 Fuel Tanker
1 M561 Ammo Truck
3 M2 IFV

OPFOR:

9 BMP (3 Pit) with AT3C (Sagger C), 4 rounds ea.
10 T-62 Tanks (3 Plt, 1 Cdr)
3 PT-76 Tanks (1 Plt)
4 BRDM-2 Scouts (2 See) with 14.5 - MG
3 BRDM-2 (1 Plt) with AT-5 (Spandrel), 15 rounds ea.
3 ASU-85 Assault Guns

Detection Cards

1. Trucks moving on road. (M561 (GOER) and M559 Fuel Tanker).
2. APC moving fast on road. M113 ambulance.
3. Vehicle towing APC on road. M88 with M2 in tow.
4. 3 EMPs moving north on road.
5. Chemical detection paper (M8) turned green.
6. Chemical alarm gives negative indication.
7. Chemical alarm gives positive indication.
8. Chemical alarm gives negative indication.
9. Fixed wing aircraft approaching.

Two OPFOR fighters at high speed, low level.
10. APC (M113) with personnel in protective suits.
11. Soldier in tanker suit in woods by road.
12. Three light tanks. Moving PT-76s.
13. Two recon vehicles. Moving BRDM-2 Scouts.
14. Two recon vehicles. Moving BRDM-2 Scouts.
15. Three T-62 Tanks in defilade.
16. Four T-62 Tanks in defilade.
17. Three T-62 Tanks in defilade.
18. Three EMPs in hull defilade.
19. Flash, smoke. Anti-Tank missiles approaching. Three EMPs in woodline.
20. Three moving ASU-85s.
21. Flash, smoke, Anti-Tank missiles approaching. Three BRDM-2 at edge of

clearing.
22. Three ASU-85 moving between buildings.
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APPENDIX E
MISSION-TASK RELATIONSHIPS IN

THAX I EXERCISES AND STX8
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APPENDIX F

TRAX I FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS
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APPENDIX F
TRAX I FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS

Classroom Facilities

One classroom with a minimum size of 12 ft x 18 ft is required to set up
the terrain board for play. Chairs are needed for the Instructor/Controller
and Fire Controller, who sit at the south edge of the board. Additional
space in the same room or an adjoining room with a table and six to eight
chairs is convenient for initial instructions, some mission preparation ac-
tivities, discussions following after-action review of game events, and stor-
age of materials.

Terrain Board

Assembly and Support. Ten 2 ft x 4 ft sections of the Dunn-Kempf board
assemble into an 8 ft x 10 ft terrain board. The board represents a 4.8 km x
6.0 km area of Germany north of Hunfeld on map section L5324, series M745
(scale 1:50,000). The horizontal scale of the terrain board is 1 inch to 50
meters, and the vertical scale is 1 inch to 25 meters. The board sections
can be supported by three 4 ft x 8 ft sheets of one-half inch thick plywood
resting on four 3 ft x 5 ft tables, four Dunn-Kempf and Blockbuster kit
boxes, or other sturdy boxes or crates of a similar size. Several garbage
cans (27 inches high) may be used to support the plywood sheets if tables or
boxes are not available. A 2 foot wide clear strip is left below the south
edge of the board where the controller can place the game materials in use.

Buildings. Buildings from the Dunn-Kempf kit can be fixed to the board
with weather-proofing putty and removed without damage to the board. Build-

ings should be placed to represent the towns and villages of Leibolz,
Eiterfeld, Ufhausen, Fursteneck, Wolf, Oberweisenborn, and Unterweisenborn.

The buildings should be distributed and configured proportionately to the
number and arrangement of buildings indicated on the map. Individual build-
ings that often affect decisions or events in the scenarios should be placed
at the following locations: NB600225 (Sch), NB578223, NB579232, NB579233,
NB579234, NB578233, NB5723234, NB575244 (Sch), NB567243 (Bad), NB5682446

(Whs), NB573278, NB574282, NB572254 (Sch), NB584262 (H), NB583263, NB584265,
NB583266, NB585267, NB584267, NB582267, NB585272, NB573266, NB586277. The
abbreviation used to identify particular buildings on the map are given in
parenthesis after the map coordinates above.

Terrain Features. Features are added to the terrain board symbolically.
Masking tape is placed on the board at the desired location with the area and
configuration occupied by the feature. In representing obstacles, such as
craters, ditches, minefields, or abatis, graphic symbols used for operational
map overlays are drawn on the tape. If players are not intended to have
prior knowledge of the obstacle, they are not marked on the board, but dis-
closed through detection cards. Cultural features, (forest trails, quarries,
towers, etc.) that appear on the map, but not on the board, can be marked by
masking tape with the corresponding map symbol. These features are marked
when significant for a particular exercise scenario. Results of engineer
activity may also be marked during the course of the game when incorporated
in the scenario. Plastic markers representing prepared positions for tanks
are supplied in the Blockbuster kit and may be fixed to the board with tape
or putty.
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Vehicles and Units

The 1:285 scale (Micro-armor) miniature models supplied with the

Dunn-Kempf and Blockbuster kits are used to represent vehicles and infantry
teams. The Dunn-Kempf vehicle miniatures correspond to equipment being
phased out in Division '86 organizations. However, they will remain useful

in simulating U.S. reserve or transitional organizations and OPFOR reserve or
Warsaw Pact satellite units. Models of older equipment (e.g., M113A1 for
ITVs) can be used to represent newer equipment when the proper models are not
available. Training should not be seriously affected if the appropriate

movement and weapon capabilities are executed in play. The Blockbuster kit
provides models of some the equipment available in Division '86 organiza-

tions, and additional models are available as training aids. When units

rather than individual vehicles are specified in an exercise scenario, unit
markers can be used to show the general position occupied by the unit on the
board. The unit markers are made by fixing unit symbols from the Blockbuster
kit to 2 in x 3 in rectangles of posterboard with glue or tape. Models re-
quired for the exercises in Appendix D are listed as part of each exercise
plan. Gummed labels should be placed on the underside of the models, showing
U.S. vehicle identification numbers, and OPFOR unit numbers.

Event Markers

Gun Direction. These markers are made from 2 and 3 /4 inch prong
fasteners, doubled over at the middle, with one prong bent up a 900 angle and
doubled back to provide a handle on top. Figure F-i illustrates a fastener
before and after bending to make a gun direction marker.

Field of View. These markers are made by cutting off the flat bottom of
a 6 oz styrofoam coffee cup and then cutting the bottom into four pie-shaped
sections with the desired angle. The TC's field of view used with the basic
rules has a 900 angle, as shown in Figure F-2.

Munition and Obscuration Markers. Three bags of medical cotton balls are
needed for markers used to show effects of munition and other obscurants. The
balls in one bag are left white, and are used to represent smoke. The balls

of a second bag are dyed black with indelible ink or shoe dye and used to
represent artillery explosions. About one-third of the balls in the third
bag are dyed brown to represent dust clouds. Another third are dyed red and
used to show firing signatures, target explosions, or fires in buildings,
woods, or fields. A few red balls are stretched into an elongated shape, 2-3
inches long, to represent antitank missile signatures (TOW, Dragon, or
Sagger). Two or three red balls are pulled apart, with the pieces rolled up
lengthwise in a matchstick shape to represent antitank rockets (LAW or RPG).
Red pieces of string are used to mark machinegun signatures (1 inch for light
and 2 inches for heavy machineguns). The remaining balls are dyed various
other colors, when needed to represent signal smoke, the origin of some
chemical weapon agents, and camouflage netting or vegetation providing con-
cealment but not cover.

Target Effects. A supply o' effect markers can be made up from one
inch squares cut from heavy blue and red card stock. A large asterisk ()
should be marked on one side to symbolize a hit. A S, K, KF, or KM is placed

on the reverse side to indicate the effect resulting from a hit. Blue
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Prong Fastener
(Top View)

Gun Direction Marker

(Side View)

Figure F-i. Prong fastener made into a Gun Direction (GD) marker.

Foam Cup Cup Bottom
(6 oz.) (Top View)

4 -- cut

Cut---------- I

cut

Figure F-2. Foam cup bottom made into a Field of View (FOV) marker.
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markers are used for U.S. hits on the OPFOR and red markers for OPFOR hits
on U.S. vehicles.

Detection Cards

Detection cards are made from salmon or orange colored card stock cut in
3 in x 3 in squares. Target detection or identification information is typed
on the back of the card. Lists of detection cards with information to be
placed on the cards is given with each exercise plan in Appendix D. In pre-
paring detection cards for other scenarios, it is important to keep in mind
that the cards substitute for, and control in the game context, the informa-
tion derived from visual observation of the battlefield or other events
known to a particular TC, such as a casualty in the crew or a mechanical
breakdown.

Action Cards

General. The action cards can be made from posterboard, heavy colored
cardstock, or heavy cardboard (e.g., file dividers). Blue or green cards
should be used with the U.S. forces and red or tan with the OPFOR. Cards can
be made to indicate action on one or both sides, depending on player prefer-
ence. A set of cards is made for each vehicle in the U.S. Force, but sets
are required only for platoons, sections, and command vehicles on the OPFOR
side. Vehicle numbers are marked on a corner of the U.S. cards on both sides
to help the players from mixing up their cards, while unit numbers are marked
on OPFOR cards.

One Action per Card. Cards made to show one action are cut in 3 in x 3
in squares. A large (one inch) letter denoting the action type is stenciled
on one side of the card. Lists of movement factors or firing condition modi-
fiers and weapon limitations are glued to the backs of the cards. Cards re-
quired for each type of vehicle are shown in Table F-I. Information placed
on the back of movement cards is given in Tables F-2 and F-3. Factors af-
fecting firing are given in Tables F-4, F-5, and F-6.

Two Actions per Card. In the second method, letters for the actions are

placed on the front and back of a 3 in x 6 in card. When an action involves

movement, a movement scale showing the maximum distances is marked on a long
edge of the card with terrain labels at the corresponding distance. When the
action involves firing, conditions affecting results of engagements are
listed together with any special characteristics of the weapon system, e.g.,
maximum range and number of rounds for a missile carrier. It is convenient
to pair the actions F and FM, M and D, P and U, G and L, and GL and R in
making the cards. The advantage of the second method is that the number of
cards is minimized and they are easier to use in marking off movement dis-
tances. The disadvantage is that the desired card is harder to find until
players learn how the actions are paired. Also, they are twice as big, tend-
ing to get in the way of another player's vehicle and card more often during
play. Cards with two actions are usually preferred when the vehicle has more
than five possible actions.

A.-
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Other Equipment

Six 12 foot retractable metal tape measures used in determining range.

Two 10 foot lengths of heavy twine used to verify LOS.

Six 18 inch wooden rulers used to move vehicles out of reach near the
center of the board.

One set of plastic cards numbered 1-100 with stand (Take a Number Kit)
used to display elapsed game time. If not available through supply sources,
cards with stenciled numbers can be used with flip chart stand made from a
ring binder turned inside out. The front and back covers of the binder are
nailed to a 4 in wide beveled piece of wood between the covers, with the
outer edges of the covers acting as feet for the stand.

Clear Dunn-Kempf artillery placement and bomb delivery sheets that are
used in placing indirect fire markers.

Wire stands from Dunn-Kempf kit are used to place helicopters in an ele-
vated position over the terrain. Weatherproofing putty should be applied to
the base of the stand so that it can be firmly fixed to the board. Putty
allows the stand to be easily removed from the board and fixed at a new loca-tion when the helicopter moves.

Two cassette tape recorders, preferably with built-in crystal micro-
phones, for recording orders.

Other Materials

One set of scenario orders for each platoon to be trained.

Three copies of the complete Training and Evaluation Schedules for each
scenario used by the controllers.

Two sets of Dunn-Kempf (Revised) Combat Results Tables.

Three copies of a CEOI book, either an actual book for a local unit, or
a facsimile available for training purposes.

Dunn-Kempf Random Number Tables used in determining engagement results.

Plastic-covered Dunn-Kempf turn record and artillery request record
sheets used by the controller.

Six copies of TRAX I rules.

Two copies of the Platoon APT, with platoon and company SOPs, for
reference in the after-action review.
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Table F-i

Action Cards Required for Vehicles

US FORCE M1 M60A1/ M2/ M113(TOW) M106/ M728 AVLB/ GND TOW/
CARDS" M6OA3 M48A5 M113 M3 M901(ITV) M125 (CEV) Wheeled DRAGON

F X X X X X X X
M X X X X X X X X X
FM X X X X X X
D X X X X X X X X X
P x x x
U x x x
L X X X
G X X X
G/L X X
R X X X X X

BRDM/ BRDM/
OPFOR T72/ T62/ PT-76 BMP/ BRDM-2 BRDM-2 ASU-85 MAN-
CARDS' 764 T55 ZSU 23-4 BMD (SCOUT) (AT) SP ARTY Wheeled PACK

F X X X X X X
M X X X X X X X X X
FM X X X X X
D X X X X X X X X X
P x x x
U x x x
L X X X
G X X X
R X X X

1 Types of cards are indicated below:

F-Fire
M-Move
FM-Fire on Move (1/2 inch subtracted from Move distance)
D-Dash (one inch added to Move distance)
P-Pick up troops
U-Unload troops
L-Launch missile
G-Guide to target

GL-Guide to target and Launch second missile
R-Reload
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Table F-2

Movement Distances1 for
US Force Action CardsT

Move (M) Cards Fire on Move (FM) Cards Dash (D) Cards

Twice per turn Twice per turn Twice per turn

TERRAIN MI TERRAIN M1 TERRAIN MI

Paved Road 4.5 Paved Road 4.0 4.0 Paved Road 5.5
Dirt Road 3.5 Dirt Road 3.0 Dirt Road 4.5
Cross Country 3.0 Cross Country 2.5 Cross Country 4.0
Woods/Uphill 2.0 Woods/Uphill 1.5 Woods/Uphill 3.0
Marsh/Stream 1.5 Marsh/Stream 1.0 Marsh/Stream 2.5

Twice per turn Twice per turn Twice per turn
M60A3 M60A3 M60A3

TERRAIN M88 TERRAIN M88 TERRAIN M88

Paved Road 3.5 Paved Road 3.0 Paved Road 4.5
Dirt Road 2.5 Dirt Road 2.0 Dirt Road 3.5
Cross Country 2.0 Cross Country 1.5 Cross Country 3.0
Woods/Uphill 1.0 Woods/Uphill 0.5 Woods/Uphill 2.0
Marsh/Stream 1.0 Marsh/Stream 0.5 Marsh/Stream 2.0

Twice per turn Twice per turn Twice per turn
M6OA1 M60A1 M60A 1

TERRAIN M48A5 TERRAIN M48A5 TERRAIN M48A5

Paved Road 3.5 Paved Road 3.0 Paved Road 4.5
Dirt Road 2.5 Dirt Road 2.0 Dirt Road 3.5
Cross Country 2.0 Cross Country 1.5 Cross Country 3.0
Woods/Uphill 1.0 Woods/Uphill 0.5 Woods/Uphill 2.0
Marsh/Stream 1.0 Marsh/Stream 0.5 Marsh/Stream 2.0

Twice per turn Twice per turn Twice per turn

TERRAIN M2/M3 TERRAIN M2/M3 TERRAIN M2/M3

Paved Road 4.5 Paved Road 4.0 Paved Road 5.5
Dirt Road 3.5 Dirt Road 3.0 Dirt Road 4.5
Cross Country 3.0 Cross Country 2.5 Cross Country 4.0
Woods/Uphill 2.0 Woods/Uphill 1.5 Woods/Uphill 3.0
Marsh/Stream 1.5 Marsh/Stream 1.0 Marsh/Stream 2.5
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Table F-2 (cont)

Move (M) Cards Fire on Move (FM) Cards Dash (D) Cards

Twice per turn Twice per turn Twice per turn
M113 M113 M113

TEARAIN M125/M106 TERRAIN M125/M106 TERRAIN M125/M106

Paved Road 4.0 Paved Road 3.5 Paved Road 5.0
Dirt Road 3.0 Dirt Road 2.5 Dirt Road 4.0
Cross Country 2.5 Cross Country 2.0 Cross Country 3.5
Woods/Uphill 1.5 Woods/Uphill 1.0 Woods/Uphill 2.5
Marsh/Stream 1.5 Marsh/Stream 1.0 Marsh/Stream 2.5

Twice per turn Twice per turn Twice per turn

TERRAIN M901(ITV) TERRAIN M901(ITV) TERRAIN M901(ITV)

Paved Road 4.0 Paved Road 3.5 Paved Road 5.0
Dirt Road 3.0 Dirt Road 2.5 Dirt Road 4.0
Cross Country 2.5 Cross Country 2.0 Cross Country 3.5
Woods/Uphill 1.5 Woods/Uphill 1.0 Woods/Uphill 2.5
Marsh/Stream 1.5 Marsh/Stream 1.0 Marsh/Stream 2.5

Twice per turn No FM for Wheeled Twice per turn
Vehicles

TERRAIN WHEELED TERRAIN WHEELED

Paved Road 4.0 Paved Road 5.0

Dirt Road 3.0 Dirt Road 4.0
Cross Country 1.5 Cross Country 2.5
Woods/Uphill 1.0 Woods/Uphill 2.0
Marsh/Stream 0.5 Marsh/Stream 1.5

Twice per turn No FM for AVLB Twice per turn

TERRAIN AVLB TERRAIN AVLB

Paved Road 3.0 Paved Road 3.0
Dirt Road 2.5 Dirt Road 3.5

Cross Country 1.5 Cross Country 3.0
Woods/Uphill 1.0 Woods/Uphill 2.0
Marsh/Stream 1.0 Marsh/Stream 2.0

1 Distances are given in inches. Each inch per movement step equals 12 KPH

or 7.4 MPH.
2 Pages may be duplicated and cut apart to mount on cards.
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Table F-3

Movement Distances for
OPFOR Action Cards

I

Move (M) Fire on Move (FM) Dash (D)

Twice per turn Twice per turn Twice per turn

TERRAIN T72/T64 TERRAIN T72/T64 TERRAIN T72/T64

Paved Road 4.0 Paved Road 3.5 Paved Road 5.0
Dirt Road 3.0 Dirt Road 2.5 Dirt Road 4.0
Cross Country 2.5 Cross Country 2.0 Cross Country 3.5
Woods/Uphill 1.5 Woods/Uphill 1.0 Woods/Uphill 2.5
Marsh/Stream 1.5 Marsh/Stream 1.0 Marsh/Stream 2.5

Twice per turn Twice per turn Twice per turn

TERRAIN T62/T55 TERRAIN T62/T55 TERRAIN T62/T55

Paved Road 3.5 Paved Road 3.0 Paved Road 4.5
Dirt Road 2.5 Dirt Road 2.0 Dirt Road 3.5
Cross Country 2.0 Cross Country 1.5 Cross Country 3.0
Woods/Uphill 1.0 Woods/Uphill 0.5 Woods/Uphill 2.0
Marsh/Stream 1.0 Marsh/Stream 0.5 Marsh/Stream 2.0

Twice per turn Twice per turn Twice per turn
PT 76 PT 76 PT 76

TERRAIN SP ARTY TERRAIN SP ARTY TERRAIN SP ARTY

Paved Road 3.5 Paved Road 3.0 Paved Road 4.5

Dirt Road 2.5 Dirt Road 2.0 Dirt Road 3.5
Cross Country 2.0 Cross Country 1.5 Cross Country 3.0
Woods/Uphill 1.0 Woods/Uphill 0.5 Woods/Uphill 2.0
Marsh/Stream 1.0 Marsh/Stream 0.5 Marsh/Stream 2.0

Twice per turn Twice per turn Twice per turn

TERRAIN BMP/BMD TERRAIN BMP/BMD TERRAIN BMP/BMD

Paved Road 4.5 Paved Road 4.0 Paved Road 5.5
Dirt Road 3.5 Dirt Road 3.0 Dirt Road 4.5
Cross Country 3.0 Cross Country 2.5 Cross Country 4.0
Woods/Uphill 2.0 Woods/Uphill 1.5 Woods/Uphill 3.0
Marsh/Stream 1.5 Marsh/Stream 1.0 Marsh/Stream 2.5
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Table F-3 (cont)

Move (M) Fire on Move (FM) Dash (D)

Twice per turn Twice per turn Twice per turn
BRDM/ BRDM/ BRDM/

TERRAIN BRDM-2 TERRAIN BRDM-2 TERRAIN BRDM-2

Paved Road 5.0 Paved Road 4.5 Paved Road 6.0
Dirt Road 4.0 Dirt Road 3.5 Dirt Road 5.0
Cross Country 3.0 Cross Country 2.5 Cross Country 4.0
Woods/Uphill 1.5 Woods/Uphill 1.0 Woods/Uphill 2.5
Marsh/Stream Marsh/Stream Marsh/Stream

Twice per turn Twice per turn
ASU 85 ASU 85

TERRAIN ZSU 23-4 No FM for ASU 85 TERRAIN ZSU 23-4
or ZSU 23-4

Paved Road 2.5 Paved Road 3.5
Dirt Road 2.0 Dirt Road 3.0
Cross Country 1.5 Cross Country 2.5
Woods/Uphill 1.0 Woods/Uphill 2.0
Marsh/Stream 1.0 Marsh/Stream 2.0

Twice per turn No FM for Wheeled Twice per turn
Vehicles

TERRAIN Wheeled TERRAIN Wheeled

Paved Road 4.0 Paved Road 5.0
Dirt Road 3.0 Dirt Road 4.0
Cross Country 1.5 Cross Country 2.5

* Woods/Uphill 1.0 Woods/Uphill 2.0
Marsh/Stream 0.5 Marsh/Stream 1.5

1 Distances are given in inches. Each inch per movement step equals 12 KPH

2 or 7.4 MPH.
2 Pages may be duplicated and cut apart to mount on cards.
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Table F-4

Firing Condition Modifiers For
US and OPFOR Action Cards

Fire (F) Cards Reload (R) Cards

US Tank Main Guns US Tank Machineguns

Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers Hit/Kill Modifiers Change
* Target R Cng Target Pk Cng

Target Activity
Flank -1 T64/72 -.10 Standing -1 R
Moving +1 Flank +. 10 Moving 0 R
Turret Rear +.10 Prone +1 R
Tank +2 Turret No Km Target Position

APC +3 Chopper H=K Open Field -1 R
Weapon R Cng Ammo Pk Cng Woods Edge 0 R

2nd/3rd -1 APDS .00 Dense Woods +1 R
Heat +1 AFSPDS +. 10 In Buildings +1 R
Moving Heat +.10 Prepared Position +1 R
Stab In +1 Heat at -. 10 Firing 2nd/3rd Burst -1 R
Stab Out +2 T64/72 Firing with Surprise -1 R

Fire (F) Cards Pickup (P) Cards

OPFOR Tank Main Guns IFV/APC Machineguns

- Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers Hit/Kill Modifiers Change
* Target R Cng Target Pk Cng

Target Activity
* Flank -1 M1 -.10 Standing -1 R
• Moving +1 Flank +. 10 Moving 0 R

Turret Bear +.10 Prone +1 R
Tank +2 Turret No Km Target Position
APC +3 Chopper H=K Open Field -1 R

Weapon R Cng Ammo Pk Cng Woods Edge 0 R
2nd/3rd -1 APDS .00 Dense Woods +1 R
Heat +1 AFSPDS +. 10 In Buildings +1 R
Moving Heat +.10 Prepared Position +1 R
Stab In +1 Heat at -. 10 Firing 2nd/3rd Burst -1 R
Stab Out +2 MI Firing with Surprise -1 R
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Table F-5

Missile Limitations and Modifiers for
US Action Cards

I

Launch (L) Cards Guide (G) Cards Reload (R) Cards

Dragon Dragon Dragon

1000 m Range Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers 4 turn setup
65 minimum Target R Cng Target Pk Cng per round
1 ready (1 ready)
2 rounds/team Flank -1 T64/72 -. 10
6 total supply Moving +1 Flank +. 10 Stationary

Stationary Tank Turret +2 Rear +.10
until impact APC Turret +3 Turret No Km

Ground TOW Ground TOW Ground TOW

3750 m Range Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers 2 turn setup
65 minimum Target R Cng Target Pk Cng per round
1 ready (1 ready)
2 rounds/team Flank -1 T64/72 -. 10
8 total supply Moving +1 Flank +.10 Stationary

Stationary Tank Turret +2 Rear +.10
until impact APC Turret +3 Turret No Km

M113 TOW M113 TOW M113 TOW

3750 m Range Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers 2 turn reload
65 minimum Target R Cng Target Pk Cng per round
1 ready (1 ready)

12 total supply Flank -1 T64/72 -.10
Stationary Moving +1 Flank +. 10 Stationary .,
until impact Tank Turret +2 Rear +.10 .3

APC Turret +3 Turret No Km

M2 TOW M2 TOW M2 TOW

3750 m Range Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers 2 turn reload
65 minimum Target R Cng Target Pk Cng per round
2 ready (2 ready)
7 total supply Flank -1 T64/72 -.10

Stationary Moving +1 Flank +. 10 Stationary
until impact Tank Turret +2 Rear +.10

APC Turret +3 Turret No Km
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Table F-5 (cont)

Launch (L) Cards Guide (G) Cards Reload (R) Cards

M3 TOW M3 TOW M3 TOW

3750 M Range Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers 2 turn reload
65 minimum Target R Cng Target Pk Cng per round
2 ready (2 ready)
12 total Flank -1 T64/72 -.10

Stationary Moving +1 Flank +.10 Stationary
until impact Tank Turret +2 Rear +.10

APC Turret +3 Turret No Km

M901(ITV) TOW M901(ITV) TOW M901(ITV) TOW

3750 m Range Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers 2 turn reload
65 minimum Target R Cng Target Pk Cng per round
2 ready (2 ready)
14 total Flank -1 T64/72 -.10

Stationary Moving +1 Flank +.10 Stationary
Tank Turret +2 Rear +.10
APC Turret +3 Turret No Km

Guide and Launch (GL) Cards

M2 TOW M3 TOW M901(ITV) TOW

2 rounds 2 rounds 2 rounds
per turn per turn per turn

at targets at targets at targets
1500 m or less 1500 m or less 1500 m or less
Stationary Stationary Stationary

1 Pages may be duplicated and cut apart to mount on cards.
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Table F-6

Missile Limitations and Modifiers for
OPFOR Action Cards

Launch (L) Cards Guide (G) Cards Reload (R) Cards

Manpack AT-3 (Sag) Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers Manpack AT-3 (Sag)

3000 m Range Target R Cng Target Pk Cng 10 turn setup
500 minimum Flank -1 MI -.10 per round
2 rounds Moving +1 Flank +.10 (1 ready)

Tank Turret +2 Rear +.10

APC Turret +3 Turret No Km

BMP/BMD AT-3C(Sag C) Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers BMP/BMD AT-3C(Sag C)

3000 m Range Target R Cng Target Pk Cng 2 turn reload
500 minimum Flank -1 MI -.10 per round
2 rounds Moving +1 Flank +.10 (1 ready)

Tank Turret +2 Rear +.10

APC Turret +3 Turret No Km

BRDM/ BRDM/
BRDM-2 AT-3C(Sag C) Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers BRDM-2 AT-3C(Sag C)

3000 m Range Target R Cng Target Pk Cng 2 turn reload
500 minimum Flank -1 MI -.10 per round
6 ready Moving +1 Flank +.10 (6 ready)

14 total Tank Turret +2 Rear +.10

APC Turret +3 Turret No Km

Manpack AT-4(Spigot) Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers Manpack AT-4(Spigot)

2000 m Range Target R Cng Target Pk Cng 6 turn setup
100 minimum Flank -1 MI -. 10 per round

2 rounds Moving +1 Flank +.10 (1 ready)
Tank Turret +2 Rear +.10

APC Turret +3 Turret No Km

BMP/BMD AT-4(Spigot) Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers BMP/BMD AT-4(Spigot)

2000 m Range Target R Cng Target Pk Cng 2 turn reload
100 minimum Flank -1 MI -.10 per round
1 ready Moving +1 Flank +.10 (1 ready)
4 total Tank Turret +2 Rear +.10

APC Turret +3 Turret No Km
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Table F-6 (cont)

BRDM/ BRDM/
BRDM-2 AT5(Spandrel) Hit Modifiers Kill Modifiers BRDM-2 AT-5(Spandrel)

4000 m Range Target R Cng Target Pk Cng 2 turn reload
100 minimum Flank -1 MI -.10 per round
5 ready Moving +1 Flank +.10 (5 ready)

15 total Tank Turret +2 Rear +.10
APC Turret +3 Turret No Km
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